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Brave deeds are the monuments of •*
•* brave men.—Napoleon I.
•••

• •••

NOTICE

GRANGERS’

I am in business with my son, Ernest C. House at <
18 Park street, and we are prepared to do all kinds of I

ELECTRIC WIRING, AUTO WIRING, MOTOR and'
GENERATOR WORK and BATTERY REPAIRS [
%

Auto lights, brushes and assessories in stock. Your ?
' patronage is solicited. See us for your electric work. i

Satisfaction Guaranteed
? Telephone 227R

Residence Telephone 616W

Re
95-96

H. HOUSE

WISCASSET INN

ATTENTION

TAUGHT IN VINALHAVEN.

Miss Fannie Robinson, for 14 years
a teacher of mathematics and Latin in
Bangor High school and since 1916
head of the department of mathemat
ics, has resigned to join the faculty
of the High School at East Orange, N.
J., as head of the mathematics deparement. Miss Dunning, who succeeds
Miss Robinson, has been a member of
the High school faculty since 1915 and
previous to that time taught In the
High Schools in Vinalhaven and Sears
port. Miss Dunning is on a leave of
absence for the coming year, during
which time her position will be tem
porarily held by Miss Vivia Skinner.

Steak Suppers

Daylight Saving Time
WEEK DAYS, 12 to 2; 6 to 8
SUNDAYS,

••• ••• •••

Will the Patrons and friends of
Knox Pomona Grange keep in mind
that there are two field meetings this
month. The one at Oakland Park,
Aug. 16, is the Farm Bureau field day,
to which the Patrons are invited.
Knox Pomona field day is to be held
in Union, Aug. 27, and plans are made
for one of the biggest days in its
history. Lincoln, Waldo, North Waldo
and Llmerock Valley Pomonas are to
be guests. The speakers for the day
are lion. Percival P. Baxter, Governor
of Maine; W. J. Thompson, Master
of the Maine State Grange; and C. H.
Crawford, Secretary of the Sheep and
Wool Growers’ Association. There will
be community singing, led by the
band, and a reading by Helen Went
worth. Tonics, ice cream, confection
ery and cigars will be on sale, by a
comittee from Knox Pomona, and all
who are interested in the welfare of
the Grange w’ill save their pennies,
and visit the Grange booth.
The
Oakland Park band will furnish music.
Everybody i-s invited. Basket lunch.

38 Miles from Rockland

Chicken Dinners

1 to 2.30; 6 to 8

Excellent Cooking with Good Service in one of
Maine’s Most Attractive Villages

WANTED—First Class Plumbers.
Union men on strike. No disturb
ance. Good Wages. WILLEY &
CALHOUN, Portland Me.

OR A REAL OUTING, TAKE STR. GOV. DOUGLAS at
Thomaston any da£ except Sunday at 7.30 A. M. and visit
the most fascinating, primitive, and ruggedly beautiful
spot in all New England.

MONHEGAN

ISLAND

T

Returning the Gov. Douglas reaches Thomaston at 6 P. M.
giving six hours at the Island.
Round trip tickets for sale on the boat, good for returning the
same day, including dinner at the

HOUSE,

ST, PETER’S CHURCH
White Street, near Llmerock

WENTY-TWO miles from Thomaston, ten miles out in
the broad Atlantic, with a continuous settlement older
than l’lymouth, it is the home of a hundred fishermen, has
three hotels and seventy summer cottages. On its east
coast four great headlands almost 200 feet high Jut out into the
ocean. Its central hill is crowned with an imposing granite light
house, and on the west the land slopes gently to the sea where
Manana, a great barren rock a hundred feet high forms the western
guard to its beautiful harbor.

ALBEE
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CUT FLOWER©
oe PALMS, FERNS .*
Floral Designs a Specialty

•

THURSDAY AND SATURDAY

$3.50

3ev. A. E Scott, Rector
81 Pleasant Street Telephone 29-M.
It thia telephone Is not answered call 5G-M

Twelfth Sunday after Trinity, Aug. 14th,
Holy Communion at 7 30 a. m. only;
Morning Prayer with music and sermon
at 10.30; Church School at 12.15, fast
time. No evening service.
At Thomaston Sunday at 7 p in , Evening
Prayer with music and sermon ; the-Rector
of Camden will officiate, and the vested
boys* choir of that parish will sing; all
our Rockland people are Invited to go
over on the 6 20 car.
At Thomaston Monday evening the
15th at 7 o’clock In the parish rooms, a
second social and business meeting, to
which all interested persons in Thomas
ton are invited to come.
Thursday, Aug 18th, Service at 7.30 p. m.,
choir rehearsal at 8.
Remember the summer offering, for next
winter’s expenses, in special envelopes
found in the pledge packages and in the
pews

CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY,
ROCKLAND, MAINE

August I, 1921

WINDSOR
HOTEL
Belfast

Notice to Customers-.
From this date Central Maine Pou)er Com
pany operates the Gas and Electric Plants and
the Street Railway, formerly operated by the
Knox County Electric Company, and checks for
all due accounts should be made to the order of
Central Maine Power Company.
H. P. BLODGETT,
Superintendent.

SPECIAL
CHICKEN DINNERS
SUNDAYS, $1.25
12 to 2 Standard Time

LOBSTER SUPPERS
Daily, 6 to 7:30
JONES-WHITTIER, Props.
73s-tf

THE RADIO COMPASS

REPUBLICAN WOMEN

A1DING BIG BALLOON

Vinalhaven Boy Gives Inter Heard Fine Addresses by Miss How Science Will Help the Skowhegan Commandery and
ZR-2 On Its Trans-Atlantic
Ladies
Have
Enjoyable
esting Description of a
Brown and Howard Davies
Great Modern Invention.
Field Day at Oakland Park.
Voyage This Month.
at the Oakland Park Field
—Liked the Seashore.
Day Wednesday.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Science will be called upon to do its
utmost to protect the dirigible ZR-2,
The attractions of the seashore, par
The annual field" day for Republican
latest addition to America’s navy, on
ticularly that section of it which
women of Knox county was held under
her flight this month from England serves as waterfront to Oakland Park,
most auspicious conditions at Oakland
to the United States.
gained many new converts Wednes
Park, Wednesday. The combination of
While no string of destroyers will day, when De Molay Commandery, K.
a perfect day, an enthusiastic group of
be flung across the Atlantic ready for T., came from its inland home in
people and eloquent speakers was all
possible rescue work, as was done Skowhegan for its annual field day.
that could be wished.
when the three American naval sea If I could afford the time I would
Many of those present, Including
planes hopped off for the old world spend the remainder of the summer
the guests, ate dinner at the Park
in 1919, four battleships, a cruiser and there,” is what The Courier-Gazette
restaurant, while others took picnic
a special weather bureau vessel will reporter was told by Frank R. Mad
dinners.
Informal gatherings were
complete meteorological data and fur den, the eminent commander of Do
held between 11.30 and 1.30, and at
nish forecasts which will guide the Molay. And this appeared to be the
these was planned the work for the
giant gas bag in dodging storms.
prevailing sentiment. various towns for the coming year.
Storms at sea, which mean nothing
In the party were 82 Sir Knights
Hon. Howard Davies of Portland to a modern battleship and are brave
and Miss Marian Brown of Augusta, ly weathered by destroyers, may mean and 85 lady guests—a total of 167, as
executive secretary of the Republican death to the crew of a balloon flying campared with the 115 which Com
mander Madden had felt warranted in
State committee, Womens’ Division,
the Atlantic.
Even should the air guaranteeing when he made his din
were the speakers for the afternoon.
craft escape destruction, it might be ner arrangements with Ralph Trim,
There were about 100 women present,
blown hundreds of miles off its the Park superintendent. With the
representing all parts of the county
Dear Dad—I am sure that you and these met in a beautiful grove to course.
Commandery came Kt. Em. Sir Frank
Therefore, a far-flung system for W. Bucknam, grand commander of
know enough about navigation to hear the speeches and to ask questions.
scanning
the
skies
will
be
put
into
understand that for a ship to know Mrs. F. J. Rich introduced the speak
the Grand Commandery; Rt. Em. Sir
operation when the ZR-2 puts out George W. Gower, past grand com
just where its position is at sea it ers.
from
Howden,
England,
on
her
3500
must be able to take observations of
mander and Past Commander E. F..
Miss Brown gave a clear and able
the sun or stars.
This method Is talk. Her style of speaking is simple, miles, non-stop flight to Lakehurst, N. Merrill, J. C. Griffin and Arthur R.
J.,
from
a
point
300
miles
off
the
Irish
suitable for ships out in the middle of logical and understandable, and is a
Jewett.
the Atlantic Ocean, where they have great help to a group of women who coast to another 100 miles from Jer
De Molay and it guests came by
sey
sands
will
be
stationed
six
weather
plenty of sea room and can figure are unfamiliar with . the various
motor via Belfast. The party was
vessels.
their course by dead reckoning until phases of politics. She told of the or
held up in Camden where a booth
Each hour the radio will bring re had been erected on the premises of
such time as the visibility becomes ganization of Maine women, of the
ports
of
wind,
barometer
and
tempera
suitable; but upon nearing the land success of their first balloting and of
Postmaster J. H.Hobbs, and wher^ an
it becomes more necessary to know the fact that letters have been receiv ture from as far south as San Juan, excellent buffet lunch was served by
P.
R.,
to
as
far
north
as
Newfound
their exact position, and in order to do ed from the far western State of
Sir Knights Hobbs, Morrill and Mil
land.
Out in Nebraska, too, a gov ler. After the long ride these refresh
this, lighthouses, buoys, etc., are Washington, where they have had suf
ernment
weather
station
will
be
col

charted on maps, so that, provided the frage for some time, asking advice in
ments proved most acceptable, but
lecting similar data by means of cap more than all did the visitors appre
weather is clear enough so that these organizing the women.
tive
balloons
and
kites
and
telegraph

ciate the warmth of their reception
markers may be seen, they may set
She was followed by Hon. Howard
their course from them.
Davies, who gave an eloquent, silver- ing it eastward. From the seaboard and the expressions of pleasure with
‘Unfortunately, the weather Is not tongued eulogy of Knox county, the it will be wirelessed to the maritime which the Camden Sir Knights re
observers, who will themselves be
always clear, and until the advent of State of Maine, and the sterli/ig qual making observations, testing wind cur ferred to their St. John’s Day visit to
Skowhegan.
the radio compass it was necessary ities of their people. He pointed out
rents at sea level and at an altitude
This sentiment was fully shared -by
for navigators to depend upon whistles, that there was less illiteracy, more of several thousand feet.
Merchant
bells and soundings to determine their homes owned and more money saved vessels will be asked by radio for sup Claremont Commandery of Rockland,
and when the Skowhegan visitors
position. These methods were not per capita than in any other State. He plemental data.
reached Oakland Park they were de
always dependable, for it is hard to spoke of the marvelous resources of
To
a
selected
vessel,
finally,
will
determine the direction of sound in a Maine, and gave a brief outline of come all reports and aboard her wil lighted to find that the Rockland fra
fog, especially if there is a high wind. what Gov. Baxter is trying to do to be charted a map showing disturb ternity had engaged the Oakland Park
Now we get down to the radio com preserve those vast resources for ances advancing and receding. Then Band for their day’s entertainment.
pass, \Yhich in fact is nothing but a Maine and her people. He spoke of warnings wil he flashed to the dirig This band played during the fore
specially designed radio receiver, hav the interest women should take in ible, so that she may shift her course noon and dinner hour, and for the af
ternoon dance in the Pavilion.
A
ing a small antenna that may be taxation; of her position as house if necessary to dodge storm clouds.
delegation of Sir Knights from Clare
rotated upon a shaft upon which is keeper and consumer, and giving her
The
ZR-2
carries
the
very
latest
mont Commandery visited De Molay
valuable information. He touched on
scale.
radio equipment. It will he used not
“To make this more plain, we will the highways question next, conclud only to receive weather reports, but Commandery during the afternoon and
suppose that there is a ship some ing with a repetition’ of his appeal to transmit daily reports of her there was a hearty exchange of fra
ternal greetings.
•
where In Massachusetts Bay calling to keep the great wealth of hydro progress.
Although the l^irk officials were not
for position. There are three stations electric power in Maine.
expecting nearly so many visitors
After these remarks many questions
on shore that will hear the call and
Supt. Trim immediately put the ma
WEEKEND TRIPS TO BOSTON
this is what takes place: Gloucester were asked and answered. The meet
chinery in motion for providing ad
Compass Station will time the signals ing then adjourned, but many stayed
The Eastern Steamship Company are ditional rations, and the shore din
received from the ship until they are for a firendly chat and parting handheard very clearly and then the shake.
now making; daily trips from Rock ner was a very ample as well as con
genial affair. Later in the afternoon
operator will slowly turn the small
land and landings on the Penobscot many of the visitors motored to Rock
antenna until finally he will find
River to Boston.
land and found that refreshments had
position where the signals will dis
After arriving in Boston, the day also been provided for them in Ma
appear. This point will be very sharp
may be spent in business purposes or sonic Temple.
and the least movement of the antenna
The members of the Skowhegan
pleasure. There are several sight
will bring the signals in again, when
seeing trips by automobile to Cam Commandery were in civilian garb,
the operator gets the antenna set up
bridge. Lexington, Concord, Salem, hence were not recognized by the gen
on this sharp point, the revolving scale
Marblehead, Historic Plymouth and eral public as an rganization, al
which is attached to the compass an
though many persons wondered where
Quaint Gloucester.
IN ROCKLAND
tenna will show just how many de
Points of interest in or near Boston so many good looking strangers came
grees the ship is north or south of
—Bunker Hill Monument, Faneuil from.
Gloucester.
Be Sure and Visit at the
Many of the visitors also remained
Hull, Harvard University, Old South
"At the same time that this was
the Park to see the game between
Meeting House, Old State House, Pub
going on at Gloucester, two other
the Legion and the Lobsters, the fan)*)
lic Library.
stations were doing the same thing,
To many the comfort and conveni of the Twilight League having reached
one at Deer Island and one at Humeence of this trip by steamer is at ven their distant ears. They found
rock, and possibly one at North Truro.
tractive, especially at this time of the game fully as strenuous as they
The directions, which each compass
id expected, and some of them may
the year with a cool overnight sleep
station determines, are all telegraphed
Crescent Beach
after the heat of the day. So inex ave felt that blood was going to be
to the Navy Yard communication
pensive are these short water trips shed when the crowd surged onto the
ofllce, where their readings are all
for a real old fashion
and so reasonable the cost of visiting diamond, after the interrupted game.
plotted upon a map. with the result
in. Skowhegan Sir Knights and
But thj*
the above-named places in and around
that they will have three lines inter
Boston that few are they that cannot idies wre never in doubt n« to their
secting at a - point xhcre the ship
find the means or time to enjoy them. own safety, or to Knox county hospi
actually is. As soon as this point of
The return steamer leaves India tality.
Intersection is found, the exact po
Wharf, Boston, daily including Sun
sition in latitude and longitude is
PLENTY OF NICELY
day at 6 p. m. (daylight saving time).
sent by radio to the ship, and of
EMPIRE THEATRE
course the navigator can very easily
COOKED FOOD
set his course from this information.
Thomas Jefferson, son of the famous
Our work is to calibrate these
actor Joseph Jefferson is in the cast
FOR SALE
AT REASONABLE RATES
stations so that the reading on the
of “White Youth," which is being pre
Dodge Roadster, a good buy for a* sented today. Edith Roberts, who stars
scale jyill be correct. In order to do
car in 1st class condition through
Telephone 425-4
this, there is a Government boat that
in this charming picture of modern life
out. JAMES FRENCH, 6 Oak St.,
works with us that travels over the
in old New Orleans, is a school girl
Camden.
Tu-E*2t
visible area of each compass station,
whose grandfather Intends to marry
sending radio all the while. We have
her to a dissolute old crony of his. At
transit trained upon this ship and
her grandfather’s house she meets a
thereby have her correct position at
young man who Is installing a safe
all times, which is checked up with the
door on the wine cellar, and although
TRY THE
position as received by the radio com
he Is not her intended husband, as she •
pass. This enables us to make any
first supposes, he soon intends to be.
corrections to the radio compass read
When the old grandsire and his friend,
ings that may be necessary, as in
played by Alfred Hollingsworth and
accuracies are caused by many things,
Thomas Jefferson, object to the suit of
-FORsuch as the geography of the coast,
he young northerner, played by Alfred
telephone or power lines in the prox
Iregg, the latter changes the combina
GRAIN, FLOUR, SUGAR, SALT, HAY, STOCK
imity of the compass station and many
tion to the cellar and, refuses to give
other things. It has developed into a
It up until the girl is his.—advt.
FEEDS, DAIRY FEEDS AND POULTRY FEEDS
very important part of the Coast
Wholesale and Retail
Guard Service.
The neighboring city of Belfast
PROMPT SERVICE
GUARANTEED GOODS
"The First Naval District Includes
generally does things about right.
stations at Bar Harbor, Gloucester,
When one of its distinguished sons,
Tel. $00
46 PARK STREET
Deer Island, (Boston harbor), HumeRear Admiral William V. Pratt, ar
95-97
rived home this week, flags were dis
rock. North Truro. Nantucket, Cape
Elizabeth, and one will be com
played from public buildings and
missioned at Price’s Neck In the near
private residences In hls honor.
future. These all require quarterly
calibration, so you see that our oc
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
cupation is not only a busy one, but
is extremely Interesting as well. It is
Whatever your occupation may he and how
a branch of the service that is prac
ever crowded your hours with affalai do not
fail to secure at least a few minute^Bvery day
tically just commencing and ofle that
for refreshment of your inner life With & btt
promises big things in the future.
of poetry.
— Charles Eliot Norwa,
Owen P. Lyons, 2d.

One of the latest and most interest
ing inventions In connection with
wireless telegraphy is the radio com
pass, nbw in operation by the U. S.
government, Owen P. Lyons, 2nd, son
of Thomas J. Lyons of Augusta, who
has been employed during the past
four years as a radio electrician in the
electricil division of the Charlestown
Navy Yard, has been assigned to duty
in connection with the operation of
this new device and writes interest
ingly to his father, giving the details
his work. I send you a copy of the
letter for - publication, feeling assured
that it wRl be of interest to your
aders generally, especially those who
live in sight of the salt water. He
writes from Boston, Mass:

VISITORS

PENOBSCOT ARMS

Shore Dinner

ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
LIMEROCK STREET

We do first class Laundering in a

PROTECTION THAT REALLY PROTECTS
To be protected against fire and theft should be the
earnest desire of every one who owns Valuables.
Put them in our Fire and Burglar Proof Vault.
Safe Deposit Boxes for rent at reasonable rates.

SECURITY TRUST CO

't

Rockland

Branches:

Vinalhaven

Warren

*

Union

A TEMPLAR INVASION

During Owen’s service as a Gov
ernment radio electrician he has ex
perienced some novel and exciting
adventures, which if put Into story
form would be both amusing and in
structlve. Of course I get all of the
particulars, but 1 will leave the story
for him to write when he chooses to
do so. Boarding a Lightship at Nan
tucket Shoals in the winter time, and
then being obliged to remain a week
longer than necessary, on account of a
series of storms, and finally taken off
by a life saving crew, was one of his
adventures, not indulged in from
choice, but in the line of duty. Going
to bottom in a submarine off Boston
Light in order to do some necessary
adjusting was another experience that
he ijays he enjoyed.
Thomas J. Lyons.
Augusta, Aug. 10.
Bluebird Corn packed by Medomak
Canning Co. Try it.
68tf

A CHILD’S GAME.

SANITARY LAUNDRY
CALL 170
PEOPLE’S

LAUNDRY

il*9

Nor sleep, nor journey, nor affray
Can justly image Death to me;
I am a little child, and Death
Tho one who lets you go and see.

All children in a uarkened room;
And Death stands smiling at the door,
Hls finger on his lip. and says
So quietly, “Now, one child more.”

I have so longed and longed to know
What lovely things the children find
When they have gone beyond the door.
But not a child that’s left behind
Has ever been ; for when they go
He will not ever let them back;
An«l when he beckons them, and we
Stand tiptoe, Matching for the crack,

1855

HIGH CLASS MEMORIALS

1921

Designed and Erected by us

Give Permanent Satsifaction

E. A. GLIDDEN&Co.,Waldoboro

Our strange sweet playmate steps between
And «U1 not l»’t us see at all;
He smiles at our expectancy
With “You may come, too, when I call.”

And oh, within that
I have so longed
Just what it is they
The other children

darkened room
and longed to know
see and learn,
when they go.

Do you suppose that I shall feel
Afraid to see him look at me
At last, and beckon with hls hand
And smile, “Now you may go and see.”
—Charlotte Wilson,

Every-U
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OWLS HEAD TOWN

The Courier-Gazette

THE PUBLIC NURSE , !

MEETING

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEI

Rockland, Maine. August 13, 1921.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on
oath declares that he ls pressman in the offlee
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of Tbe Courier-Gazette of August 11,
1921, there was printed a total of 5881 copies
Before ine,
FRANK B. MILLER,

Warrant Posted Today Will Call For One Aug. 22.Investigation of Petition Not Completed.

THE HALL REUNION

Some of the Things Done By Good Attendance and Extra
Miss Chaplin ln Her First
Good Dinner—Grave of
Year’s Service.
Founder’s Son To Receive
Attention.
The concise summary of Miss Chap

An all-day session was held in Au-.satisfy him that an investigation was
lin's work in Knox county as Public
The descendants of Ebenezer Hall,
gusta yesterday for the purpose of in-1 very much needed. The town of South
Health Nurse for the year August,
PROHIBITION IN MAINE
with their friends and guests, to the
vestigating the validity of the South1 Thomaston had able counsel in the
1920, to August. 1921, contains several
number of 70 strong, assembled at
Thomaston
referendum
petition, persons of Thomas Leigh and F. E.
Items of special interest to parents.
A pamphlet of exceeding value and
Penobscot View Grange Hall Wednes
which carried nearly 11,000 names. The Southard of Augusta.
One hundred and sixty-one school
interest comes to the editorial desk—
day. for their ltith annual reunion.
task proved too prodigious for one
It was admitted by Mr. Otis that
children were inspected for diphtheria
“Prohibition In Maine,” from 183" to
The weather was auspicious, t>e din
sitting, however, and another hearing 4600 of the signatures were apparently
in schools where cases had appeared
3920, a history of its origin, results,
ner tables were supplied with an
was specially appointed for Aug. 31, genuine, but claimed by him that the
and 210 cultures were taken: 75
political nullification and final ratifi
abundance of appetizing eatables, the
when the work will be taken up again. | balance of the petitions contained a
scholars were inspected for scarlet
cation, written by N. F. Woodbury of
spirit of good fellowship prevailed and
Meantime the new town of Owls greater or lesser number of disputed
fever. This is ot importance in pre
Auburn, one of the earliest disciples
Head, as designated by Legislature, ' signatures. The counsel for South venting the spread ot a disease. Miss the program was particularly fine.
and staunchest supporters of the great
The dinner committee provided
will proceed to hold its first town Thomaston admitted that approxi- Chaplin gave 247 talks to pupils in the
movement against the curse of alco
meeting, the warrant for which will mately 200 of the names should prop- schools, a work of distinct value, for steamed dams and baked beans, as the
hol. In a score and a half pQges,
be posted today by Rodney E. Feyler, erly thrown out, hut will urge the va- the words of a nurse carry great pieces de resistance, and lunch bask
weight with the children, hacking up ets brought by individuals were filled
easily read in a few spare moments,
notary public. The date is Monday, lidity of all others. The whole matter the instruction of patents and teachers with tempting viands, so that none
is told with absorbing directness the
Aug. 22.
will hinge on whether the Owls Head as to personal cleanliness and obedi went away hungry, but left the tables
story of the despised beginnings of
with that contented look that becomes
Yesterday's hearing was begun be- side is able to show that 700 more sig- ence to rules of good health.
the mighty reform that has lately
The 821 visits reported by Miss everybody after the inner man is sat
fore the Governor and Council, but af- natures are illegal, which Mr. Otis
Chaplin include 262 "advisory” and isfied.
come to the proportions of a national ter some of the preliminaries had re- fully believes he will be able to do.
96 "nursing." In her own words, she
After sufficient time had been al
principle. Himself for nearly all his
ceived attention it was adjourned to
That Owls Head is officially recog- “tries to see what the situation re lowed for exercise, the business meet
life a martyr to the unpopular cause,
the attorney general's office where fol- nized as a town, pending the result of quires and do whatever is necessary." ing was called to order. The presi
no man is better qualified that Mr. lowed an all day conference in an at- the investigation, is shown by the fact If advice is needed, she advises; if dent read the verses written by the
Wood burj *o detail the various stages tempt to sort out the disputed signa- that the Secretary of State has asked nursing care is needed, she gives her first president of the association, the
of progress
..able him to say in tures. The advocates of the new town the officials to report as to the nuui- best attention in that way, to the late Capt. Hiram Hall, which appro
limit of her available time. What this priately set forth the purposes of these
his concluding paragraph:
were represented by Ensign Otis, law ber of ballots that will be needed for means to a family wlto cannot secure reunions. The first thing on the order
"Since Jan. 16, 1920, Maine has been student in the office of A. S. Littlefield, this special State election at which or afford a nurse can readily be im of business used to be taking up a col
more nearly dry than ever before, due
ho had previously examined the peti- three constitutional amendments are agined. It may well many times mean lection to defray expenses, but since
to the effects of the National enact
the saving of a life.
the plan originated by Woodbury E.
ment, the declarations of Federal tions and found evidence enough to. to be passed upon.
The figures in the summary are very Hall has been in effect, providing for
officers coupled with the efforts of
conservative, for naturally in making annual dues of 10 cents or more per
Gov. Milliken and the sheriffs. What
up a record for any period there are member, ample funds have been re
ever the evasions under cover of
cove and below are done in flesh tints, terns overlooked.
ceived by the secretary, so that not
WILL
BE
ADMIRED
•‘medicinal uses.’ pocket peddling, etc.,
and the cove itself is snuff brown.
Total numtJbr of visits
821 only have the expenses been paid, but
it may reasonably be felt that we have
The wall decorations are silver gray
a tidy sum has been realized to deposit
60
Parental,
jiow real and permanent prohibition Splendid Piece of Decorative with a stenciled border done in leaf
iii the bank as well. Judge L. R.
159
Baby,
in Maine.”
reds and flesh tints.
Campbell and Horatio D. Hall of
64
Pre-school.
Work in Supreme Gpurt- green,
All of the woodwork has been reRockland and Mrs. Carrie B. Aldus of
In an afterword, summing up what
119
School-age,
Camden, a committee appointed for
room by Clifton & Karl’s!varnished includin< the r“u which, Tuberculosis,
61
the long fight has meant to him per
J
| separates the spectators and bar, and
the purpose, presented these nomina
96
Nursing.
sonally, the money spent alone con
all of the settees have been painted.
tions: President, J?rank h. Ingraham
Artists.
Advisory,
262
stituting a fortune, Mr, Woodbury
The ceiling of one of the traverse jury Patients seht to hospital.
of Rockland; vice presidents, Wood
rooms
has
been
whitened.
Says:
bury E. Hall of Somerville, Mass., and
Patients sent to Sanatorium,
The person who visits the Court
The improvements represented
Fred S. Rhodes of Rockland; secre
“I have never asked for help or sym
Waning for admission.
House
next
month,
for
the
purpose
of
task of no mean proportions as it was Talks in schools, .
tary, Mrs. Olive R. Wilson of Rock
pathy; I have asked for justice and
attending
Supreme
Court,
will
most
first necesary to erect a staging into Talks at clubs.
land; treasurer, Mrs. Harriet A. Buker
received a stone; 1 have not only suf
of Rockland; historian, Mrs. Harriet
fered or been punished in business likely ask: “Where am I?’’ For the which a vast amount of lumber ent School inspection:
Hall West of Medford, Mass.; chair
ways for my radical ideals, but lost court room has been entirely redeco ered. The contract for the decorative
984
General,
man of entertainment committee, Mrs
former friends, received cold nods rated, even to the swinging doors, work was in the hands of Clifton &
161
Diphtheria,
Karl, and the beautiful color scheme
Helen Hall of Glencove; dinner com
from those who should have been mjCultures taken,
210
mittee, Mrs. Charlotte C, Rhodes of
friends, and hooted on the street by whose time honored hue of green has is the product of Mr. Karl's fertile
Scarlet fever,
75
ltoekland. Mrs. Harriet E. Marriner of
boys whose fathers enjoyed repeating given place to a light brown shade, ideas. The foreman of the job, how
current falsehoods. All these things matching the settees and one of the ever, was Ivan A. Trueworthy, who Total,
1430 Lincolnville and Mrs. Alice S. Hall of
Glencove. The reunion will be held
have cut and hurt me at the time, but principal colors in the decorative always proves himself an artist in
August 1 to 5 Miss Chaplin attended
undertakings of that magnitude. His
at the same place next year, on the
1 forgive them all. They are a part
the
tuberculosis
clinic
at
Fairfield.
of the price anyone must pay for dar scheme. The effect of the improve work is calculated to defy the most Among the speakers were Dr. Edward second Wednesday of August
Fred S. Rhodes was authorized to
ing to be a Daniel. There have been ments is so striking that nobody will searching criticism.
The public's attention is invited O. Otis of Boston and Dr. James A. have the grave of Ebenezer Hall, the
compensations of which the public fail to be impressed by it, and there
of
New
York.
President
of
the
Miller
know not. To have known and felt does not seem to be any immediate when the court room is opened for National Tuberculosis Association. At son of Ebetiezer, who was killed by the
the thrill of comradeship with Wen prospect of the walls and ceiling again that inspection, although far that mat the nurses’ conference Mrs. Mary Indians at Matinicus, put in proper
dell Phillips, John B. Gough, A. A. being discolored, as much pains were ter you have only to say the word now, Marshall of New York, a former Maine shape, it being reported that the grav
Miner, D. D., John Russell, James first taken in making the roof of the and Clerk of Courts Griffin will be woman, gave a very interesting ad and markers needed attention. Among
those who made remarks “for the good
Black, Gideon T. Stewart, Neal Dow, Court House water proof. The storm pleased and proud to show you the dress.
of the order” were Mrs. Sarah G.
Frances Willard, Mary Woodbridge, of last Monday was much more severe transformation.
Nickerson of East Harwich, Mass.,
Mary ■ Lathrop, Mother Stewart, John than the average, but not one drop
.lann s R. Horton of Camden says he Elton G. Bassett of
New Bedford,
B. Finch, John P. St. John and others of rain penetrated the building.
Thomas E. Shea, wno will always also went aboard the warship Mis- j Mass., Frank M. Packard ot Boston,
now beyond the blue, and martyred,
The ceiling of the court room has occupy a warm spot in the affections
half-starved prohibition editors, and been done in buff panel, with nile of Rockland’s older theatre-goers, has souri, when she visited these ports in Mrs. James Gregory of Vinalhaven,
an unnumbered host of men and green stiles and snuff brown and red been spending a few days at his 1842, as alluded to by several recent Albert L. Marriner of Lincolnville, Mrs.
Leo F. Strong of Camden and Judge L.
women who have been consecrated ornamentation.
The stucco center- Northport cottage.
He returns to
to this cause, is worth more to me pieces are in flesh tints, ornamented Somerville, Mass, today, to join Mrs. contributions to Th, Courier-Gazette. R. Campbell of Rockland.
These deaths were reported: Mrs.
than all the money, bondq, houses in leaf green and shades of red and Shea, who is with lier father, G. W.
To be sure of quality buy Bluebird Elizabeth Hall Ingraham, Mrs. Sarah
qr lands that this world can give or gold. The stucco mouldings above the Burkett.
Corn.
68tf
Hall Munroe and John Magune of
take.”
If any reader of The Courier-Gazette
would like to read this story of strik
ing interest let him send 15 cents to
Mr. Woodbury for a copy of the
pamphlet.
Notary Public.

OLD SHIPBUUILDING DAYS

Occasionally controversy arises re
garding the days of greatest shipbuild
ing activity in this city. From the
files of this paper are learned some
interesting facts that may help to
settle the discussion.
The year 1853 saw the greatest ac
tivity in Rockland and Knox countyshipyards. In 1852 the number of tons
built in Rockland was about 4300,
In 1853 the following vessels were
built: by George Thomas, a ship of
2440 tons and a schooner of 1
tons; by Horiace Merriam, ship of
1500 tons, bark of 350, schooner of
215 tons; by Lawrence, Hilt & Co
ship of 1000 tons; by Cephas Starrett,
ship of 700 tons, bark of 375; by San
ford Starrett, bark of 420 tons; by
Isaac Ames, 160 ton schooner; by C
& N. Dyer, two 150-ton schooners; by
Hiram P. Greenlaw three * MO-ton
schooners;
' t,
tw
140-ton schoi
- oy Hanson Giegory, one schooner of 115 tons.
The clipper ship Red Jacket was
launched in 1S53, Wednesday, Nov. 3,
from the yard of George Thomas at
the Northend. During that week 5000
tons of new shipping was launched.
The Red Jacket arrived in Liverpool
Jan. 22, having made the run from
New York in 13 days, 1 hour and 25
minutes—a record for many years un
equalled. For two days she made 376
and 384 miles.
The total tonnage built in 1853 was
about 12,000 tons. In South Thomas
ton that year ten schooners were
built, with a total of 1800 tons.
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Seldom, we believe, has a new car ever been intro
duced to the American public with better creden

tials for acceptance.

NOTABLE FEATURES
Motor—V-type eight-cylinder motor,
developing 54.6 h.p. dynamometer
test, at 2600 r. p. m. Runs without
noticeable vibration at 3500 r. p. m.
Aluminum crank case strongly
ribbed.
Rear Axle—Floating type, spiral bevel
gears. Hyatt roller beatings.
Driving Quality—Speed from one to
seventy miles per hour without
vibration. Picks up from tour miles
to twenty per hour in four seconds.
Rconomy —Gasoline consumption
averages from 14 to 18 miles per
gallon.
Wheel Base—115-inch—frame channel
section 7 inches deep.
Electric System—Delco starting, light
ing and ignition. Double breakerpoint distributor.
Clutch—Borg and Beck disc clutch with
10-inch adjustable driving plate.

Our own confidence in the superiority of this
new eight-cylinder design has led to the addition
of practically an entire new group of buildings
and $2,000,000 in specially designed machinery to
insure the precision required for its better per
formance and the volume essential to its low-cost
production.
You will find it a beautiful, well-balanced piece
of mechanism that will accomplish everything
you can ask of a high-powered, smooth-running
eight-cylinder car, no matter what its price.
And the price of the new Oldsmobile Eight is so
sensational that you must personally experience
its riding and driving qualities to realize in full
the new measure of value that it has set for
medium-sized, high-powered design.

.OLDS MOTOR„WORKS,.Lansing. Michigan
Coupe

Four-Passenger Touring

Naturally the German old guard Is
enthusiastically acclaiming the two
naval lieutenants who have been sen
tenced to four years imprisonment
for sinking a British hospital ship—
martyrs to Germany’s lost cause.
Their staunch refusal at their trial as
war criminals to reveal what passed
between them and their captain be
cause he had sworn them to secrecy
nnd their replying to all questions that
the^ only did their duty, which was
to obey their superiors, has won them
a crown of applause. Both officers
have received a number of letters
from wealthy monarchists offering
them positions when they are freed.
It is the thing quite to be expected
that Germany would regard as a hero
any naval man who sank a British
hospital ship.
The cancellation of passenger trains
by the Maine Central and other rail
ways is a natural sequence to the nar
rowing down of summer travel by the
hitherto recognized lines of travel.
Maine has this year seen an invasion
of motor cars such as has not previ
ously been known. The streets of
Rockland supply illustration of con
ditions prevalent through this great
summer vacation State—not only
countless cars belonging to our own
citizens, but throngs of them bearing
number plates trom every State in the
Union.

»1725

;r-Day

BURPEfi FURNITURE COMPANY

Furniture of Better Quality
For Less
Low price alone means nothing unless it is accompanied by gen
uine quality. Not a single piece of furniture in our store was bought
because its price is low but rather because it is an outstanding value
for the money. Consequently, you can he sure of securing furniture
of the finest quality here at the lowest possible price.

SEE OUR RUG DEPART.—LARGEST IN MAINE

LINOLEUM
A great sale of remnants and
odd pieces of linoleum. Every
pattern, every color, all sizes
and lengths at exactly half reg
ular prices. Those who come
early tomorrow will secure first
choice at exactly 50% less than
regular.

$39.00

Beds, Springs and Mattress
COMPLETE

You may have the lied in either white
enamel or ivory finish with 2-inch contin
uous posts. The springs are of non-sag
construction, while the mattress is a full
35 lb. silk floss mattress with a roll edge.
A wonderful value for 4 days only!

BRING THE CHILDREN TO OUR TOY DEPART.

$1.00 WEEKLY
• Will Soon Pay for This.

COLUMBIA OUTFIT
This lieautiful Columbia Grafonola was $125.00. We
have a few in genuine Mahogany that will $$5,20
price at ............................................................
,
and include twelve of your own selection of Columbia
Records.

WE OFFER

EASY WEEKLY

VERY

7,
*

TERMS

GLENWOOD
RANGES

k Have you visited our Range Depart

ment.

We show every style and size

of Glenwood Ranges.

The prices are

very reasonable and we deliver and
set them up complete. Very easy terms

of payment.

1

We Will Allow for Your Old Range

Burpee

FURNITURE CO.
361 Main St., Rockland

Rockland and Leroy H. Jackson of
PARK THEATRE
Hope.
Votes of thanks were extended to the
This is the last day of Hoyt's Revue,
dinner committee and the young men
who dug the clams, the entertainment more popular than ever after six con
committee and those who took part in secutive seasons in Rockland. Nuf
the following program, which com sed.
Georges Carpentier, the famous
menced with the singing of America by
all, with Mrs. B. P. Browne at the French puglist, said by some critics to
piano: Reading, Mrs. James Gregory; be the most popular man in the world
instrumental duet, Hiram H. and i appears Monday in “The Wonder
Ernest K. Crie of Rockland; vocal Man, It is a story of love, mystery
solos, Mrs. I!. 1’. Browne of Rockland; and intrigue set in the ultra-exclusive
reading, Mrs. Leo F. Strong; recitation, diplomatic circle ot Washington socie
Maynard Marriner of Lincolnville; ty. A knife flashed in the dark and
vocal solos, Elton K. Bassett; original diplomatic Washington was stirred to
monologue by Fred S. Rhodes con its very depths by the newsboys cry
cluding with a musical selection in ing: “Extra! All about the Murder!”
which the audience joined in the Although he was young, handsome and
chorus; piano solo, Hirant H. Crie; debonair, leaders of Washington So
ciety called him the “mysterious
reading, Mrs. Harriet A. Buker.
Mrs. Melinda A. Hall of Rockland stranger.” But instead of being mys
(82) was the oldest and Miss Priscilla terious he proved to be an unraveller
Browne of Rockl&nd (17 months) the of mysteries. A mysterious murder in
youngest present, though the youngest the diplomatic circle of Washington—
m'emher of "the family" is undoubtedly and how It was solved by the fascinat
the infant child of Mr. and Mrs. Al ing stranger after a series of thrilling
bert Marriner then 10 days ot age. episodes involving a beautiful society
Greetings were received from Miss girl. He was wavering, not In his
Margaret A. Dunton of Belfast, Wood courage, but In his determination, and
bury E. Hall, Mrs. Julia Dunton Ward- just when all seemed lost his sweet
well of Criehaven and Eugene M. Hall heart told him she believed in him and
of Vinalhaven and it is hoped that , loved hint and defeat was turned into
these may he all be present next year. , victory.
A new comedy starring Douglas
MacLean in “One a Minute,” which
' comes Tuesday. Mr. MacLean has the
WE CARRY IN STOCK
part ot a small town druggist who
' battles with a syndicate headed by the
father of the girl he loves, for the
preservation of liis business. How he
beats the trust and how he wins the
girl of hls choice, are admirably
brought out in this picturization of
Fred Jackson’s celebrated stage farce.
which are approved by fhe
—adv.

SAFERLITE
AUTO LENSES
PUBLIC UTILITIES COM.

Ford sizes $1.00 per pair, installed
Other sizes in proportion

APPLETON

W. H. GLOVER CO.

There will be a Sunday School com
munity picnic at Bean’s shore on Sennebec pond Thursday. Every one is
invited.

453 MAIN STREET
85-tf

jj North Nation e^Bahk

THE WORLD LISTENS
To the Man With Money
It speaks for him
OPEN A CHECK ACCOUNT.

IT IMPRESSES

1854

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

1921

U. S. DEPOSITORY OF POSTAL SAVINGS

Member Federal Reserve Bank
... .Ji ail Bill I'llillllllllillllllli

PARKER s,F. NORCROSS
DEALER

DYER’S GARAGE

-

-

-

North National Bank
Rockland,

Main©

Rockland, Maine

1
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Every-Other-Day

M. A. Johnson and Judge Miller
were in Augusta yesterday on busi
ness.

Cam of ihe cown
eonina

iveighborhood event*
Aug 16—Public Auction of property and as
lets of East Coast Comfianles in this city.
Aug. 16—Annual Field Day of Farm Bureau |
and Pomona Granges of Knox and Lincoln

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

counties at Oakland Park.

Aug 17—Annual picnic of Castine Alumni j
and Students at Oakland Park.
Aug 17— Annual baseball game between
ltoekland and Vinalhaven Old Timers at Oak
land Park.
Aug. 17- Thomaston—The Methodist church
holds a blackberry supper
Aug. 17-21—New Belfast Fair meets in Bel
fast.
Aug. 18 (8 p. m. daylight)—Frank Reynolds,'
entertainer, at Pleasant Valley Grange hall.
Aug. 21—Post Office picnic at Clark Island.
Aug. 22—First town meeting of the town of |
Owls Head.
Aug. 23-26—State Field Meeting of Knox
Academy of Arts and Sciences at Knox Ar
boretum.
Aug 23-27—Eastern Maine Fair meets in
Bangor.
Aug. 26-Sept. 4—Forty-fifth annual session
of Etna Spiritualist Association.
Aug. 27—Knox Pomona Field Meeting at |
Union Fair Grounds.
Aug 30-Sept. 3—Central Maine Fair meets ln
Waterville.
Sept. 3,—-Warren—Co. B, 24th Maine Volun
teer Infantry meets at I. O. 0. F. hall.
Sept. 5—Labor Day.
Sept. 5—Field Day of Third Battalion, Pa
triarchs Militant at Vinalhaven.
Sept. 9-12—New York Life Insurance Co.
convention at the Samoset.
Sept. 10—Civil Service examination for rural
mail carrier, in Rockland and Camden.
Sept. 12—Special State Election on Constitu
tional Amendments.
Sept. 14-16—Maine Federation of Women's |
Clubs meets at Castine.
Sept. 14-17—Maine State Agricultural Fair |
meets in Lewiston.
Sept 15-16—Hancock County Fair meets in
Bluehlll.
Sept. 27, 28, 29—North Knox Fair meets ln
Union.
Oct. 4-6—Lincoln County Fair meets In
Damariscotta.
Oct. 6—Tranquility Grange Agricultural As■ociatlon meets in Lincolnville.
Oct. 10-13—New England Branch Annual
meeting of the W. F. M. S. at Rockland M E.
Church.

I

We have just received the final lot of

-RACCOON

COATS

to be sold al the old prices
$195 for 36 inch

Elegant Color

$225 for 40 inch

and

$250 for 45 inch

Fine Quality

Don’t Wait, but select yours nou); let us store it,
and this fall you will have a fine gar

ment for the long winter season.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

Frank A. Beverage, cashier at the
express office is having his annual
FAMILY REUNIONS.
vacation. Don Whitney is holding
16—tMaxcy family at Mrs Minnie
down Mr. Beverage’s job and holding
residence, Chestnut street, Rockland.
up his own end of the dally baseball
17—Pleasantville School Association.
17—Burrows family at S. J. Burrows, argument

Aug.
Cross’
Aug.
Aug.
South Waldoboro.
Aug 17—The 32nd annual Kelley picnic at
Kelley’s Grove
AUg. 17—Calderwood family at Penobscot
View Grange -hall, Glencove.
Aug. 17—Bills family at Oakland Park.
Aug. 17—Smalley family at Sanford Barter's,
St (ieorge.
Aug 17—Bisbee and Waltz families at George
Moody’s in Warren.
Aug. 18—Martin family at Oakland Park.
Aug. 18—Norwood-Carroll reunion at S. E.
Norwood's, Warren
Aug. 18—Gilchrest family at Grange hall, St.
George.
Aug. 18—Shlbles family at Penobscot View
Grange Hall, Glencove
Aug. 18—Starrett-Spear families at Reunion
Grove, Warren.
Aug. 23—Robbins family at Bean’s Grove,
Appleton
Aug. 24—Crockett family at home of George
A. Crockett, Thomaston.
Aug 24.—Fogler and Payson families, at
Tenobscot View Grange hall, Glencove.
Aug. 24—'Mank family at Edwin Manks’
Grove.
Aug. 24—Crockett family at the home of
George A. Crockett, Thomaston.
Aug. 25—Robinson family at St. George
Grange hall.
Aug. 25—Lassell and Sweetland families at
Victor Grange hall, Searsmont
Aug. 30—Wilson-Teel families at Frank
Towle's, Port Clyde.
Aug. 31—Wentworth family at home of Leon
ard Wentworth in Searsmont.
Aug. 31—Kalloch family at Oakland Park.
Aug 31—Hills family at the home of E. H
Clarry, Union.
Aug. 31—Wlnchenbaugh family at Edwin
Mank’s Grove, East Waldoboro
Aug. 31—Tlie 41st annual reunion of the In
graham family at Reunion Grove, Oakland
Park.

THIS TIME LAST YEAR

WITH THE CHURCHES

Dr. B. R. Browne will lead the ser
vice at thc West Meadow chapel Sun
Dr. Wallace Robinson, a well known
day afternoon at 2.30 daylight. A cor
Portland physician, was in the city
dial invitation is extended.
Thursday in consultation on a local
• • • *
case.
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
No appointment for the chairman Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
ship of the Public Utilities Commis morning service at 11 o’clock. Sub
sion was made yesterday, but the ap ject of lesson sermon, “Soul.”
• * • •
pointment of Lyman Nelson as State
Members of the Church of Latter
highway commissioner was confirmed.
Day Saints and the public generally
The Wight Companj’ has bought the will be welcomed at the services at
plate glass show cases, and mahoganj- the hail, Sunday evening at 7.30.
• • * *
store fittings as well as the balance of
the stock of the Norcross Drug Store
Rev. C. Guy Robbins, pastor of the
and has moved everything to its store Universalist church of Lawrence,
at “The Brook.” The genial proprietor Mass., will preach at the Methodist
was always a sure cure for the blues, church Sunday at 10.30. The school
but isn’t quite plain what he intends to meets at 12 o'clock.
do with the cartload ot pills he has
•*«•
bought.
Tne Gospel Mission services are held
The Courier-Gazette inadvertantly
stated that the State field meeting of
the Knox Academj- of Arts and
Sciences Aug. 23-26 would be held at
Oakland Park. Most of the important
outdoor gatherings nowadays are held
there, but it would scarcelj’ be fitting
for thc naturalists to meet elsewhere
than Knox Arboretum, and it is there
that the State field meeting will he
held.
»

The members of the Rockland and
Vinalhaven Old Timers' teams are on
strict diet, preparatorj’ to their an
nual battle at Oakland Park next
Wedneday afternoon. The game will
begin at 2 o'clock, sharp, so that the
debris may be cleared away before the
Twilight League game, three of whose
members—MeLoon,
Lawrence
and
Black, will appear in the lineup of the
Rockland Old Timers' team.

Funeral services of Clarence
E. Randall, who died in France,
were held at the home of Mrs.
Carrie Erickson, Camden street.
Harold Weed was rescued from
drowning near Brown’s wharf.
Steamship J. T. Morse limped
into port with broken steering
gear.
The Lime Company team was
leading the Twilight League.

Special

$1.98

Boston Shoe Store

Belfast Journal: Melville Chase of I
Malden, Mass., has been engaged as
supervisor of music in the Belfast!
schools and will succeed Miss Margaret!
M. Mitchell of Orono, who held the
position for two years. Mr. Chase is I
a Maine man, a native of Bangor. He
received his musical education in
Boston. He has taught In Rockland,
Lewiston and Gardiner and has been
in Malden for about 29 years.
He I
comes to Belfast in September and is |
Very highly recommended.

From the Rockland & Rockport |
Lime Corporation’s Bulletin:
“Re
markable presence of mind saved
Maynard Gray from serious injury the
other night on Camden street. In
running from the sidewalk to get a
ride on. a truck he failed to notice a |
large touring car coming in an oppo
site direction. He ran into the front |
end of the car, but grabbed the mud
guard, the impact throwing him
around and landing him square across]
the front. There were five passengers
In the car, the lady driving received
the scare of her life, the first thing she
noticed being a man thrown across J
the car ln front. It was a narrow es
cape for Maynard, a lameness for a
couple ot days being the only bad
effect"

Make this comparison be
fore you buy your
Phonograph

ON’T buy a phonograph, any more than
) an automobile, without a demonstration.
Name Isn't all nowadays, as it used to
be, when phonographs were a novelty.

We encourage comparisons.
to hear Thc Brunswick, then
We leave final judgment to
rarely lose a sale, when a
made.

We Invite you
to hear others.
you. And we
comparison is

This accounts for the great popularity of
The Brunswick here and the nation over.
It goes into the homes of the most critical
because of its overwhelming merit.

It has numerous features unobtainable
elsewhere. Such as The Ultona, the allrecord producer. And The Brunswick Tone
Amplifier, built entirely of wood, so as to
end metallic sounds forever.
Hear The Brunswick now—even if you
are not quite ready to buy—

V. F. STUDLEY
283 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

HOW CAN THEY DO IT SALE
Headed by the famous

RINSO 17 pkgs. for $ 1.00
8

RHODE ISLAND CLAMBAKE

Served At Ash Point Last Evening
With Great Success.

The Ash Point Boys' Club held a
Rhode Island clambake last evening
on the grounds of the Herrick's cot
tage. Although the number of tickets
issued had been limited to 50, more
than 70 delighted patrons partook of
the bake. The boys were assisted in
serving by the young women. Sports
arranged by. George H. Martin were
enjoyed. The afTair was attended by
many summer people and Rockland
friends as well as the people of Ash
Point. The boys realized about $40
from the bake, which was under the
expert superintendence of Rev. Dr.
Herrick.
Manager William D. Talbot and
store manager John Newman of the
W. O. Hewett Co. store are in New
York to select the fall goods for that
establishment.

50

FOR

“DON’T

« • • *

CENTS

YOUR

RUB

AWAY”

LIFE

-AND-

LUX 10 for $1.00
10 pound wood Tubs John P. Squire Pure Lard at. .

....................................................................... $1.60 a tub
10 pound wood tubs of Compound Lard at. .$1.40 tub

Fancy New Sage Cheese..................................... 36c pound
Nice Maine Corn...................................................... 16c each
Fancy Telephone Peas...................................................... 18c
Red Tomatoes ,.................................................................. 15c
Great Big Cans Pea Beans........................... for a quarter

Granulated Sugar................................................................ 7c
Irish Potatoes, new...................................................... 50c pk.
Pink Meat Cantaloupes.................................................... 20c
This very week, over fifty ladies, some of the best cooks
in the county, have told us they make better biscuit
better cake with our Square Deal Baking Cream, than
with any Pure Cream Tartar made—so can you. . . .

.......................................................... 10c quarter pound
There is no law against drinking CLAREMONT COF
FEE if there is other things. New people are trying it
daily and all come again for more.
We bought the balance of the Norcross Drug Stock and
all the fixtures. There is the darndest lot of Pills, Paragoric and Peruna, Corn Plasters and Patent Medicines,
Crutches and Cork Legs. Some day next week you can
buy it. All laid out so you can see it.
$ 1.00 stuff, for 10 cents. We will tell you all about it in
Thursday’s paper, so keep on being sick until then.

The Wight Company
Automobile, Storage Battery
Starter and Generator.
REPAIRING

BORN
Dyer—Vinalhaven, Aus. 10, to Mr. and Mrs
Leslie B. Dyer, a son.
Moody—Appleton, Aus. 4. to Mr. and Mrs
Leroy N. Moody, a son.
Itackilff—White Head, to Mr. and Mrs. Wal
ter Rackliffe, a daughter.

OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING & BRAZING, SER

VICE STATION FOR WILLARD STORAGE BAT
TERY and STROMBERG CARBURETOR

MARRIED
Arnold-Young—Reno, Nev , May 13, by Rev
W. K. Howes, Fred Ernest Alrnold and Mary
Howard Young, both of Matinicus.
Cederbers-Albano—Rockland, Aus- 11. by E.
R Keene, .1. I’., Carl F. t’edertierg of Vinal
haven and Mrs. Emma C S. Albano of Boston.
Gushee-Perry—Rockland, Aus. 9, by Rev. 1.
8. Crossland, Daniel Almond Gushee and
Blanche Azora Perry both of Appleton.

Wc keep Starter and Generator Parte.

Ignition Coils and Parts.

TRY A BRUNSWICK TIRE
Sold with Unlimited Mileage Guarantee

CARD OF THANKS.

We wish to thank our friends for the beauti
ful flowers and for the many kind acts shown
us in our bereavement
Mrs. Isaac A Post, Mrs. E M. Hayes, Misses
Elizabeth and Lena Post, Edwin Post, Mrs.
Henry Pierce, Mrs. B. S. Whitehouse, Freeman
Post.
»

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON
632-4 Main Street

-

-

Rockland, Me.

BE
REASONABLE
If you are at all reasonable you can
not expect to go into a Chiropractor’s
offlee with a slckneas that has bothered
you for years and then go home per
fectly well. Some people do expect
this. Be reasonable.
Follow your
Chiropractor’s advice and It will not be
long before you will realize that Chi
ropractor’s Vertebral Adjustments are
getting In their good work. Consulta
tion and Spinal Analysis Free.

DAVIS & STURM

MACHINIST AND ENGINEER

Palmer School Graduate Chiropractors
F. H.‘ STAHL. D. C.
(Palmar School Graduate) Adjuster)
400 Main Street : Rockland : Telephone

AGAIN THIS WEEK

70c Bostonian Chocolates 49c lb.
COMPLETE LINE OF

CIGARS, CIGARETTES and TOBACCO

5 KINDS OF ICE CREAM

WEYMOUTH’S 4^TDREMEI

experimental and repair work

R. B. MAGUNE
636 Main St Rockland, Me.
96-107

JUST ARRIVED
CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR

Fall & Winter Samples of
SUITS & OVERCOATS
PRICES REASONABLE

KNOX CLOTHING CO.

299 Main Street
$2-97

MISS MARY KING
of New York
IMPORTER

Will Show a Line of

GOLF STOCKINGS, JER
SEYS, SWEATERS,
SCARFS, SPORT HATS
and MATERIALS
AT HOTEL SAMOSET

-Jirunawicj^

WE ARE HAVING NOW A

St. Peter's Church (Episcopal). Sun
day services at 7.30, 10.30, and 12.15,
fast time.
No evening service ln
Rockland; services in Thomaston at 7
p. m. The parish notices are printed
on the first page.
• • . •
Littlefield Memorial church Sunday
services, 10.30, Rev. O. W. Stuart
taking for his subject “Bearing the
Image of the Heavenly.”
Evening
service 7.15, subject, “Five Things
God Does for Sinners;’’ violin solo by
Miss Lillian Barter. Other services'
are at the usual hours.
* * • •
Dr. Clifton D. Gray, president of
Bates College, will preach at the First
Baptist church Sunday morning and
evening. Those who have heard Presi
dent Gray know that his messages are
able and worth while and will be glad
of this opportunity to hear him again.
School following the morning service.
The chorus choir, under the leadeiship
of Mrs. Eleanor Cote Howard, will fur
nish music and there will be special
music in the evening. All are wel
come at these services and a special
invitation is extended to strangers and
new-comers to town.

completely, decisively.—George Samp-

D

Music-lovers- know the real way to test—
and that is by tone. The ear picks out su
periority quickly. Naturalness is easily ap
preciated.

WIGHT’SuSTORE
T0TEM

Sunday at 2.30 and 7.30, with good
singing and everybody welcome. Mr.
Brown will lead the afternoon service
and Rev. Mr. Sim the evening service.
• • • •
At the Congregational church/ to
morrow morning Rev. Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject “The Inner
Kingdom.” There wili be special
music by the quartet. The public is
invited.

The Boston newspapers Thursday
carried long stories concerning the
rum-running
schooner” Arethusa,
which is said to have been performing
as a floating bar outside the threeThe 45th annual session of the Etna
mile limit on the Massachusetts coast,
Spiritualist Association opens on its
and doing a land offlee business, if
Camp Ground August 26 and closes
such a term applies to operations on
Sunday, Sept. 4th. Etna camp-meet
the high seas. The captain, if cor
ing has been for many years one of
rectly reported by the newspapers, was
the notable institutions. For almost
very defiant, and indicated his inten
two generations large crowds have
tion of selling all the booze he could
gathered annually to listen to the
get. The Arethusa is well known at
lecturers, study phychic phenomena
this port, having been the property
at first hand in the seances, and to
Arthur Rawley and Leonard Elwell until recently of the East Coast Fish
enjoy the social activities of the camp. of Tenant’s Harbor went to Bath this
eries Company.
morning to join the steamship A. L.
The waiting station at the entrance Kent, which sails today for Italy.
Next Wednesday afternoon and
to the Oakland Park grounds is now
evening, Aug. 17, a lawn festival will
The
electric
train
in
the
window
of
surmounted by a conspicuous sign
be held on the grounds beside St. Ber
directing attention to the shore din the Burpee Furniture Co. is attract nard's church, Park street and Broad
ners—the product of E. H. Crie’s ing more attention than the Santa way. Supper will be served from 5
studio. On either end is a panel bear Claus stunt at Christmas time. It’s a until 7 and the evening entertainment
ing a likeness of that aristocratic fascinating toy.
will include a band concert as well as
denizen of the deep, known as the
some vocal selections bj’ Rockland’s
A shark, caught by handline from gifted and pleasing singer. Miss Ixittie
lobster. Bert McLoon's team is hoping
to use it as a pennant after winning one of the Sea Products Co.’s boats, McLaughlin. One feature which has
has been exhibited in the window of aroused much attention is the Hope
the Twilight League championship
the Thomas Sporting Goods store this Chest on exhibition in Hewett’s win
Bigger and better than ever is the week.
dow. As the festival will have many
aim of the Rockland. Gun Club which
attractions for both young and old its
Commencing
Monday,
Aug.
'15,
has its third shoot ot the season next
success is already assured.
steamer
Vinalhaven
on
the
afternoon
Wednesday, commencing at 4 o’clock.
trip
will
leave
Tillson
wharf
week
Lobs'er supper will be served at 5.30.
James Ross and son “Chummy,”
At the last shoot R. L. Knowlton and days (except Saturday) at 3.50 p. m. who have been spending the past two
and
on
Saturdays
will
leave
Tillson
weeks with relatives in Rockville, re
W. H. Spear were tied for first hon
ors, the former winning on the shoot- wharf at 3.30 p. m. and Maine Central turn to Boston today. Mr. Ross has
wharf
at
3.50
p.
m.
off.
been playing with the Lobsters in the
Twilight League during his vacation,
Miss Merle Merry is to teach the
and has shown his old time vim at
fall term of school at Owls Head.
Among Maine club women there is
first base. His coaching, which is a
| much speculation as to who will be
cross between Hughej- Jennings’ and
Belfast Fair four days next week, elected president of the Maine FederaNick Altrock’s, w’ith improvements on
commencing Tuesday. Lots of spe- "on
Women’s Clubs when the State
both, has tickled the spectators im
cial attractions.
convention is held in Castine Sept. 14mensely and the former Rockland boy
116. According to the Lewiston Journal
goes back to Boston more popular
L. A. Wilson is the most envied taxi one c,ub has suggested a slate which [
than ever.
proprietor on Main street. His brand Iwou^ be headed by Mrs. J. Frank
FOR THIS WEEK
new Nash sedan is the reason.
I
of Rockport, the new county
THE JULY WEATHER.
I commissioner, as president. A por
and as long as they last
Patrolman A, S. Niles left last night I ^ra^ °f Mrs. Rich and a short bio
The official weather record for July,
for Salem, Mass., where he will take I graphical sketch appeared in con
as recorded by “J. E. C.” and pub
part in today's firemen’s muster, I nection.
WOMEN’S
lished ln the Camden Herald, shows
working on the brakes of the handtub
WHITE NUBUCK
the mean daily temperature in July to
Androscoggin of Topsham.
I William A. Hill, representative of
have been 69.1, the hottest day being
I the New York Life Insurance ComONE STRAP PUMPS
the 25th, when the thermometer
William L. Ford of Boston, who is I pany, has been notified by the home
92, and the coolest day be
spending his vacation in this city, has I offlee that the convention of the
Cuban Heel—Ball Strap registered
ing the 15th, when it was only 68.
presented to Williams-Brazier Post of I Eastern Wing of the $200,000 club will
There were 14 clear days in the
Thomaston two large photographs I be held at the Samoset Hotel, Sept,
month, and rain fell on ten days, the
taken during the military funeral of 9-12 inclusive. The convention will
total precipitation being 3.42 inches.
the late Private Williams, which was I be attended by practically all the
These shoes were made- The highest barometer reading was
held in Thomaston early in the sum-1 officers of the company. There will be
30.16 and the lowest was 29.64.
mer. The pictures were made by Staff | about 300 delegates in attendance.
up to sell for $5.00. The
Photographer Arnold Belcher an as
manufacturer was late in
TALES OF THE SEA
sociate of Mr. Ford on the Boston I The two-masted American fishing
Globe staff, and are exceptionally fine schooner Thomaston, built by Charles
making deliveries, these
There are about $1,000,000 worth of
ones. They make an interesting ad- A Morse & sons of Thomaston, Me. in
shoes are especially clean idle four and five-masted schooners at
dition to the American Legion’sU916, drifted into the spotlight this
archives in Thomaston.
I week when seized at Philadelphia on
and good looking. And Boothbay Harbor. Pome of them have
been there for months, awaiting busi
suspicion of violating port regulations
are a big bargain.
ness.
Rockland baseball fans were In-1 by having landed 1000 cases of Scotch
•**»
terested in the outcome of the rubber I whiskey in Camden N. J. The capQuite a demand is reported for three
game between Augusta and Portland, tain is said by the government officials
masted sailing vessels to load lumber
which was played Wednesday. The I to have admitted this, and to have told
at Apple River, Nova Scotia, for New
Capitol City team won 4 to 3. Were I where the liquor was taken. The
York and Sound ports. The schooner
the Augusta players kidding Portland I Thomaston was built for Capt. Walter
237 Main St, Rockland, Main*
Frank Brainard, now repairing at
along as the Portland Express said I Hupper of Atlantic City, but its subBoothbay Harbor, will load lumber at
EVERYTHING IN FOOTWEAR
when they defeated Rockland recently? I sequent movements or ownership
Apple River for Hartford, Conn., while
AND NEVER. UNOERSOLD
I were unknown to Charles A. Morse &
the Lucj’ Evelyn, now discharging coal
Maine clerks of courts held their | Son.
at Eastport, will also take on lumber
annual meeting Wednesday night at
at Apple River for New York. Among
the Sagadahoc county building in
the few coal charters reported is the
Bath. Fred H. Thompson, clerk for
Portland, at $1.30 per ton.
Sagadahoc county, was elected presi
dent and Clarence A. Richards, clerk
for Lincoln county, was elected a
Style.
member of the executive committee.
Style Is the result of the artist's
Clerk of Courts Milton M. Griffith was
efforts to say something, not prettily,
unable to be present. The next con
or showily, or grandly, but clearly,
vention will be held in Bangor.
The Portable Sawing Co. was organ
ized here Tuesday.
Capital stock,
$10,000; all common; paid in, $500; par I
value, $100; shares subscribed, 5. |
President, Everett L. Spear, Rockland;
clerk and treasurer, Wallace E. Spear,
Rockland; directors, Everett L. Spear,
Wallace E. Spear and Erwin M. Spear,
all of Rockland.
Purposes, running I
portable mills and the sawing and |
manufacturing of lumber of all kinds.
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on Monday, August 15th

OAKLAND PARK
TWILIGHT LEAGUE GAME 3.00 TODAY

TONIGHT

BARNEY’S ORCHESTRA
OF WATERVILLE

| LOBSTER DINNERS I

CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
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Mallow was maddening, but the look
of the face was not that of a foe.
“Well, let us be friends," Dyck an
swered with a cordial smile. "Goodby,” he added. "I'm d—d sorry we
had to fight at all. Good-by 1”

lln without a check, and, as he's a
special favorite, he gets the best to be
had In la belle France."
Why Is he such a favorite?” asked
Dyck.
Errls Bo.vne laughed, not loudly, but
suggestively.
CHAPTER IV.
"When a lady kisses a man on the
lips, of her own free will, and puts
The Killing of Errls Boyne.
her am, around his neck. Is It done, do
Zz'
“There's many a government has you think, because it's her duty to do
made a mess of things In Ireland," It or die? No, It’s because she likes
snld Errls Boyne; “but since the day the man; because the man Is a good
of Cromwell the Accursed this Is the friend to her; because It’s money In
worst. Is there a man in Ireland her pocket. That’s the case with old
that believes In It, or trusts It? There Swinton. France kisses him, as It
are men that support It, that are were, because"—he paused, ns though
'I
served by It, that fill their pockets debating what to say—“because
out of it; hut by Joseph and by Mary, France knows he’d rather be under
there's none thinks there couldn't be hpr own revolutionary government
a better! Have a little more mnrsala. than under the monarchy of England."
» 7 77/F
His voice had resonance, nnd, as he
Calhoun?"
With these words, Boyne filled up snld these words, It had Insistence.
COPYRIGHT
the long glass out of which Dyck Cal
"Do you know, Calhoun. I think old
houn had been drinking—drinking too Swinton is right. We suffer here be
SYNOPSIS.
flippancy of the steel, gave Dyck that much. Shortly before, Dyck had lost cause monarchy, with Its cruel hand
which almost disconcerted him. Yet all his cash at the card-table. He had of Iron, mistreats us, brutalizes us."
CHAPTER I.—Returning home after a he had a grip of himself, and was for
He did not see enlightenment come
turned front It penniless and discom
•ays shooting, Dyck Calhoun, gifted
young Irish gentleman of the time of the tunate to preserve his defense Intact;
fited to see Boyne, smiling, and gay Into the half-drunken eyes of Dyck.
French and American revolution, meets though once his enemy's steel caught
He only realized that Dyck was very
with wine. In front of him.
6hella Uyn, seventeen-year-old girl visit
ing In the neighborhood. They are mutu his left shoulder, making It bleed. The
still, nnd strangely, deeply interested.
Boyne took him by the arm.
ally attracted. Sheila never knew her seconds, however, decided that the
“Come with me," said he. “There's ' “I tell you. Calhoun, we need in Ire
dissipated
father,
Errls
Boyne,
her
mother having divorced him and resumed thrust was not serious, and made no
no
luck for you nt the tables today. land something of the spirit that's
her maiden name.
attempt to interrupt the combat.
Let's go where we can forget the alive In France today. They've cleaned
Dyck's
tactics
changed.
Once
again
CHAPTER II.—Reaching home. Dyck
world, where we can lift the banner out the kings—Louis’ and Marie's
finds Leonard Mallow, son of Lord Mal he became aggressive, and he drove
of freedom and beat the drums of pur heads have dropped Into the basket.
low, with a message from the attorney
They’re sweeping the dirt out of
general
summoning
Miles
Calhoun. his foe to a point where the skill of
pose. Come along, lad!”
both men was tried to the uttermost.'
Dyck's father, to Dublin.
France; they're cleaning the dark
The
time
was
critical
for
Dyck
—
It was clear the time had come for
CHAPTER III.—They go to Dublin and
critical and dangerous. I^e had lost places; they’re whitewashing Ver
there Mallow quarrels with Dyck and a
money heavily; he had even exhaust sailles and sawdusting the Tuileries;
duel Is arranged. They fight with swords
and Dyck Is victor.
ed his mother’s legacy. Of late he they're starting for the world n refor
hnd seen little of his father, and the mation which will make It clean. Not
CHAPTER IV.—Errls Boyne, secretly In
French employ, gets Dyck drunk and
little he hnd seen was not fortunate. America alone, but England, nnd all
tries to persuade him to Join In revolt
They
had quarreled over Dyck's way Europe, will become republics."
against England. They quarrel and Dyck
“England?” asked Dyck In a low,
Is overheard to threaten Boyne. While
ward doings. He had angered his fa
the former Is overcome with drugged
penetrating voice.
ther
terribly,
and
Miles,
in
a
burst
of
wine, Boyne's second wife enters the
“Aye, England, through Ireland. Ire
room and stabs her faithless husband to
temper, hnd disclosed the fact that
the heart.
.
his own property was In peril. They land will come first, then Wales, Scot
had been estranged ever since; but land and England. Dear lad, the great
CHAPTER III—Continued/
the time had come when Dyck mtfkt day Is come—the greatest the world
Dyck moved aud spoke like a man
nt least secure the credit of his fa has ever known. France, the spirit of
charged with some fluid which had ab
ther's name at his bank to find the It, Is alive. It will purge and cleanse
the universe!”
stracted him from life’s monotonous
means of living.
The suspicious, alert look passed
routine. He had to consider the chance
It was with this staring him In the
from Dyck's eyes, but his face had be
of never leaving the grounds alive; yet
face that Errls Boyne's company
come flushed. He reached out and
•as he entered the place, where smooth
seemed to offer at least a recovery of
poured himself another glass of wine.
grass between the trees made good
his good spirits. Dublin knew little of
“What you say may be true. Boyne.
footing for the work to be done, the
Boyne's present domestic life. It did
It may be tme, but I wouldn’t put
thrill of the greenery, the sound of the
not know that he had Injured his sec
faith in It—not for one icy minute. I
birds, the flick of a lizard across the
ond wife as badly as he had wronged
don't want to see here In Ireland the
path, and the distant gay leap of a
his first—with this difference, how
horrors and savagery of France. I
young deer, brought to his senses a
ever, that his first wife was a Indy,
gust of joyous feeling. He was not nor
don’t want to see the guillotine up on
while his second wife, Noreen, was a
mal ; he was submerged. He was in
St. Stephen's green."
beautiful, quick-tempered, lovable,
Boyne felt that lie must march carethe great, consuming atmosphere of
elghteen-year-old girl, a graduate of
fufly. He was sure of Ills game; but
the bigger world and the greater life.
the kitchen and dairy, when he took
there were difficulties, and he must
He even did not hate Mallow nt the
her to himself. He had married her
moment. The thing about to be done
not throw his chances away.
in a mad moment after his first wife
"Well, I’ll tell you. Calhoun. I don't
was to him a test of manhood. It was
—Mrs. Llyn, ns she was now called—
know which Is worse—Ireland bloody
a call upon the courage of the soul, n
had divorced him; and after the first
challenge of life, strength and will.
The Time Had Come for Something thrill of married life was over, noth with shootings and hangings, Ulster
np In the north and Cork in the south,
Definite.
As Mallow entered the grounds, the
ing remained with Boyne except re
from the Giant’s causeway to Tralee;
thought of Sheila Llyn crossed Dyck's
gret that he had sold his freedom for
mind, and the mental sight of her something definite. Suddenly Dyck what he might, perhaps, have had no two sets of feet dancing alike, with
threw himself back with an agile step,
the bloody band of England stretching
gladdened the eyes of bis soul. For
without marriage.
out over the Irish parliament like
one brief instant he stood lost in the lunged slightly to one side, and then
Then began a process of domestic
mind's look; then he stepped forward, in a gallant foray got the steel point torture which alienated Noreen from death itself; or France ruling us. How
saluted, shook hands with Mallow, into the sword-arm of his enemy. That him, and roused in her the worst pas does the English government live here?
was the Enniscorthy stroke, which
Only by bribery and purchases. It
and doffed his coat and waistcoat.
had been taught him by William sions of human nature. She came to buys Its way. Isn’t that true?"
As he did so, he was conscious of a
Tandy, the expert swordsman, and know of his infidelities, and they mad
Dyck nodded.
curious coldness, even of dampness, In
had been made famous by Lord Well dened her. They had no children, and
“Yes, It’s true in a way." he replied.
the hand which had shaken that of !
in
the
end
he
hnd
threatened
her
with
ing of Enniscorthy. It succeeded, and
"It’s so, because we're what we are.
Mallow. Mallow's hand had a clammy {
desertion.
When
she
had
retorted
in
touch—clammy, but firm and sure, i It gave Dyck the victory, for Mallow’s strong words, he slapped her face, and We've never been properly put In our
sword dropped from his hand. He
places. The heel on our necks—that's
There was no tremor in the long, thin
clasped the wounded nrin with his left left her with an ugly smile.
the way to do It."
fingers nor at the lips—the thin, as
Of visitors they had few. If any, and
hand as the surgeon came forward.
Boyne looked at the flushed, angry
cetic lips, as of a secret service man
"Well, you got It home," he said to the young wife was left alone to brood
face. In spite of Dyck's words, he
—but in his eyes was a dark fire of
upon her wrongs. Errls Bo.vne hnd
Dyck; “and It's deftly done.”
purpose. The morning had touched
felt that his medicine was working
“I did my best,” answered Dyck. sJnpped her face on the morning of
him, but not as It had thrown over
well.
the day when he met Dyck Calhoun In
“Give me your hand, if you will.”
Dyck its mantle of peace. Mallow also
“Listen to me. Calhoun." he said
With a wry look Mallow, now seat the hour of his bad luck. He did not
had enjoyed the smell and feeling of
softly. "You've got to do something.
ed on the old stump of a tree, held out see the look In her face as he left the
it all, hut with this difference—it had
You're living an idle life. You’re in
his left hand. It was covered with house.
filled him with such material joy that blood.
*
Ruthless as he was, he realized the debt. There are but two courses open
he could not bear the thought of leav
“I think we’ll have to forego that time had come when by bold effort he to you. One is to join the British
ing It. It gave him strength of will,
courtesy, Calhoun," he said. “Look might get young Calhoun wholly into forces—to be a lieutenant, a captain,
which would add security to his arm
a major, a colonel, or a general, in
at the state of my hand 1 It’s good his power. He began by getting Dyck
and wrist.
blood," he added grimly. “It's d—d into the street. Then he took him by time; to shoot and cut and hang and
Dyck had learned swordsmanship
quarter, and rule with a heavy rod.
good blood, but—but It won’t do, you an Indirect route to what was. re
with as skilled a master as Ireland
putedly, a tavern of consequence. Out That’s one way."
see.”
had known, and he had shown, in get
"So you think I'm fit for nothing
"I'm glad It was no worse," snld wardly It was a tavern of the old
ting knowledge of the weapon, a nat
Dyck, not touching the bloody hand. class, superficially sedate, and called but the sword, eh?” nsked Dyck with
ural instinct and a capacity worthy of
“It's a clean thrust, and you’ll be bet the Harp and Crown. None save n Irony. “You think I've got no brains
the highest purpose. He had handled
very few conspirators knew how great for anything except the army.”
ter front it soon. These great men
the sword since he was six, and his
Boyne laughed.
he smiled toward the surg^ns—"will a part It played in the plan to break
play was better than that of most
“Hnve another drink, Calhoun.” He
soon put you right. I got my chanoe the government of Ireland and to ruin
men; but this was, in fact, his first
poured out more wine. "Oh, no, not
with the stroke, and took It, because I England’s position In the land.
real duel. Many tinles, of course, in
knew If I didn’t you'd have me pres
The entrance was by two doors— the army alone; there’s the navy—
the process of his training, he had
ently.
”
one
the ordinary public entrance, the and there's the French navy! It’s the
fought as men fight In duels, hut with
“
You
’
ll
have
a
great
reputation
In
other at the side of the house, which best navy In the world, the freest nnd
this difference—that now he was per
Dublin
town
now,
and
you'll
deserve
was on a corner. This could be the greatest, and with Bonaparte go
mitted to disable or kill his foe.
It,” Mallow added adroitly, the great opened by a skeleton key owned by ing at us. England will hnve enough
Fhyslcall.v, there was not a vast
to do—too much. I'm thinking. So
paleness of his features, however, Errls Boyne.
deal to choose between the two men.
there's a career In the French navy
made ghastly by the hatred In his
He
and
Dyck
entered,
however,
by
Mallow was lank and tall, nervously
open. And listen—before you and I
eyes.
the general entrance, because Bo.vne
self-contained, finely concentrated,
Dyck did not see this look, but Ire had forgotten his key. They passed are two months older, the French
and vigorous. Dyck was broad of
l'elt a note of malice—a distant note through the bar-parlor, nodding to one navy will he In the harbors of Ire
shoulder, well set up, muscular, and
—In Mallow's voice. He saw that or two habitues, and presently were land, and the French army will land
with a steadier eye than that of his
what Mallow had said was fresh evi bestowed In a room, not large, but here.” He reached put ,and grasped
foe. Also, as the combat developed.
Dyck’s arm. “There's no liberty of
dence of the man's arrogant character. well furnished.
It was clear that he had a hand as
freedom under the Union Jack. What
It did not offend him, however, for he
They played cards, and Dyck won.
steady ns his eye. What was more,
was victor, and could enter the Break He won five times what he hnd lost do you think of the tricolor? It's a
his wrist had superb strength and
neck club or Dublin society with a nt the club. This made him compan great flag, nnd under It the world Is
flexibility; it was as enduring and
going to be ruled—England, Spain.
tranquil eye.
ionable.
vital as the forefoot and ankle of a
Italy, Holland, Prussia, Austria and
Again Mallow’s voice was heard.
“
It's
a
poor
business
—
cards,"
he
tiger. As a pair they were certainly
Russia—all of them. The time Is ripe.
“I’d have seen you d—d to h—11,
notable, and would give a good ac Calhoun, before I’d have apologized said nt Inst. “It puts one up In the You've got your chance. Take It on.
clouds
and
down
In
the
ditch
nil
nt
count of themselves.
dear lad, take It on 1"
at the Breakneck club; but after a
The two men fighting had almost fight with one of the best swordsmen the same time. I tell you this, Boyne
Dyck did not raise his head. He
—
I
’
m
going
to
stop.
No
man
ought
to
the air of gladiators. Their coats in Ireland I've learned a lot, and I'll
was leaning forward with both anna
play
cards
who
hasn't
a
fortune;
and
were off, and the white linen of their apologize now—completely.”
on the table, supporting himself firm
my fortune, I’m sorry to say, Is onl>
shirts looked gracious; while the up
ly ; his head was bowed os though
The surgeon had bound up the my face!” He laughed bitterly.
raised left hand of the fighters bal
with depp Interest In what Boyne snld.
slight wound in Dyck's shoulder, had
"And
your
sword
—
you've
forgotten
ancing the sword-thrust and the stopped the bleeding, and was now
And. indeed, his Interest was great—
weight of the body bad an almost sin helping 1dm on with his coat. The op that, Calhoun. You've a lot of luck In so great that all his manhood, vigor,
your sword.”
gular beauty. Of the two, Dyck was
all his citizenship, were vitally alive.
eration had not been without pain,
“Well, I’ve made no money out of
the more graceful, the steadier, the
Yet he did not lift his head.
but this demonstration from his foe It so far,” Dyck retorted cynically.
quicker In his motions. Ills momen
“What’s that you say about French
was too much for him. It drove the
“Yet you've put men with reputa
tary vision of Sheila Llyn remained look of pain from his face; It brought
ships in the harbors of Ireland?” he
tions
out
of
the
running,
men
like
with him—not as a vision, rather as a smile to his lips. He came a step
said in a tone that luiowed interest.
Mallow. Try a little more of this
a warmth in his inmost being, some nearer,
“Of course, I know there's been a lot
marsaln, Calhoun. It's the best In the
thing which made him intensely alert,
“I’m as obliged to you ns If you'd place, and It's got a lot of good stuff. of talk of a French raid on Ireland,
cheerful, defiant, exactly skillful.
paid for my board and lodging, Mal I've been coming to the Harp and but I didn't know it was to be so
He had need of all his skill, for
low," he said; “and that's saying a Crown for many years, and I’ve never soon.”
Mallow was set to win the fight. He
"Oh, it’s near enough 1 It's all been
good deal in these days. I'll never had a bad drink all that time. The
felt Instinctively what was working
have a bigger fight. You’re a greater old landlord Is a genius. He doesn’t arranged," replied Boyne. “There'll
in Dyck's mind. He had fought a
swordsman than your reputation. I put on airs. He's a good man. Is old be ships—warships, commanded by
number of duels, and with a certain
Hoche. They'll hnve orders to land
must have provoked you beyond rea
trick or art he had given the end to
son," he went on gallantly. “I think Swinton, and there's nothing good In on the coast, to join the Irish patriots,
the lives of several. He became con.»
the drink of France that you can't gw
we’d better forget the whole thing."
scious, however, that Dyck had a par
“I'm a loyalist," Mallow replied. here."
"Well, If that’s true, how does It
ticular stroke In mind, which he him “I’m a loyalist, and If you're one, too,
self was preventhig by masterful what reason should there be for our happen?" asked Dyck, with a little
or headache—rub fore
flash of Interest. "It means a lot of
methods. It might be one thing or an not being friends?"
trouble, eh?”
other, but in view of Dyck's training
head, temples and back
A black cloud flooded Calhoun's
“It means some trouble. But let me
it would perhaps be the Eunlscorthy
of neck with Vicks. Melt
face.
tell you"—he leaned over the table
touch.
“If—If I’m a loyalist, you say! Have
a little in a spoon and
and laid a hand on Dyck's, which was
Again and again Dyck pressed his
you any doubt of It? If you have—” a little nervous—“let me speak as an
antagonist backward, seeking to mud
inhale
the vapors.
"You wish your sword had gone
old friend to you, if I may. Here are
dle his defense and to clear an open
Into my heart Instead of my arm, eh?" the facts. For many a year, you know
ing for his own deadly stroke; but the
Interrupted Mallow. “How easily I as well as I do, ships have been com
other man also w*s a master, and
am
misunderstood! I meant nothing ing from France to Ireland with the
parried successfully.
Presently, with a quick move, Mal by that 'if.' ’’ He smiled, and the very best wines and liquors, and tak
low took the offensive, and tried to smile had a touch of wickedness. “1 ing back the very best wool—smug
Over 17 Million Jan Uted Yearly
unsettle Dyck's poise and disorganize meant nothing by it—nothing at all. gled, of course. Well, our little land
As
we
are
both
loyalists,
we
must
be
lord here Is the d—dest rogue of all.
his battle-plan. For an Instant the
Telephone that Item of news to The
The customs never touch him. From
tempestuous action, the brilliant, friends. Oood-by, Calhoun 1”
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
.
Dyck
's
lace
cleared
very
jdowljr.
the
coast
the
stuff
comes
up
to
Dubswift play of the sword, the quivering
readers will see It, __ _____
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to take control of the operations, and
then to inarch on—”
He was going to say "march on
Dublin," but he stopped. He wns
playing a daring game. If he hnd not
been sure of Ids man, he would not
have been so frank and fearless.
He did not, however, mislead Dyck
greatly. Dyok lind been drinking a
good deal, but this knowledge of a
French invasion, aud a sense of what
Bo.vne wns trying to do, steadied Ills
shaken emotions; held him firmly in
the grip of practical common sense.
He laughed, hiccoughed a little, ns
though he wns very drunk, and said:
"Of course the French would like
to come to Ireland; they’d like to
seize It and hold It. Why, ol' course
they would! Of course; but what
astounds me Is that a man of your
standing should believe the French
are coming here now to Ireland. No,
ne, Boyne; I’m not taking yonr word
for any of these things. You’re a gos
sip; you’re a d—d, pertinacious, pre
posterous gossip, and I’ll say It as
often ns you like."
“So it's proof you want, Is It? Well,
then, here It is.”
Boyne drew from his pocket a small
leather-bound case nnd took from It a
letter, which he laid on the table la
front of Dyck.
Dyck looked at the document, then
said:
"Ah, that’s what you are. eh?—a
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YOUNG GIRL
DR. C. D. NORTH
FINDS RELIEF 3hysician andX-Ray Operatol
OFFICE. It B«Mh strtot. ROCKLAHB

Wants to Tell Other Girls
All About It

OFFICt HOUR*:

Ustll I i. H.

l.O to 8:00 tat 7:0C It 0:00 B. n.
TELEPHONf 712
*•-«

Evansville, Ind.—“I am eighteen
DR. LAWRY
years old and have been bothered for
several months with
BOOKLABS. HR.
HOURS:
irregular periods.
Every month my
Uotll CM a. a.
back would ache and « to 4 p.
TELEPHONE 171
7 to 0 p. e.
I always had a cold
and felt drowsy and
sleepy. 1 work in a
CLEMERET M WALDEN
Chiropody, Manicurina, Shampooinp,
millinery shop and I
Hair
Orowinp, Head and Facial TreatmeaL
went to work every
Puffs and Switches Made From Combinpe.
day, but felt stupid
45 MAIN STREET. PHONE 358-11.
and would have such
RESIDENCE, 204-11
Office Hours: 12.30 to 6 P. M.
cramps. I had seen
Go Out by Appointment 8 to 12 A. M.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
CAMDEN, MAINE
__________ Vegetable Com
Tl«»7
pound advertised and had heard several
women talk of it, so mother got me Dra. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
some.
This Vegetable Compound is
wonderful and it helped me very much,
Osteopathic Physicians
so that during my periods I am not now
88 UNION STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
sick or drowsy. I have told many girls
HOURS: 8:08 A M. TO 4:BB P. M.
about your medicine and would be glad
to help anyone who is troubled with cVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
TELEPHONE 188
<-«
similar ailments. You may use my tes
timonial as you like.”—Stella Linxwiler,6 Second St.,Evansville, Indiana.
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Some girls lead lives of luxury, while
OHoo: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
others toil for their livelihood, but all
OHoo Hours: I H 1 ud 7 to I P. IL
are subject to the same physical laws
and suffer in proportion to tneir viola docldonoo uotll I A. 8. lid ky AMMstaMt
tion. When siffih symptoms develop as TELEPHONES: Rccldwco, 4I-4| OHoo. 148.
irregularities, headaches, backaches,
88-tf
bearing-down sensations and ‘‘the
blues, ” girls should profit by Miss LinxDAVIS & STURM
wiler’s experience and give Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound a trial.
Chiropractors

APPLETON

Palmer School Graduate*
100 MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND, MAIN!
Hours 2:00 to 5:00 P. N. Evenlaa* 0:30 to 7JO
TELEPHONE CONNECTION

Dyck Looked at the Document

captain In the French artillery! Well,
that'd be a surprise In Ireland If It
were told.”
“It isn't going to be told unless you
tell it, Calhoun, and you're too much
of a sportsman for that. Besides, why
shouldn't you have one of these if you
want It—if you want It? Listen to
me, Calhoun," reaching out a hand to
lay It on Dyck's arm.
Dyck saw the motion, however, and
carefully drew back in his chair. “I’m
not an adventurer,” he said; “but if I
were, what would there be In It for
me?”
Boyne misunderstood the look on
Dyck's face. He did not grasp the
meaning behind the words, and he
said to him:
“Oh, a good salary—as good as that
of a general, with a commission und
tke spoils of war! That’s the thing
In the French army that counts for so
much—spoils of war. When they're
out on a country like this, they let
their officers loose—their officers and
men. Did you ever hear tell of a
French army being pinched for fod
der, or going thirsty for drink, or
losing Its head Air poverty or Indi
gence?"
“No, I never did.”
“Well, then, take the advice of an
officer of the French army resident in
Dublin,” continued Boyne, laughing,
“who has the honor of being received
as the friend of Mr. Dyck Calhoun of
I’laymore! Take your hand in the
game that's going on! For a man as
young ns you, with brains and ambi
tion, there's no height he mightn’t
reach In this country. Think of it—
Ireland free from English control;
Ireland, with all her dreams, living
her own life, fearless, Independent
as It was In days of yore. Why,
what's to prevent you, Dyck Calhoun,
from being president of the Irish re
public? You have brains, looks, skill
and a wonderful tongue. None hut a
young man could take on the job, for
It will require boldness, skill and the
recklessness of perfect courage. Isn't
It good enough for you?"
“What’s the way to do It?” asked
Dyck, still holding on to hla old self
grimly. “How Is It to be done?” He
spoke a little thickly, for, In spite of
himself, the’wine was clogging his
senses.
It had been artistically
drugged by Boyne.
“Listen to me, Calhoun,” continued
Boyne. “I’ve known you now some
time. We’ve come in and gone out
together. Tills day was Inevitable.
You were bound to come to It one
way or another. Man, you have a
heart of Iron; yon have the courage
of Caesar or Alexander; you have the
chance of doing what no Englishman
could ever do—Cromwell, or any oth
er. Well, then, don't you see the fate
ful moment has come in Irish life and
history? Strife everywhere! Alone,
what can we do? Alone, if we try to
shake off the yoke that binds us we
shall be shattered, and our last end
be worse than our first. But with
French ships, French officers and sol
diers, French guns and ammunition
with the trained men of the French
#rmy to take control here, what ameli
oration of our weakness, what con
fidcnce and skill on our side I Cun
you doubt what the end will be? An
swer me, man; don't you see It all?
Isn’t It clear to you? Doesn't such a
cause enlist you?’’
With a sudden burst of primitive
anger, Dyck got to his feet, staggering
a little, but grasping the fatal mean
Ing of the whole thing. He looked
Erris Boyne in the eyes. His own
were bloodshot aud dissipated, but
there was a look in iTiem of which
Boyne might well take heed.
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The timber and flooring in the barn
it Mrs. Julia Chaples recently gave
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
way and precipitated a large part of
both this year's and last year's hay
Diseases of the Eye;
into the cellar. The linter where the
Refractions, Etc.
■ows were tied escaped the general de
407 HAIN STREET
struction.
Mrs. Chaples' grandson
Naan: I to 12 A 8.: I Ml F. R.
Benjamin Brown, who lives with her
~
" too. 21 Fulton Street Tel. SSl-i.
bad only been out of the barn a few
OSIee T.lcohone 403-W.
minutes when the catastrophe occur
red. A few moments later would have
DR. J. C. HILL
probably meant death or severe in
jury to him.
Residence and Office, 260 Main Street
Tracy
McLaughlin
and
Elmer
Rockland, Me,
Sprague had lightning rods placed Office Hourai
upon their buildings last week.
10 to 11 A, M.j 1 to 2 P. M.| « to S P. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Abner Grant of Massa
128-tf
chusetts are guests at Fred Grant’s.
The Ridge is well represented at the
DR. F. B. ADAMS
North Appleton Sunday school each
Sunday. Last Sunday in spite of the Office 400 Main Street, ROCKLAND, MAINE
threatening weather, a very good dele■ration was present. Mark Ames was Office Hours, until I a. a.: I to 4 L 7 to I a a,
he speaker of the afternoon at the
OFFICE TELEPHONE, ISO-W.
close of the school.
Reeidence—Mr>. Jennie Bird.
TEL. 180-R.
W. Ashton Ripley of Rockland High
lands visited relatives and old friends
B. H. KELLER, M. D.
n town last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Curtis of Syarsmont were guests of their cousin, Mrs, 76 MAIN STREET, THOMASTON
Chaples Sunday.
Office Hour.—Until I a. m.; I to 3; 7 to 0 p. B.
Miss Etta McIver is in Camden with
Telephoat 141-3
l-tf
ter sister, Mrs. Annie Boynton for a
visit.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Pitman and Mr. Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
and Mrs. E. . C. Pitman and little
laughter Aroline from their summer
Osteopathic Physician
home in Lincolnville were guests at
ROCKLAND. MAINE
William Pitman’s this week. Tuesday JO SCHOOL STREET
Houra 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
the party, accompanied by Mr. Pit
Ey.ninpt by Appointmeat
man, took an auto trip to Exeter and
Ttlephona 323.
l-tf
Bangor returning Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Addison McCorrison
have recently been in Thomaston EMERY B. HOWARD, D.D.S.
guests of Dr. and Mrs. B. H. Keller.
Nahum McCorrison of Camden is
DENTIST
visiting at W. H. Proctor's.

ATLANTIC

Last Thursday evening the Ladies’
Aid of Swan’s Island held a picnic
tupper at Will Freethy's to which the
tusbands were invited. This week there
will be another picnic supper at the
home of Mrs. Rosie Scott.
William Merithew was recently mar
.'led to Mary Osgood of Palermo.
Mrs. Addie Ferris of Palermo is
visiting with the Merlthews at the
North.
Misses Lillian McCrea and Mary
Whitney of Rockland have been spend
ing the week with Mrs. Maud Bridges
it her home in Swan’s Island.
Roger Joyce of Old Harbor was
iperated upon at Eastern Maine Genral Hospital last week for appendiitis and is now well on the road to
recovery.
Dr. and Mrs. E. R. Blough of Pitts
burgh, Penn., have been touring the
Maine coast and are now quests of Dr,
tnd Mrs. Gage. Dr. Blough and Dr
lage were buddies in the World War
C. A. Haskell of Portland. C. B,
Funks of the Josh Simpkins Co., H
Forlan of Boston, Mass., C. A. Rose,
fr., and A. S. Briggs of Rockland. F. I
Collamore of Bangor, and C. Richard
son of Rockland were recent business
visitors in town.
H. E. Littlejohn and J. E. Bradley nf
Portland are stopping at the Stanley
louse at Old Harbor.
State, national, local and business
interests of neighboring towns demand
tnd require cable connection with the
town of Swan’s Island, and concerted
jffort to secure the same is being made
Show your interest in the matter and
help forward the good cause.
Several yachts have recently made
harbor in Mackerel Cove.
Mrs. Lida Norwood of Atlantic has
received word from the Graves Regis
tration Service that the body of her
husband, IVilliam Eugene Norwood
who was killed in France in the World
War, has arrived at Hoboken, N. J,
The body will be taken to Southwest
Harbor, where the American Legion
Post which is named after this hero
of their own. will take charge of the
services and interment.
The barge Plymouth Is at the quarry
wharf in Minturn loading paving for
Philadelphia. This is the sixth cargo
to be shipped from Minturn this year.
Forty or more men are employed at
the quarry and prospects are good.
A party of Indians are encamped on
the Point In Minturn, near where the
quarry used to be, below the farm of
Lester Stanley.
Swan's Island defeated Stonington
by a score of 16 to 10 at the ball game
>n Minturn field on Saturday.
Miss Bessie E. March. Miss Mabel
E. Gerlock, Miss Mabel J. March and
Miss Grace V. Eshermower of Ilarrisburgh, Penn.; Sadie L. and Nellie A
Clancy of Nashua, N. H.; Annie K,
Lawrie of Harrisburgh, and Mrs.
Frank S. Nason of Bangor, Helen C.
Clark of Harrisburgh. Mrs. A. P. Wil
iams and Miss Victoria Williams of
Boston. Mass., Mr. and Mrs. W. Rob
inson and Miss Louise Hay of Hollis.
N. Y„ and Mr, and Mrs. H. K. Jelliton of Boston, Mass., are guests at the
Ocean View Hotel at Old Harbor. Miss
dtaufer of New York City and Mr.
To be continued—Began August 11 McClaren of Boston have since Joined
Back copies can be supplied.
I the party.

407 Main St., Rockland, Me.

DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist
ORTHODONTIA (etraiihtonltof tootfc)
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLEBB
299 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
Spear Block.............. Foot of Park Street
Ofllee Hours? fl te 12; I te 5
TEL. 74«.M

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SILSBY. Buraeaa
X-1AT Op crater

a RUMMER
STREET, R0CKLARB
TELEPHONE
128

W. A JOHNSTON. REG. PM8.

JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
COMPLETE DRUG ANO SUNDRY
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

370 Main St. Rockland. Me.
GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
Buaooator to A. J. ErtklM A Ok.

417 MAIN STREET t I : ROCKLAHB. NAIRN

EDWARD K. GOULD
Attorney at Law
CORNER TILLSON AVE. aed MAIN BTBRRT

AGENT

FOR

EDISON DIAMOND AHBEROLA
PH0R06RAPH and RICORDS
All kinds of 7 alkinf

Michines Repaired
MUSICIANS’ SUPPLIES
Violins Made

S
P WELT
. t. ntLI,

and

Repaired

362UPSTAIRS
MAIN ST,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

AWNINGS, TENTS
WAGON COVERS
MADE TO ORDER

W. F. TIBBETTS & CO.
SAIL MAKERS
61 FRONT STREET
Building formerly occupied by
A. J. Bird
Co.

A

TELEPHONE 225-R
45-ThASat-tf
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The church fair, supper and enter
tainment last Tuesday afternoon and
evening were a financial success,
bringing in about $150. We feel that
mention should be made of the fact
that the drama which did not go off
with the usual degree of snap was con
siderably weakened by the illness of
one of its important characters, who
was obliged at the last rehearsal to
give up her part and we wish to state
our appreciation of her kindness in
undertaking the part under very ad
verse circumstances.
The electric
lights were an added convenience and
greatly enjoyed.
The electric lighting system, which
is being rapidly installed tn the town
is calling forth much acclaim. It is
a very much needed requisite and
when our streets have become lighted
as well as the homes, our little town
will be second to none In the State.
Whatever the outcome of the question
of the division of the town the Keag
proper will lose none of its thrift and
its citizens are bound to continue
along the road of progress. Now get
busy and institute a Village Improve
ment Society that we may keep the
ball rolling for other improvements.
And let them be improvements in the
best sense of the word, and not repairs
that may call for still further repair
ing in a few weeks time. Let it be a
good permanent job even though we
may have to hunt to find it after com
pletion. A Job worth doing at all is
worth our best efforts.
Miss Helen Lester, who has been
the guest of her father J. A. Lester in
Portland for a month, returned home
Tuesday. The whole family are con
templating moving to Portland in the
near future where Mr. Lester has pur
chased a nice new home.
Roswell Allen, who was called home
on account of the death of his sister,
Mrs. Ed. Price of Rockland, has re
turned to his hoome in Whitinsville,
Mass.
Mrs. Julia Allen-, who was with her
daughter Mrs. Price of Rockland for
several weeks during her late illness,
is again at her home here.
Mrs. Leroy Allen made a business
trip to Boston last week. She reported
Boston a most uncomfortably hot city
while she was there and was glad to
get back to our cooling sea breezes
and our broad green carpeted breath
ing spaces.
Mrs.
Earl Anderson and
son
■Robert returned to their home in
Earl will
Bridgeport, Conn., Friday.
remain here awhile longer, We are
sorry to see people beginning to leave
us.
Mrs. Scott Kittredge and son George
William of Flushing, L. I. are guests
of Mrs. Kittredge's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. George Green, for their summer
vacation.
Mrs. Aura Files and Albert Files of
Norwood and East Boston, Mass., were
guests of their cousin, Mrs. Rebecca
Morgan last week. Mrs. Files is 84
years young for she still travels alone
and Is Just as alert as she ever was.
Mrs. Fred Ripley and children have
returned from Hope where they have
been visiting.
Friends are pleased to know that
Mrs. Albert Sleeper and daughter
Mary both of whom have been In
Knox Hospital for surgical operations
are home and recuperating very satis
factorily.
Miss Margaret O'Donald of Water
ville, who has been the guest of Mrs.
Ed. Hopkins for three weeks, returned
home Saturday.

GAINS 15 POUNDS
Stuart Davis is at the military
training camp at Camp Devens.
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Noyes and Miss
Alice Gould of North Haven arg in
Had Suffered With Stomach
town for a few days.
Elton Bassett of New Bedford, Mass.,
Mrs. Sarah Nickerson of East Har
Trouble For Twelve Long
wick, Mass., Mrs. James Gregory and
Miss I,aura Calderwood of this town
Years Before Taking Tanattended the Hall reunion at Glencove
Aug. 10.
lac.
A delightful evening was spent at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Nut
ting Monday when relatives and
“While I have only taken three
friends gathered to enjoy the follow
bottles
of Tanlac I have actually
ing selections rendered by Mrs. Nut
ting’s brother, R. Mont Arey of gained fifteen pounds in weight and
Detroit and Bernice Vinal, pianist, of feel better than I have in years,” said
Boston: Weber, Cdncertino Op. 26; George Richards, 568 Ocean Ave.,
Schumann, Fantasy-Piece Op. 73;
Webei*, Romanze from Concerto No. 2 Portland, Me, an employee of the
Op. 74; Debussy, (a) Petite Piece, Economy Fuel Co.
<b)
Fille aux Cheveaux, De Lin;
'For about twelve years I had suf
Clements, Sounds from Home.
fered more or less from stomach
Ethel Young of Crockett's River has
been the guest of Ellen Wareham the trouble which had gradually grown
worse until for three years before I
past week.
A party of 16 enjoyed an outing began taking Tanlac I was in such a
Wednesday at Camp Merry Mac's, the bad condition that when I did manage
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Mc to eat a little something I would bloat
Intosh.
Leroy Reed of Arlington Heights, up with gas and have such intense
Mass., is the guest of Mr. ahd Mrs. pains in the pit of my stomach I could
hardly stand them. I just had to stop
George Creed.
Mrs. F. K. Coombs entertained the work, go home and go to bed. I also
following party at “500” Wednesday had dreadful nightsweats nearly every
at Camp Lookout, Addle Roberts, night and would get up in the morn
Evelyn Blood, Faustina Roberts, Ada ings feeling simply horrible.
"I could see an improvement in my
Green, Lettie Moore, Margie Chilles
condition before I had finished my first
and Ella Bray of Auburndale, Mass.
Mrs. Jack Pillsbury and daughter bottle of Tanlac and in a short while
lanice, who have been guests of her was feeling like a different person. I
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Len- now have a splendid appetite, can eat
fest at Seal Bay Farm, returned anything I want and all I want with
out having a particle of trouble
Wednesday to Thomaston.
W. F. Moreton returned Tucsa^, to afterwards. Those awful nightsweats
have entirely stopped and, thanks to
Boston.
Charles Shields' bungalow at Shore Tanlac, I am a well man in every re
Acres is nearing completion and will spect. I believe Tanlac will help any
body who will take it, and I am always
soon be ready for occupancy.
Mrs. James Wareham gave a family glad to recommend it.”
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Cor
dinner party Sunday tn honor of her
daughter Ellen, the occasion being her ner Drug Store; in Washington by F.
12th birthday. Luncheon was served L. Ludwig; in North Haven by W. S.
to the following party: Mrs. Eliza Hopkins; in Vinalhaven by F. M.
Arey, R. Mont Arey, Mr. and Mrs. L. White; in South Thomaston by L. O.
R. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Nut- Hanley, and by the leading druggists
ling, Mrs. Lora Hardison, Louise in every town.
Hardison, Mrs. F. M. White, sons Max
and Edward, Mrs. Cora Carlon, Mrs.
MONHEGAN
Clara Pendleton and Ethel Young.
MiRs Marion Healey and a party of
Miss Marian Humphrey is visiting
friends from Rockland had a picnic her home for a month before return
dinner at Smith’s Point Tuesday.
ing to her position in Westport, Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. Shattuck of Connec
SOLD BY
The Seaplane which has been at
ticut are guests at Bridgoside.
tracting much attention here the past
Mrs. Sada Robbins spent Wednes few days returned to Boothbay Harbor
day in Rockland.
Monday.
Richard Lowden of Boston, who has
Mr. and Mrs. James Thompson and
spent several summers in town, ar daughter Helen of Worcester, Mass.,
rived this week at Mrs. E. W. Arey’s. are spending a few weeks at the Mon
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Mr. and Mrs. William Coid were hegan House.
guests Sunday at the Kittredge farm
Mrs, Susie Crawford, who has been
The subject of the lesson sermon the guest of her brother George E.
next Sunday at the Christian Science Smith the past two weeks, returned
ROCKVILLE
service at 11.30 will be "Soul.” All are to Old Town Tuesday.
welcome.
i Mrs. George Whibbley and little
Mr. and Mrs. O. S. Knowles of Ja
Mrs. Charles Lowe and little son
maica Plain, Mass., are spending the lohn of Peekskill, N. Y„ are guests daughter returned home to Portland
Tuesday.
month of August with Mrs. Enoch of his mother, Mrs. Abbie Lowe.
A dance was given in the Monhe
Rawley.
Mrs. Arthur Arey and sons Leon and gan House Tuesday night with music
Mrs.^Will H. McCoy, who has been Harold visited Rockland Wednesday.
"by the Indian orchestra.
the guest of Mrs. Enoch Rawley, re
Miss Florilia Arey is visiting friends
Rev. and Mrs. Ernest Dearn are ex
turned to Boston Thursday.
in Brooks.
pected this week from Fitchburg
Mrs. Inez Bronky of Natick, Mass.,
The Occident Club held an all-day Mass., and will visit their parents, Mr,
with her three children are visiting outing at Smith’s I^oint Tuesday.
and Mrs. D. M. Davis.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Miss Ethelyn La wry returned Thurs
Clough.
«■
day from a few days' stay in Boston.
Oscar Carroll is improving his build
EAST WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Libby and Miss
ings with a coat of paint.
Alice Libby occupied Camp Edlyll the
Mrs. A. B. Kirkpatrick spent Wed past few days.
Remember the dale. Aug. 24, the
nesday at Oakland Park.
Wairen Beggs was the guest- of Mank family will hold their reunion
Miss Alice Tolman is visiting in Kendall Hatch at Shore Acres last at Edwin Mank’s. Come to help
China.
make the attendance 500 strong. Each
Wednesday.
Mrs. John Ranlett and Mrs. Alice.
MARTIN’S POINT.
Miss Jane Doughty of North Abbing- family please bring pitcher.
Rabbidge were at Oakland Park Wed ton, Mass., is the guest of her aunt,
Rev. Lawrence Grepnwood closed his
nesday.
meetings Sunday evening. He was
Mrs.
George
Banks.
A chowder party to Otter Island
Mrs. William Eells and two daugh
Union church circle was largely at assisted in singing by Rev. and Mrs.
■Wednesday was led by Dr. and Mrs. ters of Fitchburg, Mass., are guests of tended Thursday evening. The house George B. Davis of North Waldoboro
Frank Putnam. In addition to Point Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Tolman.
keepers were Edith V. Smith, Carrie Miss Linda Vannah, of Winslow's
friends guests from Simmons Cove
Mrs. John Ranlett's brother, James Fifield. Ada Green and Mrs. Chetwynd. Mills, and over the weekend by Rev.
were: Mr. and Mrs. Walter Barnes and Ross of Boston is visiting her.
A birthday surprise was given Mrs. and Mrs. Corliss of Vermont.
family, Mr. Johnson, Mrs. Baker and
Mrs. Haskell is confined to her Ella Bray Sunday by Mrs. J. E. Beggs,
Oliver Mank of North Waldoboro
home by illness.
Miss Gould.
who entertained friends in her honor. was a recent guest of his sister, Mrs.
A surprise party for Mrs. E. E
Mrs. Harry Rogers is spending a few r'chicken~<l'inner was served. Mrs Lucretia Kaler.
Morse was held at the Magee porch days with her father at North Haven. Bray leaves Monday for Auburndale,
Mr. and Mrs. John Whittaker of
Field day at Oakland Park Wednes Mass.
Tuesday evening. The occasion was
Albion are visiting her sister, Mrs.
her 37th birthday. About 20 guests day was a very enjoyable occasion. It
Tyler Coombs returned Thursday to Clarence Coffin.
was a pleasant day, and the Park with Rockla nd.
attended.
Herman Demuth. who was in
Miss Jessie Weaver gave a White its natural scenery and lovely flowers
The new store owned by the Atlantic Friendship to attend the funeral of
Elephant costume party at the Weaver was very beautiful. There was a large and Pacific Co., was opened Friday Clifford Bradford, returned home
cottage Wednesday evening.
The crowd present. Republican women of by the local manager, Scott Little Tuesday.
most ludicrous costumes were those Knox county being much in evidence. field.
Henry Burns of the village was at
worn by Herbert Weaver and George With interesting speakers in the grove,
Mrs Derby of New York arrived Percy Miller's Monday.
music
by
the
Park
Band,
dancing
in
Walker,
Mrs. Nellie Reever, Misses Una
Thursday for a month's visit with
Mrs. E. E. Jameson and family of the new hall, and organization of the Mrs. J. E. Beggs.
Clark and Myrtle Reever were in
Woman
’
s
Republican
Club,
there
was
Warren spent Tuesday at the Jame
Mr. and Mrs. Asbury Burgess of Rockland Wednesday.
entertainment for all according to the
son cottage.
Rev. Samuel Russell, pastor of the
Bangor were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. A. S. Emley of New York ar inclination of each.
First Baptist church of Buffalo, N. Y.
.1. E. Beggs Thursday.
rived Monday to spend the remainder
Mrs Emil Coombs of Rockland was and Rev. Lawrence Greenwood were
of the season with her daughter^ Mrs.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Flanders
in town Thursday.
FREEDOM
Morse.
Mrs. Cora Carlon, Mrs. Clara Pendle Sunday.
Harold Glidden, who is on leave of
Will Grade of North Warren is cut
ton, Mrs. Inez Nutting and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Thurston and
absence from a southern marine train
Louise- Wareham were guests at the ting hay on the Arthur Mank place
ing camp, has been visiting on the Mrs. Aura Thurston leave this week Wigwam Thursday.
Kent G. Newbert of Portland was a
for Ocean Park, where they will spend
Point.
The members of the G. A. R. Me guest of his aunt, Addie Snow Waltz,
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Kalloch of two weeks.
morial Circle will hold a supper Aug. Wednesday.
J. B. Sylvester and R. L. Overlock
Brooklyn and Mr. and Mrs. F. O.
Miss Maude Sherman of Round Pond
18. The proceeds are to be used for
Jameson visited Mr. and Mrs. Wesley were in Liberty Monday on business. the purchase of»new mugs to be used has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Rowell of Con
Jameson recently.
by the different organizations meet James Hanna.
Mr. and Mrs. Haskell are entertain necticut are spending their vacation ing at the G. A. R. rooms.
Clarence Hoffses and family are en
ing Mr. Haskell’s father, who has ar with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. G.
joying their new Ford. They were at
Rowell.
rived from Auburn.
New Harbor Sunday, accompanied by
ASH POINT
It is reported that George McLain
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Mayo, Mr. and
James Hanna. They also took a trip
it-s. E. L. Harris, Miss Grace Mayo will start his stave mill this week.
to Rockland recently.
George Overlook Is at C. B. Knowl
A gathering of the Crockett-Lind
and Mr. Gilbert attended the dinner
Laforest Butler and Mr. and Mrs.
sey
families
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
O.
A.
ton's
in
Liberty
for
an
indefinite
time.
dance at the Samoset last Tuesday
Leroy Butler and daughter of Waldo
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
L.
Overlook
and
Crockett
with
tiah
chowder
and
picnic
evening.
boro were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. W. A. Overlook were in Augusta dinner on Cann’s shore Sunday, was James Mank Wednesday.
a most enjoyable occasion. The affair
Saturday.
Rev. and Mrs. Corliss and son War
P. D. Thurston traded his Ford car was in honor of Capt. Fred C. Lindsey ren of Vermont were weekend guests
WHITE HEAD
for a Dodge recently.
of Portsmouth, N. H., who with Mrs of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Mank.
Mrs. Martin Overlook of Quincy, Lindsey is visiting his son, Mr. and
Nelson Kaler of North Waldoboro
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sprague and Mass., arrived Saturday for a visit Mrs. F. C. Lindsey, Jr. in South
was at Percy Miller's last week.
children of the light have returned with relatives here.
Thomaston. Those present were Mr.
Mrs. Lucretia Kaler is spending a
home after 15 days furlough spent at
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Bowes and chil and Mrs. Charles Lindsey, Mr. and few days with her granddaughter,
Boone Island Light.
dren of Morrill were visitors at R. L. Mrs. Ansel Saunders, Priscilla, Donald Mrs. Burleigh Mank at North Warren
Mrs. L. R. Dunn and children have Overlook's recently.
and Robert Saunders, Ralph H.
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Benner of War
returned home here, after attending
Miss Abbie Thompson spent test Crockett and sons, Oscar and Edgar. ren were guests of his mother, Mrs.
Chautauqua at Tenant's Harbor.
week in Belfast.
Miss Mollie Coffey, E. C. Ingraham, Sarah Benner, Wednesday.
Mrs. Forrest Maker of Metinic, who
Elbridge Griffin has sold his farm. Mr, and Mrs. F. B. Robbins, Capt. and
Frank Black of Martinsville was at
has been visiting Mrs. H. W. An
Mrs. L. A. Crockett, Miss Marianne Percy Miller’s Tuesday.
drews, has returned home. She was
Crockett, Capt. and Mrs. F. C. Lindsey,
Mrs. Frank Eugley and Mr. and
NORTH HAVEN
accompanied by Miss Theo Andrews
Mrs, O. A. Crockett, Mrs. F. C. Pratt, Mrs. Walter Colby of Gardiner called
Mr. Maker came for them in his new
i Miss Mary Pratt, J4r, and Mrs, F. C.
The Get-To-Gether Sewing Club Lindsey, Jr., Bernice and Mertie at Charles Bowers' Saturday.
speed boat The Rexall.
Miss Linda Vannah by invitation
H. E. Perkins, counselor at law of met with Mrs. Augustus Whitmore Lindsey, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Coffey
assisted the singing in the Greenwood
Boston and son Edwin are at H. W Thursday and all reported a very de and daughter Madeline.
services and was a guest of Mrs,
Andrews for two weeks.
lightful time.
Reever, and has returned to her home
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Emery spent
Fred Harvey of Otfls Head, who has
ONCE USED—ALWAYS USED
in Winslow’s Mills.
•
employment at White Head, is board Thursday as the guest of Miss Isa
Mr. Geyer and Mrs. Clyde Brown
Beverage.
ing at H. W. Andrews'.
and son Chester of Friendship were
■Work is progressing on the new U
Mrs. Whitmore of Bucksport is the
^1
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Ben
S. C. G. The well digger, has arrived guest of Mrs. Augustus Whitmore
nett recently.
and is digging an artesian well,
for a few days.
Mrs. Milton Creamer of Dutch Neck
new boat house will be built also.
The Whitmore reunion met at the
called on her mother, Mrs. Narcissa
Mr. and Mrs. John Erickson, who Union hall; nearly 30 attended. All
Rines, Tuesday.
have spent the summer with Mrs. J. enjoyed the day very much.
K. Lowe, have returned to their home
Mrs. Louise M. Upham of Rockport
In Bangor which they will leave for nnd granddaughter, Mrs. David Hen
Northern Maine the last of the month ley of Richmond, who have been
z
Mr. Erickson is a contractor for the spending a few days with Mrs. Up
Great Northern Paper Co.
ham’s daughter. Mrs. H. T. Crockett,
Miss Cora Wall of Rockland is at have returned home.
Rackllffe Island nursing Mrs. Walter
The Get-To-Oether Sewing Club
Rackliff.
will meet Aug. 25 at the home of Mrs.
H. T. Crockett.
Mrs. Harry Rogers of Rockville is
FRIENDSHIP
spending a few days as guest of her
father. Dr. Ira Carver, who is
Makes Ironing Easy
Capt. and Mrs. Melvin Lawry have much improved in health.
for guests at Kamp Kum Sae Vs, M».
John Alexander, who underwent an
Used as cold water or cooked starch
and Mrs. Thomas Sandison and Mrs. operation at the Silsby Hospital, has
with
equally good results.
Letha E. Simons of Quincy, Mass., returned home. The people were glad
Miss Louise M, Tosi of Somerville, to see him able to be out to enjoy
ELASTIC STARCH
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Tosi some of tlie good meetings of the
of Forest Hills, Mass.
Chautauqua.
(7S103
./

Trains Leave Rockland

for

1 Augusta, 110.30 a..m., fl.30 p. m.
*
Bangor. |10.30a. m , fl.30p. m.
Bath.t7.40a.m.,tl0.30 a.m.. tl.30p.tn . $5.25p.m.
Boston . t7.40a. m., 110.30 a. m., tl-30 pm
I
Brunswick. t7.40a. m., |10.30 a. m., tl-30 p m.,
J-5.25 p. m.
----- Lewiston, 110.30 a. m., tl-30 p. m. f
• New York, tl-30 p. m., J5.2.5 p. m. I
Philadelphia, C5.25 p. m.
&
Portland, |7.40 a. m.. J10.30 a. m.. tl-30p. tn.;’
15.25 p.m.
Washington, C5.25 p. m?.
Waterville, tlO.BOa. m . tl-30 p.m?^
Woolwich. J7.4O a. m.. j 10.30 a. tn., |1.30 p tn.;
{5.25 p.m.
t Daily, except Sunday. * *Daily. } Sunday only.
{ Daily, except Saturday.4
ft
C Tuesday, Thursday. Sunday. Will run Monday,
July 4, and Sept. 5,instead of July 3 and Sept. I.

and
Heaters

With all
the latest
improve
ments, in
cluding
glass oven
doors, are j
used every
where.

JS

•gf

Eastern Standard Time

D. C. DOUGLASS,

M. L. HARRIS,

1

8 8-21 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. ^Gcn'l Passenger Agt,

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.

Find a Jersey Dealer,
TVTHEN ordering ice cream44Look
for the Jersey Sign.” Jersey
dealers are good merchants to pat
ronize because they are the wide awake kind
who buy the best. And once you’ve tasted

Jersey Ice Cream
is

you’ll agree it best. Made of pure cream
and sugar, finest extracts and flavorings.
And no home kitchen is more cleanly than
the Jersey plant. Take home a package or
a Tripl-Seal brick today.

BANGOR LINE
BUMMER SCHEOULE

STEAMSHIPS BELFAST ANO CAMDEN

Leave Rockland dally including Sunday at 8
P- nt (Standard Time) for Boston
Leave R ickland dally Including 8undav at 5
a. m (Standard Time) for Camden. Northport.
Belfast, Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
Return: Leave Boston daily Including Sunday
at 0 p. m (Dalylight Saving Time, for Rock
land, Bangor and way landings.
Leave Bangor dally Including Sunday at 2 p.
nt. (Standard Time) for Winterport. BuckaIiort, Belfast, Northport, Camden, Rockland and
Beaton.
Leave Rockland daily Including Sundays at 5
a. m for Bar Harbor, Blue Hill and way land
ings Return—Leave Bar Harbor dally Includ
ing Sunday at 1 p m , Blue Hill 12.30 p. m.
for Rockland and way landings.
At Boston connection is made with the Me
tropolitan Line passenger and freight steamers
for New York via Cape Cod Canal.
F 8. SIIERMAN. Supt. R. S SHERMAN. Agent
Rockland, Maine.
Rockland, Maine.

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT AND
SWAN’S ISLAND

“Look for the Jertey Sign.**,

Summer Arrangement
(Standard Timo)

Made by Jersey Ice (’ream Company, Lawrence, Mass.

IQ Effect MONDAY, JUNE 27, 1021
VINALHAVEN LINE

SOLD BY

CHARLES W. SHELDON, Druggist, Rockland

Steamer leaves Vinalhaven, dally, except
Sunday, at 7 a. m. and 1 p. m. for Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland (Tillson Wharf)
at 930 a m for Vinalhaven, and Tillson
Wharf at 3.30 p. m., and Maine Central Wharf
at 3.50 p ni for North Haven (when train pas
sengers) and Vinalhaven.
STONINGTON and SWAN'S ISLAND LINE

V. F. STUDLEY

Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally except
Sunday at 5 30 a. in.. Stonington. 6.45 a. m.
and North Haven at 7 45 a. ni., for Rockland.
Returning, leaves Rockland, Tillson Wharf, at
1.30 p. m, for North Haven. Stonington, Isle
au Haut, when passengers (tide and weather
permitting), nnd Swan’s Island.
- Note—Steamer will land at Maine Central
Wharf when passengers for 10 30 a m. train.
W 8 WHITE.
General Manager.

-F— -----

CLARIONS MEET THE NEW STANDARDS
OF EFFICIENCY
•
Being so thoroughly made
they conserve

LABOR, TIME
and FUEL

SUMMER TIME TABLE
of STEAMER CASTINE
CAMDEN. WEST ISLESBORO. NORTHPORT.
CASTINE and BELFAST LINE

Year Round Service, Standard Time
Leaves Camden every morning on arrival of
electric car from Rockland at 8.00 a. m., Sun
day excepted
Returning, leaves Lewis Wharf, Belfast, at
2 p in. for Northport, Castine, West lslesboro,
and Camden, arriving at 4 25 In time for the
car for Rockland
14-tf

COOMBS BROS., Belfast. Me.
Managers

Estate of John E. Brackett.

STATE OF MAINE.
Knox, ss
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
for said County of Knox in vacation on the 27th
day of July, In the year of our Lird, eno thou
sand, nine hundred and twenty-one
A petition asking for the appointment of
Wilbur C. Thurston as administrator on tho
BANGOR, MAINE
esiate of John E Brackett, late of Union, in
said County, having been presented.
Established 1839
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
person* Interested, by causing a copy Of this
Order to ho published three weeks successively
In The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
by VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.
at Rockland, In said County, that they may ap
In Rockland and Thomaston
pear at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland
In and for said County on the sixteenth day of
August, A I). 11)21, at nine o’clock In tho fore
noon,
and show cause, If any they have, why
SUBSTANTIAL
the prayer of tho petitioner should not be
with an enduring quality that suggests granted.
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge of Probate.
dignity, simple outlines and massive
A true copy, Attest:
proportions characterize some of the
90896
HENRY H PAYSON. Register.

WOOD & BISHOP CO.

Sold

jn

MONUMENTS OR HEADSTONES
we have designed recently.

If this syle wouldn’t look well on
your lot, we can offer you a number
of other models that include more deli
cate columns, ornate traceries Rnd
decorative effect?. Le. us know your
preference.

FRED S. MARCH
Tin New Monumental Wareroome

Park St. Cor. Briok.

Rockland. Ma

Estate of Eugenia F. Carver.

NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
July 19, 1921, she was duly appointed admin
istratrix of the estate of Eugenia F Carver, late
of Vinalhaven, in the County of Knox, de
ceased, and on this date waa qualified to fill
said trust by giving bond as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the es
tate, are desired to present the same for set
tlement, and all Indebted thereto are required
to make payment immediately to
EUGENIA CARVER.
Vinalhaven, Maine
July 19, 1921.Ju^ 30-Ang 6-13

NORTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson Creamer of
South Waldoboro called on relatives
and friends here Saturday.
Mrs. Ethel Nutting and little son
Preston of Bangor are visiting at E.
C. Teague’s.
Virgil Orff is at home from South
Thomaston where he has had employ
ment.
Mrs. Gertrude Newbert of Portland,
who has been visiting her brothers,
Amasa and Cecil Newbert, has gone
to Waldoboro to spend a few days
with her sister, Mrs. J. B. Welt.
S. E. Norwood and son Ralph of
Warren were' at D. O. Stahl’s Tues
day.

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Mank of
Manktown visited their daughter,
Mrs. Pearl Whitehouse, Sunday.
Mrs. Lena Howard and daughter
Helen are guests of her brothers, Vic
tor and John Burnheimer.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Norwood of

Warren were at G. B. Walter's Mon
day.
Mrs. Sarah Storer of South Law
rence is a guest of her niece, Mrs.
Addie Walter.
Rev. and Mrs. Wesley Wfggln of
South Lawrence and Miss Elizabeth
Storer of Melrose were at W. R. Wal
ter’s for a few days on their way to
Northport.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruel Orff have gone
to Togus where they have employ
ment.
Mr. and Mrs. John McNeily, Chester
Kaler, Mrs. Carlow nnd daughter
Christina and Miss McNeily and
friend are gut-sts of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Orff.
Hudson I., Mank, while working on
his mill Monday cut his hand quite
badly. He went to a Rockland hospi
tal for treatment.

MOUNT PLEASANT

Direct connected home light.
Using Standard equipment.
Represented by

HUNTER MACHINE CO.
ROCKLAND, ME. 49Stf

Estate of Alden W. Crouch.

STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland In and
for said County of Knox In vacation on the
ttth day of July, In the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and twenty-one.
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be the
last Will and Testament of Anden W Crouch,
late of Rockland, In said County, having been
presented for probate, and application having
SOUTH WALDOBORO
been made that no bond be required of the ex
ecutor named in the will.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all
Mrs. C. H. Winters and three chil
persons Interested, by causing a copy of this
dren returned to Massachusetts Wed Order
to be published three weeks succissivcly
nesday.
In The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper puhlisheMiss Ireno Hopping is visiting in cd at Rockland, in said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to beheld at Rock
Lawrence, Mass.
land. In and for said County, on the sixteenth
Mrs. Lucy Mank and Mrs. Charles day of August, A. D 1921, at nine o’clock in
Bowers and two children spent Fri the forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of the petitioner should not be
day at S. J. Burrows’.
granted
Mrs. Asa Galeueia has returned
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge of Trobate.
A true copy,—Attest:
home from Lynn.
90896
HENRY II PAYSON. Register
Mrs. Minnie Knowles and two chil

dren have returned to their home in
Lawrence.
Mrs. Laura Prescott of Dover is
visiting her niece, Mrs. O. S. Borneman.
(
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hilton were
reehpt guests of Mrs. Hilton's par
ents at the cottage at Bay View.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Glidden and
family returned to their home in Mars
Hill Tuesday.
Mrs. Wotton of Friendship visited
her sister, Mrs. Emma Wallace Mon
day.
Mrs. Clara Wallace of Union la
visiting at Martin Collamore’s.

KOHLER i io mt

Estate of Lucy E. Thorndike

Knox County—In Court of Probate held at
Rockland on the 19th day of July, A. D. 1921.
F S Hodgman, administrator C. T. A on the
estate of Lucy E. Thorndike, late of Union, in
said County deceased having presented hit ac
count of administration of said estate for al
lowance :
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Courier-Gazette pub
lished in Rockland, in said County, that all
persons Interested may attend at a Probate
Court to be held at Rockland, on the sixteenth
day of August next and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be al
lowed.
ADELBERT L MILES. Judge
A true copy,—Attest:
99896
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register

T. J. Carroll is driving a new Dodge
car.
Miss Bessie F. Tolman of Washing
ton, D. C„ is enjoying a month's va
cation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mason Tolman.
Ruth Carroll entertained a party of
friends at her home Inst Friday even
ing. the occasion being her 14th birth
day. Games were played and refresh
ments served, and all enjoyed a pleas
ant time.

Estate of Mary Newman Plumer Hawkon

Knox County —
In Court of Probate held at Rockland In va
cation on the twenty-ninth day of July, A D.
1921.
Thomas Hawken, executor of the will of Mary
Newman Plumer Hawken, late of Rockland, in
said County, deceased, having presented his
first and final account of administration of said
estate for allowance:
Ordered. That notice thereof be given three
weeks successively. In The Courier-Gazette,
published in Rockland, in said County, that ail
persons interested may attend at a Probate
Court to be held at Rockland on the sixteenth
day of August, next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed.
ADELBKRT L MILES, Judge
A true copy,—Attest:
90896
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register
Estate of A. Josephine Clark.
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
July 19, 1921. he was duly appointed admin
Istrator of the estate of A Josephine Clark,
late of Framingham, Mass., in the County of
Middlesex, deceased, and on this date was
qualified to till said trust by giving bond as
the law directs
All persons having demands against the es
tate. are desired to present the same for settle
ment, and all indebted thereto are required to
make payment immediately to me or to Arthur
8. Littlefield of Rockland, Maine, my legally
appointed Agent for Maine.
ENGENK A CLARK.
Framingham, Mass.
July 30 Aug 6 13

V

THOMASTON

Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.

ROCKPORT

r&r

Every'-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, August 13, 1921
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E¥EBYBODrS GOLDIN

WANTED

F. Herbert Upham of North A'assalMrs. Wotton, who is employed at j
Advertisements in this column not to exceed
boro and daughter, Mrs. David Hen
THOMASTON, ME.
Hotel Rockland, in Rockland. has I
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents. 3 times
bought the house on Thatcher street !
ley, of Richmond, Ind., are guests of
for 50 rents.
Additional lines 5 cents each
Mr. Upham's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
owned by Mrs. Medora C. Cousins of
for one time, 10 cents ’3 times.
Six words
ANNIVERSARY SALE
mrke a line
W. F. Upham.
Sanford.
ALL AROUND
Mrs. Eliza Jones has returned from
Among the guests registered at the
AUG. 19, 20 & 21
Castine, where she has been spending
Congress Square Hotel, Portland,
Lost and Fount
a few days.
Tuesday, were Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
10% Discount
Mrs. Lizzie Woodcock of Thomaston
Dujin, Miss H. M. Dunn and Miss Eliz
LOST—Light green skiff somewhere on the
on regular stock and many special
"IT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF"
has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
I Georges River
Finder pleaso notify JOHN
abeth Burgess, of Thomaston.
values in
JOHNSON. Long Cove. Me
96*101
Charles Ewell this week.
Earl Woodcock returned Friday
Box 300
Mrs. A. M. Colby of Edgecomb is
from Vinalhaven, where he has been
LOST—1/2 caret pure white diamond ring.
SHIRT
WAISTS,
WHITE
I Reward MUNRO’S RESTAURANT
96*98
the guest of Mrs. Nettie Lane.
working preparatory to opening an
Waldoboro, Me.
Mr. and Mrs. A. N. D. Altree.
WASH SKIRTS,
Atlantic and Pacific Tea Store,
LOST—Old fashioned black jet horseshoe
I
brooch
Reward.
Tel
396-W.
MRS
M.
E.
95-97
daughters
Winifred,
Marjorie
and
Nineteen members of 4th Co. C. A. C.
HOSIERY
MEN DELL
96*98
Eileen. Miss Gene Webster and Miss
are in attendance at the training
Watch
our
listed ad in Tuesday
THE GARDNER LIGHT FOUR HAS
Margaret McLain, all of Springfield,
LOST—Tuesday afternoon, on Camden street
Bchoool for commissioned and nonI near Achorn, a blue veil. Finder please leave
an,d Thursday issues
and Miss Pauline Graff of Chicago
missioned officers and cook, which is
CREATED A COUNTRYWIDE SENSA
at THIS OFFICE.
85*97
were guests Monday of Capt. and
being held in Portland this week.
TION.
IT HAS STEPPED RAPIDLY
Portraits and Enlargements
LOST
—
Male
Collie
dog,
answers
to
name
of
Mrs.
E.
O.
Patterson
enroute
to
Lin

This is a preliminary to the State en
I Rover Finder notifV ERLAND MAKINEN,
Evening Sittings by Appointment.
TO THE FRONT ON QUALITY, STYLE
colnville Beach, where they will spend
campment which will be held in Port
LONG COVE, Me
94*96
the month. Mr. Altree is vice presi
land in September.
PILLSBURY’S STUDiO
AND PRICE.
IT S THE CROWNING
FOUND—Canoe Elinor, left at Lord Co, Beldent of the American Bosch Magneto
Levi B. Gillchrest arrived Friday
| fast. Me. Owner can have same by proving
PHONE 33-11
SUCCESS
OF
33
YEARS OF SUCCESS
Corporation of Springfield, Mass.
property and paying expenses. JOHN LE
noon from New York for the weekend.
MOINE. Swan’s Island. Me.
94*99
Mrs. Athelia Trulan. Hope road, has
FUL EXPERIENCE IN THE PRODUC
Mrs. John Walker and brother
been the guest of Mrs. Carrie A. Ross
LOST—A gold chain with a one dollar gold
Charles Percy left Thursday for
TION OF VEHICLES-A BETTER CAR
I piece attached dated 1851. Return to THIS
this week..
PWippsburg, where they will visit their
94*96
AT A LOWER PRICE.
OFFICE. Reward
Miss Hazel Lane left Friday to
oMd home for a week or 10 days.
On Power Machines
LOST—Jumper coat, in pockets 2 small
spend a few days with her parents,
Mrs. Walter Currier pleasantly en- '
I wrenches and a memorandum book. Suitable
The Gardner Motor Co . inc.
Capt. and Mrs. George Lane at Mar
tertained friends at a lawn party;
reward TELEPHONE 30.
92ft
shall’s Island.
ST. LOUIS, u. s. A
Wednesday afternoon, the following
Maurice Wilder of Dennysville is a
being present: Mrs. Cora Cushing.
Wanted
guest at Capt. George Callahan’s.
Mrs. Georgia Robinson, Mrs. J. F.
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua N. Tibbetts,
Bradlee, Mrs. Stanley Cushing, Miss
WANTED—A woman to wipe dishes. Apply
daughter Louise and son Ralph of
Mary Felt, Mrs. Ava Whitney. Mrs.
96tf
| at THE THORNDIKE HOTEL.
AA’innegance are guests of his mother,
W. J. Robertson, Mrs.. R. E. Dunn,
WANTED—A teacher of Latin, French and
Mrs. Marcia AV. Tibbetts.
Miss Eliza Whitney, Mrs. Nellie McCoy
I English, at Warren High School. Address, F.
Mrs. Marshall E. Reed, son John
I D ROWE, Supt Warren.
96-It
and Mrs. Julia Pryor. The lawn was
68 tf
Frederick
and
daughter
Dorothy,
who
most attractively decorated with flags
WANTED—All kinds of trucking, local or
have
been
spending
several
weeks
|
long
distance.
TEL.
1C4-W.
9
5*97
and flowers and a delicious picnic
I with Mrs. Reed's mother, Mrs. Sher
’WANTED—Position” in”” Thomaston for a
supper was served. In the evening
OUR SPECIALTY
man AA'eed, returned Friday to her
I young girl for housework. Address JEAN Summer Cottages and Board
"500” was enjoyed; prizes following!
NETTE
SIMMONS, City Store
95-97
i
home
in
Roxbury.
to Mrs. Stanley Cushing and Miss
NOW is the time when people are laying
The regular meeting of St. Paul’s
WANTED—Catholic family to board a child. summer vacation plans.
Mary Felt.
The Courier-Gazette
3 years old, also a Protestant family to board suggests that owners of cottage property, to let
Lodge, F. and A. M., will be held Mon
Evensong and sermon at St. John’s 1
an infant 9 months old. Board guaranteed or for sale, or accommodations for boarders,
day evening. There will be work in
Episcopal church Sunday evening at |
Address JEANNETTE SIMMONS, City Store, announce the fact under this heading, where It
the Fellowcraft degree.
Rockland.
95-97
7 o'clock. Services will be in charge
will be read all over New England.
Miss Eleanor L. Griffith of Rockland
of Rev. Ralph H. Hayden of St.
WANTED—Crocheters, experienced, on inTO LET—At Lake Megunticook. one-room
INC.
CUNNINGHAM
&
STARRETT
Is the guest of Mrs. Sarah XI. Rust.
I fants’ bootees and sacques. Submit samples camp, sleeping accommodation for 3 people;
the pp.stor, Rev. Roy H. Short. Music
Mention Courier-Gazette SCHLESINGER. 117 week or month; row boat. H. C. RICl’ARDS,
Norman Durham of Dixffcld is the
will be furnished by the vested boys
WARREN GARAGE
East 24th St., New York.
93*97
51 Park St, Camden
95*97
BOSTON, MASS.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Bennett
chdir of that church.
Everybody
WARREN, MAINE
WANTED—An order cook at MUNRO S RES
this week.
WANTED—Cottage on coast for 1922 season,
we lcome.
88-tf
ITAURANT, Park Street.
95*97
state rent and particulars. Address “F” cave
Mrs. C. S. Cole. Mrs. Caroline Bow
Regular morning service at the Bap
COURIER-GAZETTE
92*97
ler,
Mrs.
W.
B.
Crocker,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
WANTED
—
Traveling
salesman
to
sell
Our
tist church at 10.30 with sermon by
NED L. MORISON, Apple Expert
■>8N
|
Table
Brand
CofTee,
Brunswick
to
Bangor.
Ap

WANTED—Small cottage or camp from Aug.
T. A. Seig and Dr. and Mrs. Arm
the pastor Rev. Roy H. Short. Music
ply to G W WEBSTER, Searsport, Me.. R F
. to Sept. 6, near water and within 15 miles
bruster enjoyed a trip to Castine Fri
will be furnished by the ladies choir,
D. 2.
95*97
Rockland. Two adults. Write BOX H.
E. W. J. HEARTY, President
day.
Rockland.
93*96
and a solo by Mrs. Roy H. Short.
WANTED—Clerks, (men, women) over 17.
SUMMER
LOCAL
MAILS
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ferlbee
and
Mrs.
Evening service at 7 o'clock.
I
for
Postal
Mail
Service.
$130
month.
Exami

TO
LET
—
Furnished
cottage
on
the
car
Mne.
WALDOBORO
ROBERT B. LORING, Trcas.
Spaulding of Norfolk, A’a.. who arc
nations September. Experience unnecessary. City water. Apply to MRS. C. A. CROCKETT,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry McGunnigle
|
For
free
particulars,
write
J.
LEONARD,
69
North
Main
Street.
85*tf
Time
of
Their
Closing
and
Arrival
At
spending
the
summer
at
the
Samoset,
motored to Augusta Thursday.
Miss Suzanne Jeane of Boston is
The Rockland Postoffice. All Mails (former Civil Service Examiner) 1037 Equitable
i were luncheon guests of Capt. and Mrs.
FOR SALE—Fine furnished cottage and1
The date of the County Fair lias
I Bldg., Washington, D. C.
95*97
visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs. H.
double lot of land on eastern shore of Lake
E.
O.
Patterson
Tuesday.
Standard Time.
20 Fanuel Hall Market
been set for August 31. Miss Addie
G. Labe for the month of August.
WANTEO—1000 feet second hand water pipe Megunticook, Camden. Inquire of REUEL ROB
Miss
Isabel
Townsend
of
Boston
is
Morse has charge of the farm pro
from 1 to 2 Inches. Drop card to J. H. SIMON INSON. Camden.
H2tf
(North Side)
the guest of her sister. Mrs. A. F.
TON. R F. I).. Rockland.
95-97
STAEMBOAT MAILS
ducts. In the afternoon a carnival
WANTED—Summer boarders at "Rockledge
Leigh.
arren
will be held in which all children 12
Mail for despatch on Boston steam- I WANTED—To buy the best Astra chan apples Inn,” Spruce Head. Me Rates reasonable.
Miss Eleanor Gros Claude of Hart
years and under are invited to par
ers closes at the postoffice daily at 7.20 | ^5^anJ.ifJ}vBrSd®wd5er- ®r.op .n,e A-Sa.rM ,?or information address MRS. T. L. MAKER,
“
THE
HOUSE
OF
THE
APPLE
”
93tf
el 21-15
68tf
ford, Conn., arrived AVednesday to
ticipate; all those wishing to do so
Examinations for teachers and High p. m., the collection of boxes in the IJ H SIMONTON, R F. D. Rockland.
spend a month at the home of Capt. School graduates planning tok teach busings district being made at 6 | WANTED—Young lady as telephilone clerk
FOR SALE—Strip of land running from the
kindly notify Mrs. Ruby Peabody. The
town road to Georges river. Beautiful loca
and Mrs. E. O. Patterson.
94-96
BLEGRAPH CO
fair is for the benefit of a new school
will be given at the High School o’clock. The incoming mail each morn WESTERN UNION TELEC
tion for summer cottage. Boating, fishing and
William AVashburn of Allston, Mass., building, Union, Aug. 26.
building and needs the help of all of
bathing facilities
Inquire MISS KVA K
ing will reach the office in season for I WANTED—Girl at NEW YORK BAKERY.
is the guest of his grandmother. Mrs.
94tf
TORREY,
Tenant’s Harbor.
32*tf
the towns people old and young. It
the first morning delivery.
CAMDEN
Josephine AA’ashburn at her summer
is given under the auspices of the
WANTED—Boys knowing ball games to athome.
tend fitting school.
Write “K” COURIERUNION
Parent Teachers’ Association and T.
“Train Mails” include all the towns I GAZETTE
For Sale
The Baptit fair, which is to be held
Office
94-102
The lawn social held on the grounds
IL S. Alumni.
on the line of the Knox & Lincoln,
ug. 16. will be well worth attending, of the Methodist church Thursday
FOR SALE—One 22-ln. band saw with 3-8
WANTEO
—
Return
load
for
large
truck
Rock

Mrs. J. E. Creighton has retured
Examinations for teachers will be Union, Appleton, Washington, Lib
few of the articles that will be on evening under the auspices of the
land to Boston, about Sept. 2 or 3. Furniture in saw; one 8-in turning lathe (new) ; 1 3-8
from a visit in Bangor.
or merchandise. Reduced rate. Address HER- and pulleys; one 3% h. p. Atlantic Marine
sale are displayed in the window of Ladies' Aid was one of the most at given at the High School building erty, Hope, South Hope, etc.
Mrs. Olive Whitehouse is the guest ollansbee
SUM & CO., INC. 706 Mass Ave. Cambridge.
FOR SALE—One 22-in. band saw with 3-8Wood’s store and are tractive and enjoyable events of the Aug. 26, beginning at 8.30 a. m.
Train Mails
Mass
92*103
of her sister, Mrs. Newell McLain.
in. saw; one 8-in. turning lathe (new); 1 3-8Close
ery attractive. The price will be season and was well patronized. The Teachers wishing to take the exami
Arrive
shafting, adjustlble hangers, safety collars
nations should write to the State De
Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Danforth left
WANTED—Girl for general housework. Famht on all articles.
The concert,
7.05 A. M.
9.35 A. M.
I lly of three. MRS GEORGE M. SIMMONS, „nd apullevs; one 3% h p Atlantic Marine
Thursday for a motor trip to Dover which will be given in the auditorium ice cream table was in charge of Mrs. partment of Education, Augusta, for
engine (rebuilt) one “Rochester” mechanical
12.55 P. M.
11.25 A. M.
111 Middle St.
91tf
Nettie Lane and Mrs. A. F. Leigh, as preliminary papers, also notify Supt.
and Foxcroft.
lubricator, 1 qt. capacity; one 1 pint capacity;
in the evening will have the following
4.50 P. M.
3.35 P. M.
WANTED—The Children’s Hospital of Tort- one 1-in “Strong” steam trap. R. B. MAGUNE.
Edward Ludwig returned from artists: Miss Hazel M. Hall of Bos sisted by Mrs. Linthel Lane and Mrs. Rowe, Warren.
8.25 P. M.
Isabel
Townsend.
A
table
of
cooked
laud,
Maine,
offers
to
young
women
of
high
636
Main St.
96-99
Bootbay Friday.
ton, soprano; Louis Pendleton of
| school education or its equivalent a two and
Camden, Glencove and Rockport
FOR
SALE
—
Munro
’
s
Restaurant,
two
doors
Harold Rider and daughter Jane re New York, baritone; Miss Augusta food was presided over by Mrs. E. O.
one-half years course of training which in
7.00 A. M.
11.00 A. M.
cludes three months in district nursing and six from Park Theatre. Apply to DAN MUNRO.
turned to their home in Waldoboro the Talbot of Camden, violinist; and Mrs. i Patterson, Mrs. Medora Berry and
OWL
’
S
HEAD
96*98
Mrs. Annie Laurie £mall. Mrs. CCaro1.00 P. M.
3.00 P. M.
months at New Haven Hospital, New Haven,
last of the week.
Ruth Sanborn of Rockland, pianist.
Conn. Also, a six months course is offered to
line Bowler. Mrs. Lou Morrill and Mrs.
3.00 P. M.
8.30 P. M.
FOR SALE—Strawberry plants at W. H.
Miss Margaret Ruggles returned
Dr. George Dow has gone to Law
| girls wishing to train as nurse maids. When CURRIER’S, 32 Green St Thomaston. TeL
Hi Henry's All Star Minstrels will Edw. Simmons were in charge of the
Vinalhaven
Friday from Castine, where she has be at Camden opera house this Satthe full term is completed a certificate will be 13-2
rence
for
a
short
time
but
will
return
96-98
table from which home made candy,
granted. Address SUPT NURSES, 68 High St ,
8.30 A. M.
9.00 A. M.
been teaching music during the sum
rday evening. A band concert will flowers and fruit were sold. They later.
FOR SALE—Blowers and tiure iron, all in
Portland, Maine.
92-97
2.30
P.
M.
3.00
P.
M.
mer session.
Mrs. W. L. Bryant, Mildred and Wil
good condition Will sell at reasonable price,
be given in front of the opera house
WANTED—Old fashioned furniture and A. BLOCK, Thomaston, Me., Tel. 169-13.
Miss Lorinda Orne has returned at .15. Prices 50c, 75c, $1.00, plus tax. were assisted by Mrs. A. M. Colby liam Bryant, Jr., of Manchester, N. H., North Haven, Stonington and Swan’s
dishes. Highest prices paid. Write P. O BOX
The
punch
table
was
presided
over
by
96*98
from Friendship where she has been
Island
201, Bangor
88*102
The Klark-Lrban Company will play Mrs. James Miller and Mrs. John Mrs. Frank Payson and Lois Hay of
FOR SALE—High grade interbred Duroc Jer
spending several weeks.
10.00 A. M.
1.00 P. M.
three nights' Engagement at Camden AA’ard. The president and vice presi Warren, Dr. and Mrs. Silsby of Rock
WANTED—Your property to sell. I have sey, Poland China pigs, five weeks old, $5 00
Mrs. Webster Wincher.bach w’ho has opera house Aug. 18, 19, 20, with many
land. and Mrs. Ward and two children
customers for all kinds of property. R. U WILL BRYANT, Union. Me
Matinicus and Criehaven
96*98
dent of the society, Mrs. Nettie Lane
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. E. K. f the former players in the cast.
COLLINS,
Real Estate and Insuianee, 375 Main
of Quincy are guests this week of the
Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday
and Mrs. Annie Laurie Small, are to
Street. Tel 77
32-tf
FOR SALE—Second hand Ford Touring Car
Winchenbach for two weeks, returned
nurses
who
are
at
the
Dyer
House,
The Roche cottage on the Belfast be congratu^ted U|>on the success of
7.00 A. M.
6.00 P. M.
in good runinng condition. TEL. 362-W. Can
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
to her home in Jefferson Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jameson and
95-97
oad was sold at auction Wednesday
occasion, both socially and finan
Castine and Dark Harbor
/rod female. Highest prices paid. JOHN ,8 be seen at 38 Warren St.
Miss Lura Morse left today for a afternoon to Mrs. Nellie F. Vallette of the
Katharine
Jameson
of
Friendship
were
cially.
| RANLETT. Rockvtlle. Me Tel. 352-14.
15t/
FOR SALE—Why pump that Bicycle when
9.00 A. M.
10.00 A. M.
month’s visit in Portland.
here
Wednesday.
Attleboro, Mass.
Dexter AA’ashburn, who has been
3.00 P. M.
4.30 P. M.
WANTED—('hefs, cooks, waitresses, cham •you can buy a Smith Motor Wheel in good run
Mrs. William Reed and Miss Lydia
Mrs. Ida Young of Rockland is a
The choir boys of St. Thomas Epis
her maids, laundresses, general and kitchen ning order at a reasonable figure. Enquire
Rockville and West Rockport
95*97
Mank returned Friday from a visit in copal church are to be at the Y. M. spending a few days in town, returned guest at the Soper cottage. Bobbie
I
workers,
etc. Telephono or call, except between THE WIGHT CO.. Rockland. Me.
-Thursday to Allston, Mass.
12.15 P. M.
7.30 A. M.
12 and 2 and 6 and 7 MRS HAWLEY, 780
Damariscotta.
FOR SALE—Hammerless shotgun. 12 ga. 30*
A. camp at-Lake Megunticook from
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Spear of Wal Blake of Waterville is visiting his
High
St..
Bath.
Me.
Tel.
725
100-ff
Ash Point and Owl’s Head
inch barrels. Good condition. Tel. 771.
Mrs. Sarah McNamara. Mr. and Mrs. Monday until Saturday of next week
grandmother, Mrs. L. H. Soper.
tham, Mass., are guests of Mr. and
95 tf
11.30 A. M.
7.45 A. M.
Boynton and William McNamara of with Rev. Mr. Hayden and John Tay Mrs. Everett Libby.
Miss Marion Healey of Rockland
3.30 P. M.
3.30 P. M.
FOR SALE—Pure apple cider vinegar of a
Middleboro, Mass spent Friday in lor in charge.
visited Mrs. Richard Sprague Thurs
Miscellaneous
high quality Drop me a card. J. H. SIMON
South Thomaston , Clark Island,
day.
town guests of Mrs. Olive McPhail.
Gilbert Patten is occupying his sum
95tf
MACHINES!* t ENGINEER—Experimental TON, R F. D, Rockland,
THORNDIKEVILLE
Spruce Head
Miss Larassa Richards is the guest mer home on Bayview street.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin H. Philbrook of
I
and
repair
work
R
B.
MAGVXE,
636
Main
FOR SALE—Dry hard wood, 4 feet $10; saw
11.30
A.
U.
9.30
A.
M.
of her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Okmulgee,
Okla.,
and
Leila
Philbrook
I St.
96-167
Miss Martha Meek, who is superin
ed stove length $12, fitted $14 Prompt deliv
3.30 P. M.
1.00 P. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Crabtree and I M Matinicus are guests at W. H. PerJoseph Richards.
JONES & THORNDIKE, Tel. 169-33.
tendent of the Brookline hospital, is
HOME COOKING—Mrs. Z. B. Smith, Beech ery.
three
children
of
Lynn,
Mass,
are
visit
I
ry
’
s.
95*97
Announcement cards have been re the guest of her niece, Mrs. O. B.
I St , Rockport, will take orders for doughnuts, Thomaston.
ing
Mr.
Crabtree
’
s*
parents,
Mr.
and
I
Mrs.
E.
A.
Tolman
has
returned
ceived in town of the birth of a little Annis
cakes, cream puffs, apple puffs and home
FOR SALE—Delicious Sweet Cider, made
LOWER SUNSET
|
made
Jelly.
TELEPHONE
CAMDEN
77-3
Mrs.
F.
A.
Crabtree.
I
from
a
visit'in
Rockland.
fresh every day from choice red astrachan
son Winfield Joseph to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. G. AV. Achorn is enjoying an
96-08
apples. Will be ready for delivery Saturday,
Mrs. Hanson Merrill of Thomaston I Sorry that Lieut. Shaw has gone
Joseph Gilchrest of Brockton.
utomobile trip through the AA’hite
Miss Vernie M. Small is visiting her
..
.. .
, , Aug. 13 Drop me a card, J. H. SIMONTON.
...
.
„
,,
,
,
RUMMAGE
SALE
—
189
Xorth
Main
street,
is visiting relatives in this vicinity.
I home. We had hoped to see him fly
Mrs. Ermina Hawes is visiting her Mountains.
95-96
mother Mrs. Amy B. Small for a few | Hats made and trimmed CAROLINE SHKRER R. F. D , Rockland.
Mrs. Wilbur Mills and niece of Mown here and land.
sister Mrs. Almeda Creighton in Union.
Mrs. Vannie Ludwig is the guest of
SWETT.
[days.
Mtf
FOR
SALE
OR
TO
LET
—
Chickering
& Sons
Camden spent the weekend as guests | Mrs. N. A. Tiffany is visiting In i Mrs EUcn gpjiers and Miss Lois
Mrs. Marie Singer and Miss Chris Mr. and Mrs. George Prescott.
square piano, overstrung seven octaves; fine
ROCKLAND’S SHOW PLACE—Early Amerl
Bangor.
tine Moore motored to Bar Harbor
tone
and
in
good
condition.
Rosewood
case.
Rev. and Mrs. B. AV. Russell and of John Pushaw and family.
Snowden are spending their vacation can Furnllure and Antiques. Your visit to
Also for sale Virgil Practice Clavier. MRS.
Marion Hayes, who has been spend-1
Wednesday, returning Thursday.
Mrs. McRae are guests of Dr. Perley
with their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Maine Is not complete unless you spend at A D. BIRD, 40 Camden St.. City, Tel. 319 or
Miss Annabel Williams and Miss Russell in Maryland. Rev. D. M. Jones ing the summer with her uncle Harry
least two hours in this new shop. Building 8.
Ernest Snowden.
94tf
ISAAC A. POST
40x69—three floors full to overflowing with
Elizabeth Washburn returned Friday of Rhode Island will occupy the pul Gorden, returns to her hojne in |
Miss Stella E. Small, who has been antiques
FOR SALE—One-half ton Ford truck in good
COBB & DAVIS, 115 North Main
Chelsea
Sunday.
from Portland.
pit on Sunday morning.
visiting relatives in Camden, came Street. (Call Mr. Davis at Fuller-Cobb-Davis' condition. Price $200. Apply to L. A. R.
Mrs Scott Young, who has been I Isaac Alvin Post, one of Owl’s home Thursday.
Word has been received in town of
MILLBR, Union. Me.
94*96
Department Store.
83-tf
Mrs. Hollis Drinkwater is the guest
the birth of a son Calvin to Mr. and of her sister, Mrs. S. E. Churchill, visiting relatives in this vicinity the Head’s most respected citizens, died at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
P.
Davis
of
MounFOR
SALE
—
Cast
iron
stove
now
retailing
for
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. Picot Edge Cov
past two weeks, returned home Thurs his home Aug. 7, following a few tainville were the guests of his son G. ered
Mrs. F. J. Maynard at Faulkner incolnville.
Buttons, Button Holes, Accordion Plait $32 will sell for less than half price, 150 MAIN
weeks' illness. He was born at OWl’s
day.
ST.,
Thomaston,
Me.
94-96
Hospital. Brookline, August 9
ing. Narrow Knife and Side Plaiting. Orders
Miss Julia Colburn is the guest of
W. Davis Sunday.
promptly filled PHYLLIS E. TOLMAN, 18
U. G. Merrifield was a business caller Head, April 15, lS6d, one of seven chil
Wednesday afternoon the W. F. M. S her brother Leroy in Bath.
FOR SALE—15.000 feet good boarding boards.
Mrs. W. C. Howe, who has been Leland
dren of the late Isaac and Mary Eliz
St. Tel. 2-79-J
93*10
in
Thomaston
Wednesday.
2000 feet 2x4 joist, 2000 feet nice pine boards.
had a very interesting meeting at the
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Blank and son
visiting
her
mother
Mrs.
Angeline
An

abeth Post.
Tel 219. H II. STOVER CO
93 98
ANTIQUES
At
LOWERS,
Belfast.
Me
,
op
home of Mrs. Hathorne on Dunn of Brooklyn are guests of Mr. and
Every Issue ot Tne Couner-Oazetta
When 14 years of age he went to nis, returned to her home in Chicago posite Shoe Factory.
75*104
street. The Mystery Box questions Mrs. D. Sobel.
FOR SALE—Comb honey in 1 lb cartons.
carries the homo news of Knox county sea, as did many of the boys at that Monday.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the E. H. SEEK1NS, Buttermilk Lane, off Thom
in the July and August Friends were
Mrs. Flora Barnard has returned to every State in the Union and to time, and followed a seafaring life for
Mrs. Lawrence Sellers was the guest Rockland
93*98
Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mail or- aston car line.
answered and some interesting articles home from a visit in Orland, accom many foreign lands.
of
her
brother
Willis
Snowden
Wed

lers
aollcHed HELEN C. RHODES
18-tf
more than 30 years.
He began as
FOR SALE—Genuine antiques at half value.
were read. A lunch consisting of panied by her niece. Miss Cordelia
nesday.
cook, but soon became captain. He
BERRY PICKERS—And others are hereby Martha Washington table, $40; secretary desk,
bread and butter, cucumber salad Barnard of AA’aldoboro.
Miss Bina M. Small and Russel warned not to trespass on the land on the $80; arm chair, $40; work table, $10; bureau.
went in the Schooners Carrie Miles,
sponge cake and blackberries were
Tolman
farm belonging to the undersigned $30; inlay card table, $30. Description given
Watts
called
on
her
relatives
at
South
Mary Langdon, Charlie and Willie,
by mail MRS. FRENCH, 12 Summer St., Mal
JESSE A. TOLMAN
76tf
served. The society is looking forward
Deer Isle Wednesday.
den, Mass.
93*9^
Hume,
G.
M.
Brainerd
and
the
Charity.
with much pleasure to the large
BERRY
PICKERS
and
gunners
are
warned
to
Mrs.
L.
J.
Small
called
on
Mrs.
Fred
After that he came home and went
FOR SALE—Pair of black horses, 2760
keep
off
my
premises
at
the
Head
of
the
Bay
gathering of the W. F. M. S. which
Lufkin
Sunday.
MODERN STORE SAFE
fishing from Owl’s Head for nearly
as I shall prosecute all such. GEORGE B. pounds, clever and right in every reepect.
occurs in Rockland in October. The
Through with season’s work and have no
HIX.
80*103
three years. He then entered the em
W. P. STRONG
Missionary societies of both churches
further use for them. Price reasonable. WIL
IN GOOD ORDER
FAMILY REUNIONS
ploy of M. T. Jameson & Company,
WHEN IN BOSTON—Every Uwue of The LIAM W. BUTLER, Mt. Bettox Farm.
Tel.
are most cordially invited to attend all
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
| Courier-Gazette is on sale by the Old South 179-14.
and
had
charge
of
their
wharf
for
10
92tf
the sessions.
News Co., Washington St. opposite foot of
CROCKETT REUNION.
3
feet
by
4
feet
WALL PAPER
years
and
worked
faithfully
for
his
FOR SALE—Ideal home, 12 rooms including
Mrs. E. .1. Starrett, Mrs. Oliver
The Crockett reunion, which is to be held School Call around and get a copy of the
employers until a few weeks before at the home of George A. Crockett, “Hillcrest.” | oaper with the home news.
23-tf
bath room, modern improvements, in good con
ELECTRIC LAMPS and
Hahn, Mrs. Winfield Brackett, Miss
dition,
best location, large piazza; garden. Ad
his
death.
Thomaston, will be a little out of the ordinary
SUPPLIES
Anne Durhurst, Miss Millie Doix. Miss
dress BOX 56, Vinalhaven, Me.
91*96
SHOW
CASE
Mr. Post was married Jan. 30, 1895 this year, the committee in charge having de
Fannie Hahn. Miss Marion Starrett
THOMASTON,
MAINE
to make it a costume party and each and
*
To Let
FOR SALE—In Camden, Maine, house and
to Miss May S. Whitcomb, who sur cided
Tu&Stf
every one. old and young must go in costume
and Miss Minerva Marshall spent
lot at 21 Pearl St, close to center of the vil
NINE FOOT LONG
vives him, with four children, Mrs. There will be fancy dances on the lawn by the
TO LET—Six room house With bath. Inquire lage. All modern improvements. See or write
Wednesday at Monhegan Island.
Edward M. Hayes of Glencove, Eliza children Baked beans and bread will be fur 12 MYRTLE ST.,
96tf
F. H. THOMAS, Camden.
90tf
Mrs. Charles Morse is spending
nished by a commute of eleven ladies The
beth G. Post of Rockland; Lena A. date
TO LET—Upstairs rent, near electrics, n
week at Pleasant Point.
is Wednesday, Aug. 24, if stormy, Thurs
FOR SALE—At a bargain, 192ft Buick 7LARGE
COFFEE
MILL
and Edwin F. of Owl’s Head; one day. Take dishes.
modern improvements. TEL 232-12—456-R.
Jessie L. Robbins, Sec.
passenger car. In good order. Newly painted.
Mrs. Mark Hutchins, who has been
96tf
Address P. O. BOX 210, Rockland. Me. 88tf
96-100
brother, Freeman Post, two sisters,
visiting Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Winchen
HAND OR FOOT POWER
♦ ♦ * *
TO LET—Two furnished front rooms. 10
FOR SALE—Shore lot of land, high and
bach, has returned to her home in
THE NEW TOILET LOTION Mrs. B. S. Whitehouse and Mrs. Henry
WENTWORTH
REUNION.
I PLEASANT STREET.
66*tf
handsomely wooded, extending from highway to
Pierce all of Rockland.
Jefferson.
The 38th annual reunion of the Wentworth
Is readily absorbed by the skin, soothing and
bay,
overlooking Rockland breakwater and
Services
were held Wednesday family will be held Aug. 31, ,at the home of
APPLY TOTO LET—Tenement with all modern improve islands; 7 or 8 acres; suitable for summer Cot
healing to irritations caused by excessive heat
Mrs. Myra Burroughs of Malden
ments. A. r. SNOWMAN, 9 Rockland street, tages;
Leonard
Luce
in
Searsmont.
and
extreme
cold
Apply
freely
and
all
smart

afternoon
at
the
home
of
the
deceased.
1 mile from Rockland P. O.; facilities
Mass, is the guest of Mr. and Mrs
Rockland.
94*96
Mrs Chester Wentworth, Sec.
ing ceases. At all druggists, price 26 cents, or A large number of relatives and
for boating, fishing and bathing. Inquire at 42
N. F. Andrews.
* *' * •
VINAL
sent by mail by
a
w
Beech
St
, Rockland.
87tf
TO LET—Lodging house tenement over
friends were present and their love
Miss Beatrice Bogg has returned t
MARTIN REUNION.
Mitchell store, corner Park and Main streets
was
shown
by
many
beautiful
floral
FOR
SALF
—
Aux.
sloop
boat
in
damaged
con
Priest
Drug
Co.,
Bangor,
Me.
The Martin family reunion will be held at I Ten rooms and bath, steam heated. Apply to
Gloversville, N. Y. after spending sev
MAINE
WARREN,
dition caused by fire, a good buy for man who
tributes. The interment was in Ever Oakland Tark, Thursday, Aug. 18.
E B MacALLISTER. Rockland, Me.
92tf
eral weeks with her aunt, Mrs. Hele
can
repair
boat
himself
himself.
Inquire
A.
D
J. P. Spaulding, Pres
Cemetery.
Smith.
TO LET—A furnished appartment. Applly to BIRD CO. 4 Camden St., Rockland, Me.
FRANK H. INGRAHAM green
96-97
Mr.
Post
will
be
missed
very
much
82-tf
•
•
•
•
ERNEST C. DAVIS, at Fuller-Cobb-Davis
W. R. Keating anil daughter Miss
in the community. He was a kind and
91tf
A. C. MOORE
Attorney at Law
NORWOOD-CARROLL REUNION.
FOR SALE—Seven acres of land and cottage
Helen Keating left today for their
loving
husband
and
father,
and
faith
The
tenth
annual
reunion
of
the
NorwoodTO LET—Tenement 194 North Main St. lying between Belfast Road and shore of Pe
home in Worcester, Mass., after visit
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
Carroll families will be held at the home of S. All Improvements Inquire. P. L. HAVENER nobscot Bay. Camden A bargain. Inquire of
ful
to
his
family
and
friends
and
loved
ing Mr. Keating’s brother, E
PIANO TUNER
E. Norwood, Warren, Thursday, Aug 18.
REUEL ROBINSON, Camden.
82tf
Tel. 6J5-3 or 226-M.
a
SStf.
4SI MAIN STREET : : ROCKLAND. ME.
by all who knew him.
-I
IKeating.
95-97
Bessie Norwood, Sec.
FOR SALE—New aud second hand boots,
f,i«ohca*a—Oflla*. 4M. HaiiM. C03-W. M-tt
* * * •
TO LET—Furnished room, 176 South Main
With th< Main* Muhlt C«MU>

GARDNER

MACHINISTS

WANTED

STITCHERS

MAINE

MODERN PANTS CO.
ROCKLAND

APPLES

KINGMAN & HEARTY

W

MEN-CAM

S

.

STATE ASSESSORS NOTICE.

Watts Hall, Thomaston

AUGUST 15. IB, 17, the KLARK
URBAN COMPANY will present 3
great plays.

Monday, Aug. 15, "Civilian Clothes
a comedy by Thomas Buchanan.
Tuesday. Aug. 16, “The Other Wife
by Vaughan Gleasier, a great myster:
play.
Wednesday. Aug. 17, “Smooth
Silk," a play of 1000 thrills.
Car for Warren after show.
Seats on

Sale at

McDonald’s

Those small ads in The Courier
Gazette are read by every body. That
Is why they
we so popular and

effective.

The

Appearance of your Cemetery Lot

is improved if the headstones stand erect. We build the founda
tions of concrete so they will stand the test of time.
We are prepared to furnish you Black and Gray Blaine
Granite Monuments and Barre, Quincy or anything else you
desire. LETTERING A SPECIALTY.
Wc also sell all kinds of Marble. Give us a call or ask bur
salesman to visit you.

WILLIAM E. DORMAN & SON
GRANITE AND MARBLE DEALERS
EAST UNION, ME.

63-s-tt

Notice is hereby given that the Board of
I State Assessors will he in session at the Court
House in Rockland on Wednesday, the 17th day
of August, at 9 o’clock a. m., A I). 1921, in
the County of Knox, to secure information to
I enable them to make a just equalization of
1 the taxable property in said County, and to
investigate charges of concealment of property
from taxation, of undervaluation and of fail
ure to assess property liable to taxation
C S. STETSON.
W. F DRESSER.
J J. DEARBORN.
Board of State Assessors.
F H. Sterling. Clerk
96899

L R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
Special Attention to Probate Mnttoro

|S78 MAIN STREET S S 5 ROCK UAH D. ME

| St. Apply to MRS W. S KENISTON. 88tf
SMALLEY FAMILY.
The Smalley family re-unlcn will be held
TO LET—Small upper flat. Tel. 232-12 or
Wednesday, August 17, at Sanford Barter’s in 456-R.
78tf
St. George. If stormy, the next fair day.
TO LET—Furnished room, 16 BROAD ST
F. H. Pearson, Secy ,
or Tel. 741-M.
62-tf
94*97
Tenant’s Harbor, Me.
* * * *
TO LET—Building on Tillson Avenue, suit
BISBEE ANO WALTZ FAMILIES.
able for store or restaurant. MRS. B. POL
The Bisbee and Waltz reunion will be held I LOCK
50-tf
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. George Moody in
TO LET—Somebody Is needing a bouse or
Warren on Aug. 17. If stormy the first fair day rooms
Advertise yours in this column and
following.
M. Esther Newbert, Sec.
you’ll get an application Immediately.
3-tf
94*97
TO LET—One furnished room. 10 PLEAS200-ACRE FARM WITH CROPS. 3 horses, 1
ANT STREET
66* tf
cows and heifers, bull. 2ftft poultry, machinery,
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
wagons, sleighs, household furniture, etc.; con
venient advantages; 65-acres machine-worked; and musical instruments or anything that re
30-cow pasture; 300 cords wood, timber; 100 quires ajlry, clean room. J'erras reasonable
R. FLYE. 221 Main Rt.. Rockland
45tf
apple trees, sugar maples; 10-room house over
looking village; 90-foot barn, silo, poultry house
for 200 birds; all for $4500, easy terms. De
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office and
tails page 9 Catalog 1100 Bargains. Just out.
Free. STROUT FARM AGENCY, 341 D G , examine styles If you already have a plats
bring It in and let us print you cards In latest
Water St, Augusta, Me.
96-lt
size.

THE COUBIEB GAZBTTK.

3-tf

shoes, clothing, hardware, dishes, musical in
struments and furniture. C. T. BRAGG, 610
Main St.
69tf

FOR SALE—The Nelson farm at Northport.
25 acres and 6 acres of young growth; plenty
of wood.
Splendid situation for a summer
home. Address DICKEY-KNOWLTON CO , Bel
fast. Me
f*tf
FOR SALE—Second hand
parlor
_ Chlckerlng
-----M
grand piano; rosewood. case.
Inquire of MR.
FOSTER. 75 Cedar street.
56-tf
FOR SALE—J. H. Flint homestead at 29
Franklin street, double lot, 9-room house, slated
roof, bath, electric lights, cemented cellar, fur
nace heat, barn, woodshed, carriage house, henpen HARRY M FLINT, at Flint’s Market, 262
Main street.
31tf
FOR SALE—Long and fitted hard wood, fitted
mill wood, hard wood limbs, and fireplace wood
delivered.
T. J. CARROLL, residence East
Warren; r. O. Thomaston. Tel. Rockland,
263-21
59-tf

FOR SALE—New and second hand furniture
4t B. I. BYDEB’B, Hewant 8t., Bockpop,

lt-g
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Every-Other-D»y

In Social Circles
The arrival and departure of guests during
the vacation season is of lntereat both to them
and their friends. We are glad to print such
Items of social news and will thank our friends
to supply us with Information In this con
nection.
TELEPHONE .................................................... 770

The hoard of directors of the Coun
try Club are to entertain at supiier
Tuesday evening the ladles of the new
house committee, of which Fred A.
Thorndike is chairman.
Capt. and Mrs. B. R. Simmons
Dr. and Mrs. Perley Damon left
morning in Capt. Simmons motor
for Moosehead bake, where1 they
spend several days.

and
this
ear
will

The annual picnic of the Castine
Alumni and students will he held at
Oakland Park next Wednesday.

MORE

Page SevtM

TWILIGHT THRILLERS.

Next Week is the Last Week of Our

BIG FURNITURE SALE
Low Prices on all our Stock of Furniture and Ranges
SPECIAL PRICES ON MATTRESSES
$10 Mattress at . . . .$6,951 $16.50 Mattress at $1 1.25
$14.50 Mattress at ,$9.75| $25 Best Silk Floss $17.50

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
18 School St., opp. Post Office
Rockland, Maine

Miss Dorothy Lord and Arthur Lord
of Bridgewater, Mass., are spending
their vacation at the home of Miss
Lilia ole in Union, and calling upon
relatives and friends in Rockland and
vicinity the while. The young folks
are children of E. N. Lord, formerly
of this city.

^obsters Play a Tie With Snows in Spite of Great Odds.
—League Standing Unchanged.

The Courier-Gazette’s report of the
GOOD RACES
Twilight League games. Mr. and Mrs.
Bolan of Dorchester, Mass., who have
Extra heats were required in all
also been guests of Mrs. John A. Hos three races at Damariscotta Driving
mer, at Sunset, have returned Itome.
Park Wednesday, the 2.30 class having
a particularly spirited contest.
Miss Ruth R. Smith is visiting
Nativa North, T. E. Gushee, which
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Banks and friends in Appanogue, R. 1., and Cam
came in fourth in the first heat, was
daughter Constance and Mrs. William bridge, Mass.
second in the next and first in the next
B. MeAvey of Bangor have been
three. The summary;
visiting In Rockland and vicinity this
Mrs. Lizzie Hahn gave a supper and Nativa North, T. E. Gushee..4 2 111
week.
auction party at her home on Pleas Sir Wilfred, Robert DeWolf.2 12 4 3
ant street last evening. The out of
Mrs. W. W. Gregory and daughters town guests were Mrs. W. W. Graves, Kibg Brino, Jesse V. Benner.1 5 5 3 4
Edna and Ruth left Thursday night Malden, Mass.; Mrs. Fred J. Overlock, John Lake, Maurice Hilton..3 4 3 2 2
Farmetta, Charles Savage ..
for a visit with relatives in Milton, Portland; Miss Edith Wilson, Malden, Belle Medium, R. R. Hall... .6 3 4
.566
Mass.
Mass., and Miss Hortense Wilson, Duke Bingen, James Ridley
Thomaston. The prize was won by
Time 2.24%, 2.25%, 2.24%, 2.24%
Class 29 of the M. E. Church will Mrs. Overlook.
In the 2.24 class Frances, R. R. Hall
meet with Mrs. H. A. Dunton, 18 Me
of Damariscotta, won the race after
chanic street, Monday night. Mem
Miss Daisy Polk of San Antonio, coming in fifth in the first heat.
bers and friends are invited.
Texas, arrived last night and will be
The ‘summary.
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Adriel Bird Frances, R. It. Hall..................... 5 111
Mrs. Louise Bickford Gilley is con for a few days.
Lottie Roberts, J. H. Bryant...l 2 3 2
valescing from a ease of ptomaine
Mrs. J. F. Robinson and daughter Sophia D., Geo. Tomilson ........ 2 3 4
poisoning.
Jim Elden, F. B. Simmons....4 5 2 3
of Waterbury, Conn., will arrive Sun Teddy Marshall, Roy Harris..3 4 3 3
Mrs. H. H. Howard has returned day to be the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Time 2.21%, 2.21%, 2.20%.
from u visit in North Waldoboro.
H. A. Stanley on Limerock street.
There were only fours horses who fig
ured in the 2.18 class out of 18 entries,
Mrs. Gporge Gove and son Ftske of
Mrs. Ethel M. Blackley of Boston Maine Time, Wesley Nichols of GlenBiddeford are the guests of Mrs. Gove’s is making a visit in Rockland with don had no difficulty in cleaning up
mother, Mrs. Ellen Geddes Fiske.
her relatives. Mrs. C. L. Fassett, Old this race, though the third heat went
County road, and Mrs. H. A. Stanley. to Earlie May of Rockland. The sum
Mrs. C. E. Copeland and son-Wenmary;
dall of Hartford, Conn., have arrived
Mrs. Andrew Coffey and Miss Mollie Maine Time, Wesley Nichols..1 12 1
for a few weeks’ visit. They were Coffey left Thursday night for a visit Earlie May, F. P. Knight......... 4 2 12
accompanied by Mrs. V. A. Martin, of several weeks in Boston and Margaret Wilkes, J. H. Bryant.2 3 4 3
who spent the past winter with them. Brighton.
Miss Chlckering, Dr. R, Pletts..3 4 3 4
Time 2.20%, 2.18%, 2.20%.
Miss Merle Merry has returned
One of the prettiest dancing parties
from Farmington Normal School.
of the summer was given Thursday
POSTMASTER EXAMINATION
evening, in honor of Miss Elizabeth
Mrs. A. S. Niles left Thursday night Palmer of Bangor, a guest of Miss
for a visit of several weeks In Brook Elizabeth McDougall, and Miss Therese For Town of Friendship, Paying
Salary of $734.
line, Mass., the guest of Freda Lyon White of New York. The hostesses
Ellems.
were Miss Lucy Fuller and Miss Eliza
The United States Civil Service
beth McDougall. The Country Club,
A Belfast correspondent writes: a mass of flowers, never looked better Commission has announced an exami
“Miss Shirley Thorn (Miss Thorndike) and 70 guests danced to the music of nation to be held at Rockland on Sept
the banjo soloist who will be one of Isangman’s orchestra of Camden. 3, 1921, as a result of which it is ex
the soloists at the Universalist League Among the out of town guests were pected to make certification to fill a
concert next Monday night, will be Mrs. Mayland Morse, Cambridge; Miss contemplated vacancy in the position
the guest while in Belfast of Mrs. A. Clare Brown, Hartford; Messrs. Louis of fourth-class postmaster at Friend
B. Wylie, Miller street. Miss Thorn and Rayn Herzog, New York, and ship, and other vacancies as they may
is a former Rockland girl, a grand their guests, Earl Simonson, Edward occur at that office, unless it shall be
daughter of the builder and one time Powell, Mr. Clark and Mrs. Cook of decided in the interests of the service
owner of the Thorndike Hotel. She New York. Mrs. Nelson McDougall to fill the vacancy by reinstatement.
appeared In Belfast a few years ago and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller were pat The compensation of the postmaster
at this office was $734 for the last
in a concert and also in Northport at ronesses.
fiscal year.
the Country Club.”
Miss Thorn
Applicants must have reached their
is a daughter of Mrs. Ralph W. E.
Mrs. N. Cook Sholes of Vinalhaven 21st birthday on the date of the ex
Thorndike, formerly of Rockland.
will be the weekend guest of Mrs. R. amination, with the exception that in
L. Knowlton at Pleasant Beach.
a State where women are declared by
Mrs. Ellen Hall and daughter, Miss
statute to be of full age for all pur
Cora Hall, have gone to North Scituate
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover and Mr. poses at 18 years, women 18 year;
to spend the balance of the season
with Mrs. Hall’s son, George N. Hall. and Mrs. E. W. Berry motor today to of age on the.date of the examination
Ferry Berry, near Old Orchard, where will be admitted. Applicants must re
A
The side within the territory supplied by
The fall meeting of the Maine Fed they will spend the weekend.
eration of Women’s Clubs will be held trip is being made in Mr. Glover’s car. the postoffice for which the examine
tlon is announced. The examination
at Castine Sept, 14-16.
Joseph II. Simonton and daughter is open to all citizens of the United
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Moore are visit Constance of Arlington and E. C. Etates who can comply with the re
Clark of Lewiston, who are spending quirements.
ing relatives In Bangor.
Application blanks, Form 1753, and
the summer at the Glover farm. South
Miss Mabel Spring has been the Hope, visited friends in this city yes full information concerning the re
quirements of the examination can be
guest of Mrs. Harold F. Roberts this terday.
secured from the postmaster at the
week at Trial Mark Farm.
Miss Frances Dunbar is spending a place of vacancy or from the' United
Miss Sadie Tripp, who has been few days at Holiday Beach, the guest States Civil Service Commission
Washington, D.
C,
Applications
employed the past year in Boston, of Mrs. Flood.
should be properly executed and filed
arrived last night and will spend three
with the Commission at Washington,
weeks’ vacation with her parents, Mr.
Principal William D. Hall and at the earliest practicable date.
and Mrs. Stewart Tripp.
daughter Margaret of Castine, were in
the city yesterday. The latter remains
Mrs. Frank Perry Is spending a few for a visit with her grandparents,
Bought Right to Name Asteroid.
days in Nobleboro.
Capt. and Mrs. Charles E. Hall. Sir.
A certain German astronomer, haw
Hall upon his return to Castine was ing discovered a new asteroid, adver
H. B. Jackson and family, who have accompanied by his sister. Miss Jessie tised In the newspapers that whoever
been occupying their cottage at Lucia Han. who has just returned from a first spnt
a
onl(?r
Beach, have returned to New Hamp fortnight s stay at Elwells Point, and
$250
might
have
the
privilege
of nam
shire.
who will spend the weekend at Castine.
ing it. The offer was taken up by
One of the most beautiful dances of
Mrs. William W. Graves of Malden, Baron Rothschild, who sent his check
the season was given Wednesday Mass., is visiting her former home at with directions that the newly dis
evening by Mrs. J. M. Baldrige and Rockland Highlands, where she v.'•! covered body should he named after
Mrs. Clifford Wolfe. The great pa spend the balance of August, being one of the ladles of the baron’s family.
vilion at Warrenton, which is unique joined later by Mr. Graves.
in this part of the State as a place
of entertainment, was gay with bril
Short Cut From “Main Street."
The Kalloeh class of the First Bap
liant streamers, flags, palms and lan tist Sunday school will me« at the
Every woman ought to get off by
terns—a bright setting for the beau usual hour Sunday in the auditorium. herself, and turn over her thoughtstifully gowned guests. Kelley’s or Every member is requested to be about children and heaven, and how
chestra of Gardiner furnished its fa present and to take someone with bad her complexion Is, and the way
mous Jazz, and ‘‘toddling” continued them if possible. The lesson is found
to a late hour. Among the out of In Acts 14:1-28. Patil in Iconium and men don't really understand her, and
how much work she finds to do in the
town guests were Mrs. Donald Macrae, Lystra.
.
house and how much patience It takes
Council Bluffs, Iowa; Dr. O. H. Bridges,
Omaha, Nebraska; Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Miss Carmillta Morris of Brooklyn, to endure some things in a man'
erick Boyd, Brookline: Nathan A. Far- who has been the house guest of her love,—“Main
Street” by
Sinclair
well, Minneapolis; Miss Clara Brown, grandmother, Mrs. L. G. Robinson, Lewis.
Providence, R. 1.; Miss Hope McPher South Main street, has returned to the
son, Castine; Miss Rosalyn Ross and Highlands where she is spending the
Dorothy Hollander, Boston; Miss Le- vacation with her grandparents, Capt.
tltla and Robert Creighton, Thomaston and Mrs. E. L. Morris.
Messrs. Robert Massey, James Serven,
J^aurence Hinckley and Richard Em
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold H. Jones are
mons of New York; Thomas Norris, weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Milwaukie; Matthew Jones, Boston; Charles H. Robinson, Portland.
Robert Lull, Detroit; Mr. Traverse and
Mr. Thomas and William Micheal.
Harold B. Porter of Chicago is mak
IEGULATION SIZE WITH NAME
Ing a vacation visit with his mother,
AND ADDRESS OF MAKER AND
Mrs. H. G. Hall has returned from Mrs. Edna S. Porter, Suffolk street, his
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
a visit in Penobscot.
first visit to his former home in nine
WITH FEDERAL LAW.
years. Mr. Porter, who went to Chi
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Bova and son Leo cago 12 years ago, has a fine connec
$4*50 per 1000 Sheets
Of Boston were dinner guests of Mr. tion with the Englewood Typesetting
Bova's aunt, Mrs. Mary E. Saeker Co. He leaves Rockland next Wednes
For Pound’ elze
Thursday. An Italian menu was nice day, returning home by the way of
Postage ’5 cents additional
ly served.
Montreal and Philadelphia, in the lat
ter city paying a visit to his brother,
Miss Minnie Boynton of Medford Fred G. Porter.
$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Mass., formerly of Rockland, Is
Postage 10 cents additional
spending two weeks with Mrs. Emer
Mrs. Louis Wardwell gave an infor
For
each
additional 1000 sheets ord
son Sadler, Suffolk street.
mal reception and tea in Camden yes
ered at same lime, add to the price
terday in honor of Miss Mary Hall of
of first 1000, $4.00 and 16 cents post
Mrs. Frank Perry has returned from Rockland, who left this Saturday
age for each 1000.
Farmington, where she attended sum morning for her new home in
mer school.
Honolulu. The affair was held in the
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
cosy log cabin on the Wardwell estate.
Earl Thorndike of Portland was in
For Half Pound size
the city Monday.
Postage 10 cents additional
Mrs. Wm. A. Hill is spending a few
days at Hobbs' Pond, guest of Mr. and
Fred P. Hosmer of Pittsburg, who Mrs. Maurice P. Hill.
$2.50 per 500 Sheets
has been spending the past month
Postage 10 cents additional
with his mother, Mrs. John A. Hosmer,
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Littlefield, who
at Sunset, was in the city Thursday have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. A.
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
night on his way home. His wife and P. St. Clair at the St. Clair cottage,
ered at same time, add to the price
three children will remain at Sunset Ash Point, have returned to Cam
of first 1000, $3.50 and 10 cents post
for the balance of the season.
Mr. bridge. The St. Clairs have as a
age for each 1000.
Hosmer is a graduate of Rockland guest at present Miss Gertrude Rock
THE
High School, and will be remembered well of Everett. Mass.
by the students of his period as a
COURIERbrilliant athlete. He has never lost
The Past Noble Grands Association
interest In athletics and his attention
GAZETTE.
ot present is about evenly divided will meet at Oakland Park next Wed
between the tine race being made by nesday afternoon. Picnic supper at
Rockland Maine
Pittsburg in the National League, and 6.30.

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

Mealey’s double, Bartlett’s single and
two infield errors had given it three
scores in the first inning. The Elec
trics were never a dangerous factor,
their one run in the third inning be
ing the result of hits by Wardwell
| and Upton and Record's sacrifice.
The one play which stood out with
especial brilliance occurred in the fifth
inning when Oney made a fine catch
of Wardwell’s foul in deep left field,
doubling Perry at second with a mag
nificent throw, directly into Wotton’s hands. It was the finest playmade by the sterling third baseman
this season—and he has made lots of
good ones.
Much dissatisfaction was expressed
by the spectators and players on both
sides with the cuspidor ball used by
Upton, the trolley team’s pitcher. The
Lobsters 2, Snows 2
spit ball is bad enough but Upton uses
Darkness stopped another game a particularly vile mixture, which
last night when it seemed on the verge makes the hall so slimy that the bat
of a dramatic climax. The Lobsters ters cannot hit, and the fielders camwere playing under a triple handicap, not handle it. If the League officials
the full details of which do not need cannot stop the practice the Board of
explaining but they made a most Health should. It is spoiling the
plucky stand, and all hut won the crowd’s pleasure in a sport means to
game. The McLoon team was with be clean. The score:
out the services of Linnell, who had
Lime Company
gone to the instruction school at Fort
Williams, but in his place A. Cunab r bh tb po a
ingham pitched a superb gsme pnff Mealey, ss ...........
......
4 1 1 1' 1 2
sympathy in his cause was vastly 14- Bartlett, If ......... 4 00 1
leased when he kept u,< i..„ go^u McDonald, 2b ..... 4 2 1
work after having one of his legs so Wotton, lb ......... 4 1 1
severely injured that he could scarcely Oney, 3b ............. 3 1 0
stand. This young man is no longer Tripp, rf ............. 3 1 1
to he regarded a second string pitcher; Rogers, p ........... 3 0 1
he is good enough for the first line Colburn, ef ....... 3 0 2
of trenches. Foster held the Lobsters Jackson, e ......... 3 0 0
to three hits, but gave four passes.
Two of these passes came in succes
31 6 8 11 21 11
sion in the third inning, and supple
Knox Electrics
mented by Lawrence’s clean single i
ab r bh tb po a
gave the Lobsters their two scores.
2 0 0 0 2 1
The third inning also produced one I Record, f ......
3 0 1 1 2 0
of the Snow Company’s runs. Frost Allen, r
3 0 0 0 0 1
singled, but was thrown out at see- I Sullivan ss ...
3b .
3 0 0 0 0
passed and a wild pitch advanced both 'Cottrell, lb
1b ...
....... $3 0 0 0 12
t 0 0 0 0
men.
Lindsey's sacrifice grounder j Gregory, 2b ...
3 0 1 1 5
sent in the score.
I Perry, c
3 1 2 2 0
The score was 2 to 1 in the Lob- j Wardwel , cf .
3 0 1 1 o
ster's favor when the Snows went to ! Upton P
bat in the seventh. Lindsey fanned,
25 1 5 5 21
and the supporters of the crustaceans
3 0 1 0 1 0 1—6
became very jubilant. Foster revived Lime Co.
0 0 1 0 0 0 0—1
the hopes of the Snows with a single. Electrics
Donais’ sacrifice grounder advanced
Two-base hits, Bartlett, Wotton,
him to third and a passed ball left ! Tripp. Stolen bases, Oney, Tripp 2,
him on third. It was up to Thornton | Colburn 2, Cottrell, Upton. Bases on
to save the day, and save it he did, balls, off Upton 1. Struck out, by
with a cracking single. Hinckley, who Rogers 3, by Upton 2. Passed balls,
had made hits in each of the two-pre- Jackson 2. Double plays, Sullivan,
eding innings, struck out. And the Cottrell, and Perry; Oney and Wotton.
game was called. The score:
Umpire, H. C. Pease of Augusta.
Lobsters ......... 0
0 0
Snows ............ 0
0 0
f.
Base hits, Lobters 3, Snows
I One of the postponed games in the
Errors, Lobters 5, Snows 2. Stolen I Twilight League will be played this
bases, Mealey, Thornton, Kenney 2, A. | afternoon—Chisox vs. Electrics, comCunningham. Bases on balls, off Cun j meneing at 3 o'clock. Aug. 18, next
ningham 1, off Foster 4. Struck out, j Thursday, there will be a doubleby Cunningham 8, by Foster 10. header between the Legion and Rock
Umpire, Pease. Scorer, Healey.
port, commencing at 4 o’clock.
....
Other postponed games have been
scheduled thus; Aug. 27, Legion vs.
Lime Co. 6, Electrics 1
The Lime Company had things its Lobsters; Aug. 31 (double header,
own way Thursday night, after commencing at 4.30) Snows vs. Legion.

The tie game between the Snows
nd Lobsters last night leaves the
standing of the three leaders un
changed, and puts the fans on edge
for the coming week, which with post
poned games promises to lie the most
important thus far in the series. By
the way, have you noticed the pretty
little light which is being waged by
three teams for fourth place? The
standing:
Won Lost P. C.
.80(1
.eglon ............................ 8
.727
Snows ............................ 8
.666
Lobsters ........................ 8
.417
Electrics ......................... &
.384
Lime Co........................... 5
.333
Chisox ............................ 4
.200
Rockport ....................... 2

7.

OLD CLARK’S ISLAND

Ad. Smalley Also Has a Recollection
of That Famous Old Burg,

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
1 had a call from an old-time Clark’s
Islandlte the other Sunday and we had
a good visit together. It was Ad.
Smalley. We hadn't met fqr 45 years.
I knew he was a Smalley, but I did
not know which one. He had been
reading the Clark's Island letters in
your paper and hunted me up. “Ad.”
told me of an old-timer who used to
peddle joy-water. He had been tipped
off that there was to be a raid, so
had hidden his stock under a pile of
roekweed. While the officers were
hunting the premises the hens were
scratching in the roekweed, and one
of the bottles they had partly ex
posed. As the searchers passed the
cache, with the officer In the lead, the
old-timer tried to push the bottle out
of sight with his foot.
"I was waiting to see you do that,”
said the officer; “now come with me.”
That reminded me of another oldtimer, named Bill, who was noted for
the hard cider he used to sell. James
McDougall kept the store on the
island at that time, and Bill was buy
ing groceries. A couple of us kids
were in the store also. A basket of
eggs sat on the counter, near where
Bill stood, afid we saw him surrep
titiously slip some eggs into his over
coat pocket, while Mae’s back was
turned. If course 1 had nothing to
do with it, but two of the boys got
fooling with a piece of barrel-head,
trying to i>ull It away from each other.
Either by accident or design one hap
pened to be in position so that, when
the other boy suddenly let go, the
board when whack! against Bill’s
pocket. Bill swore and Mac chased
us kids out of the store, but the omelet
waR made, just the same.
If Boze worked at the Bean & Gil
christ yard in Camden In the winter
of ’83, he must have had two oldtimers right with him. Joe Smith and
Brad Leach worked there at that time
and boarded with me. Brad used to
carry tools on th,e island at the same
time I did, and his father was master
mechanic.
Relative to my inquire about the man
who was killed on Clark’s Island: I
have just been informed that George
Bliss Wall was crushed to death in
the quarry by a falling derrick.
I
haven't the date, but it was probably
just previous to the spring of 1872.
M. M. Brown.
Camden, Aug. 11.
THE

KEAG TEAM

WON

The Long Cove team met defeat at
the Keag Wednesday night. Minguels,
the Keag pitcher, did not allow a man
to see first in the six innings he
worked, and he hud 15 strikeouts. A
hard hatted toll struck him in the
stomach while he was sitting on the
kiug bench and he was forced to
retire. Long Cove was able to get
two runs. McLoud also pitched a fine
game, holding the Keag team to seven
hits. Allen and Gilchrest also played
well for the Keag, the latter throwing
men out at second with ease. Bat
teries, Long Cove, McLoud and Baum;
Keag, Minguels, Foster and Gilchrest
Struck out, by Minguels 15, by Mc
Loud 9, by Foster 4. Errors, Long
Cove 2.

MATINICUS ROCK
Keeper N. B. Fickett and Mrs. Flckett went to America last Saturday on
shore leave.
Mrs. M. D. Gott has gone to Rock
land for a few days.
The weather man gave us two beau
tiful days Tuesday and Wednesday.
The girls and our one lone boy went
to Matinicus Tuesday for an outing.
Judging from their smiles when they
returned we know it was some trip.
Their escort was Capt. F. O. Hilt al
ways on deck.
The Red Clover Club ate dinner out
of doors last Wednesday. This outing
was enjoyed by alland in the meantime!
they studied the little birds that came!
near the table. There are many dif-j
ferent kinds of birds here and they'
make an Interesting study.
M. D. Gott is a busy man these
days earing for his flock of chicks and
one hen. He was bound biddio should ;
lay an egg last Wednesday and
couldn’t eat dinner with the crowd. He
got the egg.
A large party visited the Rock last
Wednesday afternoon. In the party
were: Mrs. Ernest Young, Mrs. W.
Scott Young, Miss H, Ames, Mrs.
Celeste Hall, Clifford and Harland;
Young. Harold Ames of Matinicus.
Miss King of Boston, Miss Lowell of ■
Portland and Elmer Osier of Loudville. We enjoyed having these visitors
especially as Miss King rendered sev
eral very interesting piano selections.
The station is open to visitors daily.
Come one. come ail, as often as you
like.
A FERRIS TYPE HOTEL

Boothbay parties are said to be con
templating the purchase of one of the
uncompleted Ferris type
wooden :
steamers- now anchored In the James
River, Va., and to use it ns a sort of
floating hotel for summer visitors at
Boothbay Harbor. It will be planned
to accommodate 200 people, with fine
staterooms, dining hall and dance hall.
It is understood that any of these
steamers, especially those lacking
engines and machinery, can be pur
chased for almost a song, and the
novelty of living on a floating hotel
would doubtless be a popular idea
with summer visitors.
CALIFORNIA IN COMMISSION

The
battleship
California
was
placed in CQtnmission at the Mare
Island Navy Yard Thursday in the
presence of a Large gathering of naval
officials and visitors. The keey of the
ship which is the first dreadnaught
to be turned out by this navy yard,
was laid Oct. 25, 19916. All work on
the California was suspended during
the war to give precedence to the
building of destroyers. It was launched
Nov. 20, 1919. The California carries
1400 enlisted men, all California men.

National Banka.
National hanks are subject to super- ,
vision by the comptroller of the cur
rency, an official appointed by the
President. The comptroller con take
possession of a national bank any
time an examination shows Its cap
ital lmpulred. National bank stock
holders are liable for double the
umount of the capital stock they own,
Economy.
to protect depositors in case the hunk
The men who Invented pickled pigs' suffers losses that impair its capital.
feet and ox-toll soup were undoubted There is no guaranty of deposits in
national banks.
ly trying to make ends meat.
1

Reos and Reo Trucks
Dorts and Dort Trucks
Cadillacs
Every type on the floor to show

USK1) CARS
1919 HAYNES 7-passenger 1 ouring Car, good as new

METZ TOURING—DORT TOURING
Two 1917 FORD Touring in fine shape
1917 and 1914 CADILLACS, newly painted
BABY GRAND CHEVROLET TOURING

STUDEEAKER TOURING
1920 and 1918 FORD TON TRUCKS

CHEVROLET 1918 TRUCK

G. M. C. TRUCK

GROCERY WAGONS—New lot just in from the
Prison

Fresh lot of HORSES just arrived, some good trades
HEADQUARTERS FOR U. S.~TI~RES

REAL ESTATE—We always have some good trades.

Geo. M.

$

23 Tillson Avenue
TELEPHONE 4-W

ROCKLAND, ME.

4PARK THEATRE^
HOYT’S REVUE in its farewell performances today.
It has made hundreds of friends.
~TUESDay~

MONDAY

Georges Carpentier

DOUGLAS MacLEAN

----- IN------

-IN—

“THE WONDER MAN”

“ONE A MINUTE”

An American society drama with
the Beau Brummel world hero in
a dashing role.

Educated to be a lawyer lie sure
did know how to make a great pa
tent medicine.

EMPIRE THEATRE
‘Today—EDITH ROBERTS in “WHITE YOUTH”
She was fresh from her white youth in a girl’s school, but the
husband chosen for her was an old fop.

DANCE ARCADE DANCE
SATURDAY

EVENING,

AUG.

13

Dancing 8 to 12. Gents, 50c; Ladies, 25c. Plus Tax.
CARS AFTER THE DANCE

MARSTON’S

MUSIC
GOOD TIMES

GOOD CROWDS

ROCKLAND SAVINGS SANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Deposits of ONE DOLLAR or more may be made on
any business day during office hours.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

MOVING
ANYTIME
ANYPLACE
ANYWHERE
We have just put into service a new Packard Three-Ton Truck,
on giant pneumatic tires. We can give you service and savo you
crating, time and money. Latest up-tokdate equipment. We move
you anywhere in New England.
Just say “Moving,” we do the rest. We will guarantee you never
had so much pleasure in moving.

H. H. STOVER & CO.
TELEPHONE 219—740.

NIGHT PHONE 743.

>------------------------

THE CONVENIENT
PLACE OF SAFETY
You know you need a convenient place of
safety for your valuables.
11 costs only $3.00 and up per year to rent a
Safe Deposit Box in our Eire and Burglar
Proof Vault.

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

The Rockland National Bank
Rockland, Maine
■ MEMBER FEDERAL‘RESERVE

SYSTEM ’’HjiMBfl

j
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THE PAST WEEK IN REVIEW!
The Courier-Gazette's Brief Glance At the Most Important Things

Engaging the World’s Attention.

The Tax Question

What States Have Done For Veterans I

r Evary-©tber45ay

TENANT’S HARBOR

Town’s
First
Chautauqua
Scored a Highly JSatisfactory Success.
The

Chautauqua—The

Radcliffe

RUNNING A HOUSE

A nation-wide survey of the bonus Chautauqua has come and gone and
situation, made by the Bank of (he
b„c certalnl
enj
d 8ome
America, shows that State legislation
converting more than $375,000,000 to high-grade entertainment. The enthe aid of world-war veterans has tertainers proved themselves to be
been passed or is waiting popular | artists of high type. The first day
referendum.
Veterans in fourteen
States are already receiving or have.
„
„
.
.
.
J
received cash bonuses; and in eight *,y
P°rter ( °-- the second and
States legislation, providing
cash third days the Hearons and the Marbonuses is -riow pending.
North I shall Novelty Co. delighted large audiDakota has thb honor of having been ences. The speakers for the three
the hist State to pay a cash bonus, days were Dr. George Savary of
z
Practical aid, in addition to cash, is Indianapolis,
Commander
George
given in some States. In fifteen States, Stevenson, U. S. N„ Director and
this takes the form of vocational Prof. Elmer W. Smith of Colgate Utiitraining; in four, aid is given in buy- versity—all men of vision who know
"
* 1
1 1— . !
11
11
1 . ......... 1 1
11
~
1‘
” 1J
ing homes; in nine western States the public from a wide experience,
assistance is given in settling on Each story created a hearty laugh
farms; in nine States, veterans are anfl at the same time pointed a moral,
exempt from taxation; and in sixteen I The committee and guarantors want
Wise buying is the first step to success in any business. So is it the
States, they are given civil service I to thank the citizens of St. George for
preference. Only three States,—Ala- their patronage and as well as friends
first requirement for a household to be well conducted on an eco
bama, Mississippi, and Georgia— of the city who co-operated to make
have failed to pass legislation author- the affair a success; also sincerely
nomical basis. Big business concerns have purchasing agents who
izing aid of some kind to veterans.
thanking The Courier-Gazette for its
• » »
I interest and help. Much praise is due
are experts in knowing what, when and where to buy. They study
The Ku Klux Kian
the committee and guarantors who
The national head of the Ku Klux worked with untiring effort to make
goods and concerns which have goods to sell. They watch the
Kian, who bears the impressive title I the Chautauqua a success. The comjf Supreme Wizard, has published a mittee was: Dr. C. H. Leach, chairmarkets. They read carefully the advertisements of concerns in
The Disarmament Conference
long and detailed statement, in which man; Mrs. C. H. Leach, treasurer and
The State Department received on he charges that the recent accounts secretary; on sale of tickets, F. B.
their particular lines.
August 9 a formal notification from of outrages by the Kian in Texas and Wall, chairman with G. N. Bachelder.
the Japanese government that it "was elsewhere are nothing more than a J- T. Simmons, Fred Seavey and ErThe manager df a household must be purchasing agent for a large
happy to accept" the suggestion that concerted move on the part of enemies nest Rawley as captains: A. J. Rawthe international conference on the of the Kian to prejudice the public ley. tent; Elmer Allen, lights; seats
proportion of the family needs. She should be familiar with stores
limitation of armaments and on Par in regard to its work. He alleges that and stage, A. J. Rawley, Elmer Allen
Eastern affairs assemble in Washing the Kian is law-abiding and prompted and Dr. Leach; piano. Rev. Mr.
and merchandise. She should run her business on business printon on November 11.
The other by the highest ideals, and quotes Rhodes: publicity, Mrs. C. H. Leach,
Powers invited—Great Britain, France, declarations to that effect from its
The lot on which the big tent was
ciples in order to make the most of the family income.
Italy and China—had previously sig constitution.
But these statements pitched was donated by Dr. Leach,
nified their acceptance, so that it is are difficult to reconcile wih the cir- Mrs. Ernest Rawley and Mrs. Elmer
certain that Armistice Day will be cumstantial accounts of Ku Klux Allen were the decoration committee,
Information is the basis for intelligent purchasing. And the right
notable this year for this significant whippings and tar-and-feathering of The guarantors were: C. H. Leach,
and probably important assembly in unpopular citizens at Dallas, Waco, IE. G. Hooper, Fred Seavey, William
way to get the greatest amount of necessary information is to read
the interest of world peace. The num Lufkin, Houston, Glidden, Beaumont, Brennan, John Thompson, Etta Harber of participating delegates from Teneha, Timpson and other Texas ris, William L. Allen, W. H. Rivers,
advertisements.
each country will probably be limited towns and cities, and the Ku Klux William T. Hocking. Elmer E. Allen,
to five or six; as it is felt that the parades and distribution of Ku Klux C. E. Wheeler, Harold Hupper, Edward
Advertising today is the voice of business. Advertisements tell
presence of too many representatives circulars at Crockett, Beaumont and|M. Tucker, G. N. Bachelder, J. W.
Hupper, A. J. Rawley, J. E. Robinson,
would hamper effective discussion and other places.
you what is new and good in merchandise; they reveal improve
• • * •
H. L. Ewell? Alfred Hocking, A. D.
action. It is not expected that any
Thomas, F. B. Balano.
detailed proposals of program will be
The “Suicide Wave”
ments and inventions; they give you information about things that
made in anticipation of the assembling
No reader of the daily newspapers
A
of the conference.
can have failed to be impressed with
are useful and interesting.
’
MARTINSVILLE
• • • •
the number of suicides which figure
in the despatches; yet few people
Allied Supreme Council at Paris
All roads will lead to Ocean View
Every manager of a household—every person in the household
The
Allied
Supreme
Council can have expected such an appalling Grange hall next Wednesday evening
total
as
has
been
reported
in
the
sta

opened its sessions at Paris on
where the circle fair will be held. Sup
who shares the responsibility for the family’s welfare—should
August.
8.
The
first
business tistics of the Save-a-Life League. per will be served from 5 to 7. There
These
show
that
there
were
not
less
which it took up was the Silesian
will bfc an entertainment in the even
make a practice of reading advertisements.
question, upon which the French, than 6,509 suicides in the United ing. Mrs. Thurlow's ice cream will be
States
in
the
first
six
months
of
the
British and Italian representatives
on sale afternoon and evening.
presented their views. This meeting current year, of whom 4,527 were
Prof, and Mrs. Allen, son and daugh
males
and
1,962
females.
This
is
con

of the Council is recognized as of
ter of Boston and the Misses Marjorie
siderably
more
than
twice
the
total
for
momentous, not to say critical, import
and Ruth Tucker of Peabody, Mass..
ance, for some of the best informed the corresponding period of 1920, when are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rob
the
record
was
2,771
—
1,810
males
and
Observers of European affairs do not
inson at The Anchorage.
hesitate to predict a divergence be 961 females. The average age of the
Mr. and Mrs. G. N. Bachelder en
male
suicide
was
43
years;
and
the
tween the French and British policies
tertained Miss Flora Kiff ar.d Miss
unsettled
economic
conditions,
loss
of
which may prove sharp enough to end
Hastings of Boston at dinner on Sun
the Anglo-French entente.
Such I employment and business failures were day.
the
main
causes.
The
most
pitiful
result would be little short of a calam
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Cook, son
ity to the world's peace,—immensely fact, as the League states, is that, and daughter and grand children of
Lermond of Providence. R. I.
while
225
children
of
the
average
age
encouraging to the Germans, who
WATERMAN’S BEACH Maurice
Malden, Mass., are at the home of El
Mrs. Alice Lineken and daughter
would expect to profit by any rift in of 15 to 16 years took their lives in bridge C. Cook for the summer.
Inez of Worcester are visiting at
the relations of the Allies, especially the first half of 1920, the total for the
Mr. and Mrs. John Foster entertain Amasa Morse’s.
Misses Elizabeth and Florence Veron an issue of such vital consequence, corresponding period this year rose to
and {he chlldren'of Mr and
ed Ernest Rackliff of Westbrook, Mrs.
Misses Annie and Edna Overlock
0O1.
James Verrier of Arlington, N. J., are
•
• • • *
L. Thompson and her granddaugh are visiting at Rodney Jordan's in
at Mr. Verrier's summer home for the
The Veterans' Bureau Established
A Curious Case
ter, Miss Alice Blaney, last Tuesday. Thomaston.
month.
Mrs. Nellie McCoy, Miss Lena Shorey
The consolidation of the governGovernor Small of Illinois, who was
Miss Cheney of Washingtqn, D. C., They stayed tb tea and enjoyed Aunt
mental agencies dealing with former indicted July 20, on charges of de- and a cousin from Athol, Mass., are Annie’s buttermilk biscuit, beefsteak, of Thomaston and Miss Elizabeth
McCoy of Chicago visited Mrs. Mildred
service men into a Veterans' Bureau frauding the State of some $2,000,000 roomers at the Marie Celeste.
peach preserves and cookies. Ernest
Hatch at John Spear's last Monday.
has at last become an established fact while State Treasurer, through alleged
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Adriance and Rackliff is making a short visit with
Charles Copeland, Oscar Copeland,
through the action of the House of failure to turn over to the State the family, and Fred Cummings and his son Scott and daughter, Mrs. Fred
Leslie Copeland, Charles French,
Representatives on August 2, in adopt- proper interest on State funds, refused daughter Frances of East Orange, N. Monroe.
ing the conference report on the Sweet for three weeks to consent to the serv- J., motored with Harold Hupper to
The Waterman family is harvesting Charles Libby and Levi Bucklin have
had lightning rods put on their build
bill by a vote of 264 to 4.
The bill ing of warrants by the sheriff on a Bucksport Tuesday.
the blueberry crop and shipping them
ings recently. Our electrical storms
passed the House originally by a modernized version of the old prin
William Pratt of Boston and Rev. to the factory. They will have several have certainly been a boon to the
unanimous vote, and the Senate with ciple that "the king can do no wrong,” Frank Pratt of Kennebunkport are hundred pounds. Mr. Watermun has
out a roll call; and only certain —his claim being that, as Governor guests of Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Harris.
lots of telephone peas just ready for much abused lightning rod men.
Several new members have lately
minor differences which had to be of the State, he could not be subject
Miss Baxter, Miss Murdock, Miss the market. They bring a good price been added to the State Farm colony.
ironed out kept it from being enacted to arrest. The sheriff, however, kept Spear and Mrs lra Hooper nlotored even here in the country. We are hav
Mrs. Agnes Kohler and daughter
last May. The bill revises the war upon his trail, though he treated him | tQ Camden Tuesday.
ing our blueberries picked on shares.
risk insurance regulations, increases with courtesy; and on August 9, he | Mr. and Mrs. Gates of Boston are This helps us and the boys and girls Arlene of Framingham, Mass., are
visiting Mrs. Esther Newbert.
the compensation of many of the dis submitted to arrest, though protest occupying their new summer home, who are picking them.
abled veterans, makes better pro ing his innocence, and was taken from the Hub cottage, which they re.cntly
We sent four quarts of blueberries
visions for hospitalization, provides th. executive mansion to the court purc(,ased
and one-half peck green beans to Bos
L W. BENNER
rigional offices and sub offices in dif house, where he was put under $50,000
Miss Margaret Harris has gor.e to ton last week by parcel post, which'
—DEALER INferent parts of the country to decide bonds. This is probably the first at- I Manchester, N. H.. the guest of Mr. cost 35 cents. The buyer had them on
claims, and eliminates red tape and the tempt in modern times to enforce the and Mrg Frank F;untai;1
AD Kinds of Real Estate
the table the next day after we mailed
overlapping and conflict of authority. ancient principle.
I Miss Alice Spear of Winthrop, Mass., them. Not so bad.
ROCKLAND
The Smart Set had a shower .at 2 NORTH MAIN ST.,
is the guest of Miss Baxter and Miss
HATCHET Brand COFFEE goes awfully well with the.beans.
«l-lf
TELEPHONE 233-J.
Callie
Morrill
’
s
Wednesday
evening.
against the iron sink when the flash I Murdock.
MEDUNCOOK
carte received a severe shock but no I Clyde Landers of Malthr.m, Mass., They say it was an all-night session.
H. R. Waldron had a family of pups
one was seriously injured.
118 at
" ayside Inn
G. A. Jackson, who has been spend
Capt. James Burns keeper of the I Mr and Mrs. Ray Fenton and Mr. to sell this week and they went like
ing his vacation at the O. M. P., has Trefethern lobster pound, is spending a and Mrs- Reorge Gee cf Boston arc- hot cakes—or rather hot dogs.
The Ware cottage ls for sale, so a
*sta °l Mrs- CharU. Hupoer.
returned to his home in Brooklyn, N. few days in Portland. His brother Is <uDonald
Marshall and sister Myra cf large sign on Long Point informs us.
in charge while he is away.
Y. * His wife and daughter will stay
It is the best cottage on the water
A number of people from Friendship West Somerville, Mass., motored here
several weeks longer.
was in this place last Wednesday Sunday and are guests of their mother. front within many miles of this spot
Roscoe and Marjorie Hupper motor and is situated on a high-headland that
George Cushman is at home again picking blueberries in the field of
has an unbroken view of Mother
from his fishing trip. He and Carl James Simmons.
But there were ed to Damariscotta Tuesday to visit
Ocean.
Simmons went to Thomaston Sunday | plenty of berries left after they had friends.
They had a birthday party for the
in Carl’s motor boat.
| picked all they wanted.
young lady at the Godfrey cottage this
During the severe thunder shower of | Mrs. Lena Cushman has gone to
NORTH UNION
week. Eleven burning tapers lighted
July 31 a bolt of lightning struck one : Friendship for a few days.
the cake.
of the large spruces in front of Calvin I Miss Claris Jackson lost her pet.
.
We are harvesting our peas and set
Simmons’ house, tearing a large piece I kitten by drowning in the well. Bad
Ear Ludwick
Bocklana was the
from one side of it, and shattering thej for the kitten, bad for the well and the guest ,
slHt*r’ Mrs. Nettie Lins ting out strawberry plants. The bed
will be 20x10, or 200 square feet. It
tree so badly that it had to be cut I man who cleaned out the well thought 1scott ast ‘ unday.
Charles Thurston has gone to Win will take 100 plants to fill it. I have
down. Mr. Simmons, who was leaning! it was “badder” for him.
often picked one basket of berries from
throp where he has employment.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Miller of Apple a plant. That is an easy problem to
ton, and Mrs. Martha Sherman, Mrs solve, that the children might have
Bartlett and Mary Maddocks attended their fill of health-giving fruit.
We did quite a trapping business
Pomona Grange at Hope Corner last
with those steel traps. We got four
Saturday.
Mrs, Charles Thurston and Miss skunks, five rats and have the wood
Marion Thurston are in Jefferson, the chuck in irons, as he never returned
guests of her parents, Mr, and Mrs the trap he stepped into.
Our old mother cat caught two of
Joseph Slater,
Mrs. Mary Maddocks was in Bur our -baby rabbits last week and we
kettville last week as the guest of were obliged to get rid of her, as the
children thought more of the rabbits
Mr. and Mrs. Adrial Linscott.
George Thurston is working for than they did of her.
Sturdy, energetic children radiating health, are
Two large cars stopped at our door
George Gove and is boarding with
a source of pride and joy to their parents. And
Wednesday with' an outing outfit on
Ralph Luce.
Mr. and Mrs. John Simmons and board. They were bound to Pleasant
their development depends largely on their food.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Simmons were Island, across the channel. We have
easily because it’s crimp cut
Greatest sport you know
more strangers within our gates now
in Rockland last week.
and it stays put
46 pull out your makin’s
Mr. and Mrs. Odbrey Stevens and than we have had for years past.
Children, undernourished and unwisely fed are
The sea birds are flying in over the
daughter Rosetta of Palermo and Wil
papers
and
some
Prince
weak and unhealthy,and many times anemic. Disease
It’s the best bet you ever
liam Weaver of Washington called on land. A pretty good omen of stormy
weather.
C. D. S. G.
her aunt Mary Maddocks last week.
easily grasps them, for their undeveloped constitur
Albert and roll up a ciga
Rrtnea Albert M
laid
that you’ll like Prince
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ludwlck and
mM te tappy rod
tions are unable to resist the disease germs.
bo<*. tidy rid (tea,
rette I That’s because P. A.
children of Washington called on her
Albert
better
tban
any
ciga

hanjiomi
pound
SOUTH WARREN
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Clarry
and half pound Hu
iis
so
delightfully
good
and
rette
you
ever
rolled!
last Sunday.
bumldera and te (ha
No food will have greater influence in making
pound cryttal flaaa
Mrs. Mary Hall of Massachusetts is
Miss Bertha Hunt of Thomaston
refreshing in a cigarette—
bamJdor with
your children vigorous and healthy than Grape-Nuts.
the guest of Mrs. Nellie Bartlett.
was a recent guest of her aunt, Mrs.
And
listen!
If
you
have
tptngt aaalatanar
just like it is in a jimmy
R.
R.
Ludwick
of
Rockland
is
stop
Evie
Overlook,
recently.
Served wi h milk or cream, Grape-Nuts is an ideal
a
jimmy
pipe
hankering
—
ping at his daughter’s Mrs. Arial
Mrs. Florence Copeland has re
pipe! You never seem to
body, brain and nerve food. It is made from wheat
Linscott and working at Camp Me turned from Lynn, where she has
by all means know what
get your fill — P. A.’s so
domak.
been
for
the
past
seven
weeks
caring
and barley. Grape-Nuts offers a high food value,
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Republican leaders of the House of
Representatives, including members
of the Ways and Means Committee, in
conference on August 9 with Presi
dent Harding and Secretary Mellon,
agreed upon reductions of approxi
mately $600,000,000 in taxes and $520,000,000 in government expenditures
for the present fiscal year. The pro
gram includes the repeal of the excess
profits tax, retroactive to January 1.
the repeal of ha[f of the transporta
tion tax, effective next January 1; the
repeal of the higher income surtaxes,
retroactive to Januuary 1; and the re
peal of the so-called, nuisance and
clothing luxury taxqrt As an offset
to these cuts, it was agreed to in
crease the income tax on corporations
by probably 2% per cent; and to re
duce government expenditures from
the previous estimate of $4,554,000,000
to $4,034,000,000. The automobile tax,
the bank check, and the increase of the
first class postal rate to 3 cents were
abandoned.
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yours run on business principles ?
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Come on along!

What Is Every Mother’s Hope

For Her Children?

Fill up your makin’s
papers with P. A

j«E ALBERT

Fringe Albert
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